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LOCALLY COMPACT QUANTUM GROUPS
BY JOHAN KUSTERMANS AND STEFAAN VAES *
ABSTRACT. - In this paper we propose a simple definition of a locally compact quantum group in reduced
form. By the word 'reduced' we mean that we suppose the Haar weight to be faithful. So in fact we define
and study an arbitrary locally compact quantum group, represented on the L2-space of its Haar weight. For
this locally compact quantum group we construct the antipode with polar decomposition. We construct the
associated multiplicative unitary and prove that it is manageable in the sense of Woronowicz. We define the
modular element and prove the uniqueness of the Haar weights. Following [15] we construct the reduced
dual, which will again be a reduced locally compact quantum group. Finally we prove that the second dual
is canonically isomorphic to the original reduced locally compact quantum group, extending the Pontryagin
duality theorem. © 2000 Editions scientifiques et medicales Elsevier SAS
RESUME. - Dans cet article nous proposons une definition simple des groupes quantiques localement
compacts et reduits. Cadjectif 'reduit' exprime 1'hypothese de fidelite du poids de Haar. Nous definissons
et etudions des groupes quantiques localement compacts arbitraires representes sur 1'espace L2 du poids de
Haar. Nous construisons 1'antipode de ce groupe quantique localement compact, ainsi que sa decomposition
polaire. Nous construisons Funitaire multiplicatif associe et nous demontrons qu'il est maniable au sens de
Woronowicz. Nous definissons 1'element modulaire et demontrons Funicite des poids de Haar. En nous
inspirant de [15] nous construisons Ie dual reduit, qui est de nouveau un groupe quantique localement
compact et reduit. Finalement, nous demontrons que Ie groupe quantique bidual est isomorphe au groupe
quantique de depart, ce qui constitue une generalisation du theoreme de dualite de Pontryagin. © 2000
Editions scientifiques et medicales Elsevier SAS

Introduction
Historically, the first aim in constructing axiomatizations of 'quantized' locally compact
groups was the extension of the Pontryagin duality to non-abelian groups. Because in general
the dual of a non-abelian group will not be a group any more, the quest was for a larger category
which included both groups and group duals. After pioneering work by Tannaka, Krein, Kac and
Takesaki, among others, this problem was completely solved independently by M. Enock and
J.-M. Schwartz (see [15] for a survey) and by Kac and Vainerman [56,55] in the seventies. The
object they defined is called a Kac algebra.
In [73] S.L. Woronowicz constructed a C*-algebra with comultiplication— it was the quantum
SU(2) — which had so many group-like properties that it was justified to consider it as being
a 'quantum group'. But in this example the antipode had become an unbounded operator in the
C*-algebra, and not any more a *-antiautomorphism as in the case of Kac algebras. Also the
algebraic examples of DrinfeFd and Jimbo showed that the antipode need not to be involutive in
* Research Assistant of the Fund for Scientific Research - Flanders (Belgium) (F.W.O.)
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an arbitrary quantum group [13]. So it became clear that the category of Kac algebras was too
small to include all quantum groups, and that it should be enlarged.
The first success in this direction was obtained by Woronowicz who succeeded to define
the compact quantum groups [72,67] in a simple way and who proved, most importantly,
the existence and uniqueness of a Haar state. It was also Woronowicz who made clear that,
following the common paradigm that C*-algebras are quantized locally compact spaces, the C*algebra framework would be the most natural to formulate a theory of locally compact quantum
groups [74].
The next success provided us with another approach. In [6], S. Baaj and G. Skandalis made
a study of multiplicative unitaries, which can be considered as an abstract study of the KacTakesaki operator of a locally compact group. With an irreducible and regular multiplicative
unitary they associate two C*-algebras, which are each others dual, with a comultiplication and
a densely defined antipode. In this way they obtain both the compact quantum groups and, in a
certain sense, the Kac algebras. More precisely, their theory includes the C*-Kac algebras, which
are reformulations of Kac algebras to the C*-algebra framework [16,58].
Shortly afterwards S. Baaj discovered that the multiplicative unitary associated with the
quantum E(2) is not regular [3,2]. Hence more and more people got convinced that the
notion of Baaj and Skandalis was too narrow to include all the quantum groups. It was
Woronowicz [68] who proposed an alternative condition on the multiplicative unitaries which
he called manageability, and it seems that all the multiplicative unitaries coming from quantum
groups will satisfy this condition. Nevertheless, manageability is not a weaker notion than
regularity. In fact, manageability is quite strong, but well adapted to quantum groups.
Still one wanted to give a more intrinsic definition of a locally compact quantum group,
with a C*-algebra (or von Neumann algebra) with comultiplication as a starting point. An
essential idea in this direction was put forward by Kirchberg in [19], who proposed to allow
the antipode of a Kac algebra to be deformed by a 'scaling group', which should be a oneparameter group of automorphisms of the underlying von Neumann algebra. Then T. Masuda
and Y. Nakagami formulated the definition of a Woronowicz algebra in [33], generalizing Kac
algebras by introducing this scaling group. They were able to construct the dual within the same
category, and their theory included the known examples, the Kac algebras and the compact
quantum groups in a certain sense. However, there is an objection to their theory and that is
the complexity of the axioms: a Woronowicz algebra is a quintuple consisting of a von Neumann
algebra, a comultiplication, a Haar weight, a unitary antipode and a scaling group, satisfying a
lot of relations. So a lot of nice properties that one would like to have as theorems are included
as axioms. One of these axioms, which is also an axiom of Kac algebras, is the 'strong left
invariance'. This gives a link between the antipode and the Haar weight (although its name
suggests a link between the comultiplication and the Haar weight). Classically however, in
Hopf algebras and locally compact groups, the axioms of the antipode do not refer to invariant
functionals or measures, and we think this is more natural. In our theory we do not include the
existence of the antipode as an axiom, but we construct it and prove the strong left invariance. We
also give a characterization of the antipode solely in terms of the comultiplication and are hence
close to the classical situation. Such a characterization is also given in [54], by A. Van Daele and
the second author.
Another objection was already given by Masuda and Nakagami themselves: remembering the
paradigm mentioned above it would be better to use the C*-algebra framework to define locally
compact quantum groups. In this sense a C*-version of the theory of Masuda and Nakagami was
announced by Masuda, Nakagami and Woronowicz in some lectures at the Fields Institute and
at the University of Warsaw in 1995 [34]. They proposed the same complex definition, but this
programme is still not achieved.
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In this paper we will give a simple definition of a reduced locally compact quantum group
in the C*-algebra framework. We will call a pair (A, A) a reduced locally compact quantum
group when A is a comultiplication on the C*-algebra A, when (A, A) satisfies a certain density
condition and when there exist a left invariant weight and a right invariant weight on (A, A)
which are faithful and 'approximately KMS\ This last property is weaker than the usual KMSproperty but sufficient for us.
First notice that we add the predicate 'reduced' because we assume the Haar weights to be
faithful. This is of minor importance because the theories of Kac algebras, multiplicative unitaries
or Woronowicz algebras are all 'reduced5 theories as well. Moreover, a lot of our theory will be
applicable to the non-reduced case as well, about which we will tell more later on. In fact the
difference between the reduced and universal case (see [23]), or between the C*-algebra and von
Neumann algebra case, only lies in the appearance of the same object, represented in different
ways, or closed with respect to different topologies. Next, one should observe that this definition
is in fact even simpler than the definition of a Kac algebra, because we do not assume any kind
of antipode, nor any kind of 'strong left invariance'.
What will we be able to prove from this definition? First, we will construct the associated
multiplicative unitary. The proof of its unitarity, which is a major problem in [15] as well as
in [33], uses an inversion formula, which makes the proof easier. We will also show that the von
Neumann algebras generated by the left and right Haar weights are isomorphic, which will be
an important technical tool for us. Then we will be able to construct the antipode with its polar
decomposition, and we will prove the strong left invariance. We will also prove the manageability
of our multiplicative unitary. Next we will prove a certain commutation relation between the left
and right Haar weight and hence get hold of the modular function, which will be the RadonNikodym derivative of the right Haar weight with respect to the left Haar weight. Then we will
prove the uniqueness of left and right invariant weights — up to a positive scalar of course.
Finally we construct the dual reduced locally compact quantum group, and we will prove that
the bidual is canonically isomorphic to the original reduced locally compact quantum group. This
generalizes the Pontryagin duality theorem for abelian locally compact groups.
So we think that all the relevant properties of a locally compact quantum group can be proven
from our definition. Because we also believe that an existence proof for a Haar weight is still far
away, our definition seems to be the simplest one can hope for at the moment.
Of course there are a lot of sources of inspiration for the present work. On the algebraic
level a lot of theory has been developed by A. Van Daele. He generalizes the notion of Hopf
algebras to multiplier Hopf algebras in [62] and then imposes the existence of an invariant
functional in [59]. Formally, the starting point of Van Daele looks very much like ours then
and a lot of the nice properties of his theory were a motivation for our theory. In [31], the first
author and A. Van Daele constructed a C*-algebraic quantum group out of an algebraic quantum
group in the sense of [59], and this is a source of techniques adapted to the C*-framework.
Of course the theory of weights is important to us and we rely on the work of J. Verding [65]
and the first author [24]. While constructing the dual we used a lot of the ideas of Baaj and
Skandalis [6], Masuda and Nakagami [33] and most importantly Woronowicz [68] and Enock
and Schwartz [15]. The importance of Woronowicz' work for us cannot be overestimated: he
learned us to use C*-algebras to tackle the quantum groups [74] and he provided us with many
examples [73,71,38,70,69,64]. He also provided a lot of techniques in his work (e.g. [70]). While
proving unicity results we were inspired a lot by Enock and Schwartz [15].
A short overview of the main results of this paper appeared in [27].
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Notations and conventions
For any subset X of a Banach space £', we denote the linear span by {X), its closed linear
span by [X].
If I is set, F(J) will denote the set of finite subsets of J. We turn it into a directed set by
inclusion.
All tensor products in this paper are minimal ones. This implies that the tensor product
functionals separate points of the tensor product (and also of its multiplier algebra). The
completed tensor products will be denoted by 0, the algebraic ones by ©. For the tensor product
of von Neumann algebras, we use the notation 0. The flip operator on the tensor product of an
algebra with itself will be denoted by \.
The multiplier algebra of a C*-algebra A will be denoted by M(A).
Consider two C*-algebras A and B and a linear map p : A —>• M(B). We call p strict if it
is norm bounded and strictly continuous on bounded sets. If p is strict, p has a unique linear
extension p\ M(A) —> M(-B) which is strictly continuous on bounded sets (see Proposition 7.2
of [25]). The resulting p is norm bounded and has the same norm as p. For a G M(A), we put
p{a)=p(a).
Given two strict linear mappings p : A —^ M(B) and r]: B —^ M(C), we define a new strict
linear map rj p : A —^ M(C) by 77 p = rj o p. The two basic examples of strict linear mappings are:
- continuous linear functionals on a C*-algebra;
- non-degenerate *-homomorphisms. Recall that a *-homomorphism TT : A —>• M{B) is called
non-degenerate 0 B = [ 7r(a) b \ a € A, b € B ].
All strict linear mappings in this paper will arise as the tensor product of continuous functionals
and/or non-degenerate *-homomorphisms.
For uj G A* and a G M(A), we define new elements auj and UJCL belonging to A* such that
[auj)(x) =(jj(xa) and ((jja)(x) =uj(ax) fovx C A. ___
We also define a functional cJ G A* such that 1jj{x} = u}{x*) for all x C A. (Sometimes, cJ will
denote the closure of a densely defined bounded functional, but it will be clear from the context
what is precisely meant by cJ.)
If A and B are C*-algebras, then the tensor product M(A) 0 M(B) is naturally embedded in
M(A(g)B).
We will make extensive use of the leg numbering notation. Let us give an example to illustrate
it. Consider three C*-algebras A, B and C. Then there exists a unique non-degenerate *homomorphism 0: A (g) C -^ M(A 0 B 0 C) such that 0(a (g) c) = a (g) 1 (g) c for all a <E A
and c G C. For any element x e M(A 0 (7), we define a;i3 = 0(x) e M(A 0 B 0 C). It will be
clear from the context which C*-algebra B is under consideration.
If we have another C*-algebra D and a non-degenerate *-homomorphism A: D —> M(A (g) G),
we define the non-degenerate * -homomorphism Ais : D —^ M(A ^ B (^C) such that Ai3(d) ==
A(d)i3foralld€^.
In this paper, we will also use the notion of a Hilbert C*-module over a C*-algebra A. For an
excellent treatment of Hilbert C*-modules, we refer to [32].
If E and F are Hilbert C*-modules over the same C*-algebra, C(E^F) denotes the set of
adjointable operators from E into F. When A is a C*-algebra and H is a Hilbert space, A (g) H
will denote the Hilbert space over A, which is a Hilbert C*-module over A.
For the notion of elements affiliated to a C*-algebra A, we refer to [4], [70] and [32] (these
affiliated elements are a generalization of closed densely defined operators in a Hilbert space).
For these affiliated elements, there exist notions of self adjointness, positivity and a functional
calculus similar to the notions for closed operators in a Hilbert space. We collected some extra
results concerning the functional calculus in [26]. Self adjointness will be considered as a part
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of the definition of positivity. If 8 is a positive element affiliated to a C*-algebra A, 8 is called
strictly positive if and only if it has dense range. For such an element 6, functional calculus
allows us to define for every z G C the power 62, which is again affiliated to A (see Definition 7.5
of [26]).
Let H be a Hilbert space. The space of bounded operators on H will be denoted by B(H), the
space of compact operators on H by Bo{H). Notice that M(Bo(H)) == B{H).
Let A and B be C*-algebras and TT a non-degenerate representation of A on H. Consider also
^cBo(^)*.
For a e M(A), we will use the notation uj{a) := ^(7r(a)) G C. For x G M(A 0 B), we use the
notation (a; (g) ^)(rr) := {u 0 </)((7r (g) ^(rr)) G M(B).
Consider a Banach space E and denote the set of all isometric vector space isomorphisms on
E by Isom(£'). Consider a mapping a: R —> lsom(E) such that:
(1) as Oit = as^t for all t <E R;
(2) we have for all x € E that the function R—^E:t\—^at{x)is norm continuous.
Then we call a a norm continuous one-parameter representation on E.
There is a standard way to define for every z e C a closed densely defined linear operator o^
in E. Denote with S(z) the strip {y e C Im?/ € [0, Imz]} and with S(z)° its interior.
- The domain of Oz is by definition the set of elements x G E such that there exists a function
/ from S(z) into £' satisfying:
(1) /is continuous on S (z)',
(2) /is analytic on S(z)°\
(3) we have that Ot(x) = f(t) for every t e R.
- Consider a* in the domain of o^ and / the unique function from S(z) into E such that:
(1) / is continuous on S(z)',
(2) /is analytic on S{z)°',
(3) we have that Ot(x) == f(t) for every t e R.
Then we have by definition that Oz(x) = f(z).
If A is a C*-algebra, a norm continuous one-parameter group a on A is a norm continuous
one-parameter representation on A such that ai is a *-automorphism on A for every t e R. It
is then easy to prove that the mapping R -^ M(A): t \-^ Ot{a) is strictly continuous whenever
aeM(a).
The mapping o,z is closable for the strict topology in M(A) and we define the strict closure of
az in M(A) by a^. For a G D{az), we put o^(a) := Oz(a).
Using the strict topology on M(A), Oz can be constructed from the mapping R —>
Aut(M(A)) :t i—^ at in a similar way as o.z is constructed from a. (See [25] or [12], where
they used the results in [9] to prove more general results.)
If M is a von Neumann algebra, then a strongly continuous one-parameter group (and its
extension to the complex plane) is defined in a similar way as a norm continuous one-parameter
group but you have to replace the norm topology by the strong topology.

1. Weight theory on C*-algebras
In this section, we will collect some necessary information and conventions about weights. All
weights in this paper will be assumed to be non-zero, densely defined and lower semi-continuous.
These weights will be called proper weights.
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1.1. Weights on C*-algebras
In this first section, we give some information about weights. The standard reference for lower
semi-continuous weights is [11]. A substantial number of results are collected in [24]. We start
off with some standard notions concerning lower semi-continuous weights.
DEFINITION 1.1. - Consider a C*-algebra A and a function ( p : A+ -^ [0, oo] such that:
(1) ^p{x + y) = (p{x) + ^p(y) for all x, y <E A+;
(2) ^{rx) = r^p(x) for all r C R+ and x G A+.
Then we call (p a weight on A.
Let (p be a weight on a C*-algebra A. We will use the following standard notations:
• M^ == {a G A+ (^(a) < oo};
• A/y, = {a G A | (^(a*a) < oo};

• A^=spanA^=A/^,
where A/^A/^ = span {^*a; | x, y e A/^}.
Condition 1 in Definition 1.1 implies that (p(x) ^ (^(?/) for all x, y G A+ such that x ^ y .
Therefore .M^ is a hereditary cone in A+ and A/"^ is a left ideal in M(A). So we see that
M-y C A/^. We also have that M.^ is a sub*-algebra of A and .M^ = .M^ Fl A+.
It is not so difficult to see that there exists a unique linear map ^:My —> C such that
^(x) = (p{x) for all x € M.^. For every x e .M^, we put (p(x) = ^(x).
Also the following terminology is standard:
• we say that (^ is densely defined <^> M.^ is dense in A+ ^> My is dense in A <^> A/^ is
dense in A;
• the weight (p is called faithful <^> [Va e A+: (^(a) = 0 =^ a = 0].
Quite often we will need help from the modular theory (see e.g. [46]) and so we will work also
with weights on von Neumann algebras. We will use the abbreviation n.f.s. weight for a normal,
faithful and semifinite weight on a von Neumann algebra.
The role of the L2-space of a measure is taken over by the GNS-construction for a weight:
DEFINITION 1.2. - Consider a weight ^p on a C*-algebra A. A GNS-construction for ^p is by
definition a triple (Hy, TT^, A^) such that:
• Hy is a Hilbert space;
• A(^ is a linear map from Afy into Hy such that:
(1) A^(A/^) is dense in JY^;
(2) we have for every a, be My, that (A^(a),Ay,(6)) =(^(&*a);
• TVy is a representation of A on ^ such that 7ry,(a) A^(6) = A^(a&) for every a e A and

&eA/^.
It is not difficult to construct such a GNS-construction for any weight (cf. the GNSconstruction for a positive functional) and it is unique up to a unitary transformation.
When we use one of the notations Hy, TT^ or Ay without further comment, we implicitly fixed
a GNS-construction for ^p.
The following sets play a central role in the theory of lower semi-continuous weights.
DEFINITION 1.3. - Consider a weight ^p on a C*-algebra A. Then we define the sets
^ = {cu G A^ | uj{x) ^ ^(rr) for x G A+}

and
^ = { a ^ | a ; G ^ , ae]0,l[}C^.
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On F^, we use the order inherited from the natural order on A\. The advantage of Qy over ^
lies in the fact that Qy is a directed subset of ^: for every 0:1, ^ e Gy, there exists an element
^ ^Qy such that 0:1, 0:2 ^ c^. This implies that Gy can be used as the index set of a net.
A proof of this fact can be found in [39] or [65]. We also included a proof in Section 3 of [24].
Notation 1.4. - Consider a weighty on a C*-algebra A and a GNS-construction (T^TT^A^)
of (p. Letcj c T^.
• We define T^ as the element in B(Hy) n ^(A/ with 0 ^ T^ ^ 1 such that
{T^Ky{a),Ky(b))=uj{Va) forage A/,,.
• There exists a unique element ^ <E ^ such that TjA^(a) = 7r^(a)^ for a e A/y,.
In order to make weights manageable, we have to impose a continuity condition on them. It
turns out that the usual lower semi-continuity is a useful continuity condition.
DEFINITION 1.5. - Consider a weight (p on a C*-algebra A. Then (/? is lower semi-continuous
^ We have for every A e R+ that the set {a e A+ | ^p{a) ^ A} is closed.
<=> If (^),ej is a net in A+ and x C A+ such that (;r,)^j -^ re, then (^(a;) ^ limmf(^(^)),ej.
Notice that the last condition resembles the result in the classical lemma of Fatou. It implies
also easily the next dominated convergence property:
Consider x <E A+ and (x^^i a net in A+ such that xi ^ x for i <E J and (.r^e/ -^ ^. Then
the net {(p(xi))i^i converges to ^p(x).
The most important result concerning lower semi-continuous weights is the following one
(proven in [11] by F. Combes).
THEOREM 1.6. - Consider a lower semi-continuous weight (p on a C* -algebra A. Then we
have for every x € A+ that
(p(x) = s\ip{uj(x) I uj G ^}.

By writing any element of M.^ as a sum of elements in .M+ we get immediately that the net
(uj(x))^Q^ converges to (p(x) for every x e My.
Using this theorem, it is not hard to prove the following properties about a GNS-construction
for a lower semi-continuous weight.
PROPOSITION 1.7. - Consider a lower semi-continuous weight (p on a C* -algebra A and a
GNS-construction (Hy, TT^ , A^) for (p. Then:
• the mapping Ay :My -^ Hy is closed',
• the ^-homomorphism 7Ty : A -^ B{Hy) is non-degenerate',
• the net (T^)^^g^ converges strongly to 1.
From now on, we will only work with proper weights, i.e. weights which are non-zero, densely
defined and lower semi-continuous.
1.2. Extensions of lower semi-continuous weights to the multiplier algebra
Consider a C*-algebra A. Recall that every uj e A* has a unique extension uj to M(A) which
is strictly continuous and we put uj[x) = uj{x) for every x e M(A).
This implies immediately that any proper weight has a natural extension to a weight on M(A).
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DEFINITION 1.8.- Consider a proper weight ^p on a C* -algebra A. Then we define the weight
Tp on M(A) such that
Tp(x) = sup{c<;(.r) | uj € F^\
4

for every x C M(A) ". Then ^ is an extension of (p and we put (^(a;) = ^(aQ for all a; e M(A) + .
We will use the following notations: My = .M-, My = M.-^ and Afy = Af-y.
For any x C .M^, we put (p(x) = ^p(x). It is then clear that the net (uj{x))^^Q^ converges to
(p(x).

The GNS-construction for a proper weight has a natural extension to a GNS-construction for
its extension to the multiplier algebra (see e.g. Definition 2.5 and Proposition 2.6 of [24]).
PROPOSITION 1.9.- Consider a proper weight (p on a C*-algebra A and a GNSconstruction (Hy^TT^^Ay) for ip. Then the mapping Ay :J\T^ —> Hy is do sable for the strict
topology on M(A) and the norm topology on Hy. We denote this closure by Ay. Then
{Hy^ A<^, TTy,) is a GNS-construction for ^.

In particular, we have that D{Ky) = Afy and we put Ay (a) = Ay (a) for every a € N y .
Consider a € Afy. Then there exists a net (a^)^j in A/y? such that:
• ||a^|| ^ ||a|| for i C J;
• (ai)i^i converges strictly to a;
• (A^(oz))^j converges to Ay(a).
This follows immediately by taking an approximate unit in A and multiplying each element of
the approximate unit by a from the right.
Let uj be a functional in F^. Then it is easy to check that, using the definitions of Notation 1.4,
the following holds:
• (7LA^(a),A^(6)) =cj(&*a) fora.beM'^

• rjA^(a)=7r^(a)^foraG.A/'^.
1.3. KMS weights on a C*-algebra
Although a C*-algebra is generally non-commutative, we would like to have some control
over the non-commutativity under the weight. Therefore we will introduce the class of KMS
weights. For full details, we refer to [24].
DEFINITION 1.10. - Consider a C*-algebra A and a weight ^p on A. We say that (^ is a KMS
weight on A <^> (p is a proper weight on A and there exists a norm continuous one-parameter
group a on A satisfying the following properties:
(1) (p is invariant under a: (pat =^p for every t G R;
(2) We have for every a C D(<7i) that(^(a*a) = ^(ai(a)ai(a)*).
The one-parameter group a is called a modular group for (p.
If the weight (p is faithful, then the one-parameter group a is uniquely determined and is called
the modular group of (p.
This is not the usual definition of a KMS weight on a C*-algebra (see [10]), but we prove in
[24] that this definition is equivalent with the usual one. More precisely,
PROPOSITION 1.11.- Consider a proper weight (p on a C*-algebra A with GNS-construction
(jF:f^,7r^,A^). Let a be a norm continuous one-parameter group on A such that (p Of = (p for all
t e M. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) We have that (^(a*a) = (^(ai2 (a)
ai (a)*)/or all a G D(a,_).
\ / ^ \ / / . /
^ 2 '
2

6
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(2) There exists a non-degenerate ^-antihomomorphism 0: A -^ B(Hy) such that we have for
all x G Afy and a e D(a^) that xa belongs to J\f^ and Ay(xa) = 0(aj_ (a)) Ay(x).
(3) For all a,be J\fy D A/^, there exists a function f : S(i) -^ C such that:
• / is continuous and bounded on S(z);
• / is analytic on S(z)°\
• f(t) = ^((Tt(b) a) and f(t + z) = (p(a (7t(b)) for t G M.
PROPOSITION 1.12. - Let (p be a KMS weight on a C*-algebra A, with GNS-construction
(Hy, TT^, Ay,). Then the following properties hold:
(1) there exists a unique anti-unitary operator J on Hy such that JAy(x) = Ay,(ai (xY)for
every x eA/^ nD(cri);
(2) letaeD{a^)andxeJ\fy. Then xa belongs to Afy and Ay (xa) = J7r^(aj,(a)yj Ay(x)',
(3) let a e D(a-i) and x G My. Then ax and xa-i(a) belong to My and ^p{ax) =
(p{xa-i{a))\
(4) consider x € Afy H Afy and a C A/^ H D(a-i) such that a-, (a) G A/"^. 77^ (p(ax) =
(p(xa-i(a)).
The anti-unitary operator J will be called the modular conjugation of (p in the GNSconstruction ( H y ^ T V y ^ A y ) . We also have a strictly positive operator V in Hy such that
V^Ay,(a) == A^(o-t(a)) for t e R and a C A/y,. The operator V will be called the modular
operator of (p in the GNS-construction {Hy, TT^, Ay,).
Although the definition of the modular conjugation and the modular operator depend on a,
they only depend on the weight ip:
There exists a densely defined closed operator T from within Hy into Hy such that
A^(A/y, HA/^) is a core for T and TA^(a) = Ay,(a*) for a e J\fy HA/'y;.
Then V = r*T and T = JV^ = V-^J. Also, notice that JW = V-* and JV'V = V^
for ^ e R.
The above proposition can be easily extended to elements in the multiplier algebra by using
the extensions Tp and a. We will not hesitate to use this extension.
If we have a proper weight T] which agrees with a KMS weight (p on the intersection
M.^ n M^ and such that the proper weight rj is invariant under a modular group of (p, then
^ = rj. For a proof, we refer to Corollary 1.15 of [30].
PROPOSITION 1.13. - Consider a KMS weight y on a C*-algebra A with modular group
a. Let T] be a proper weight on A such that r](7t = T] for t € R and rj(x) = ^p(x) for all
x e M^ n M^. Then T] = (p.
1.4. Absolutely continuous KMS weights
In the first part of this subsection, we fix a C*-algebra A and a KMS weight (p on A with
modular group a. Let (H, TT, A) be a GNS-construction for (/?.
We will also consider a strictly positive element 6 affiliated with A (in the C*-algebra sense)
such that there exists a strictly positive number A > 0 such that a^) = ^ 6 for all t e R.
Then it is natural to look for a good definition for a weight which is formally equal to
(p(S'2 - 6 ^ ) . If A / 1, the method of defining this weight in [36] is not applicable anymore.
Instead we will work with an inverse GNS-construction. This was done in full detail in Section 8
of [24] and we give a short overview of the main results of it in the first part of this subsection.
We need some extra terminology. Let T be an element affiliated with A and a C M(A). Then:
(1) we say that a is a left multiplier of T <^> There exists an element b G M(A) such that
a T(c) = b c for c <E D(T). In this case, we put a T = b',
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(2) we say that a is a right multiplier of T ^ a A C D(T). In this case, there exists a unique
element b e M(A) such that T(a c) = b c for c e A and we put T a = b.
It is not so difficult to show that a is a left multiplier of T <^> a* is a right multiplier of T*. If this
is the case, then (aT)* = T*a*.
Define the following subspace of A:
7 V = { a G A | a i s a left multiplier of 62 and a6^ belongs to A/^ }.
Then N is a dense left ideal of A and the mapping N —^ H : a \—^ A(a6^) is closable. We define
A<$ to be the closure of the mapping N —> H : a i-> A(a<^).
PROPOSITION 1.14. - There exists a unique KMS weight (p§ on A such that (H, TT, A<$) is a
GNS-construction for (pg.
It should be noted that ^g is faithful <^> (p is faithful.
Define the norm continuous one-parameter group a7 on A such that cr^ (a) = (^ a^ (a) 6'^ for
t G IR and a e A. Then a1 is a modular group for (ps. Also notice that cr[ (6) == A* 6 for t e R.
We have moreover for every t e R that (^ a[ = A* (p and ^ c^ = A"^ (^<$.
In the first part of this subsection, we concentrated on KMS weights on C*-algebras (which
was covered in [24]). The same discussion can be easily translated to the level of faithful semifinite normal weights on von Neumann algebras by replacing the norm topology by the astrong* topology. A slightly different route can be followed by using the theory of left Hilbert
algebras. This approach is developed in [52], where the construction is even further generalized
by allowing A to be a certain well-behaved strictly positive operator.
For the sake of completeness, we will also repeat the definitions in this framework. This time,
we consider a von Neumann algebra M acting on a Hilbert space K and a faithful semi-finite
normal weight ^p on M with modular group a. Let (H, TT, A) be a GNS-construction for (p.
Again, we will also consider a strictly positive element 6 affiliated with M (in the von
Neumann algebra sense this time) such that there exists a strictly positive number A > 0 such
that a^) = A* (HoralH e R.
Before getting to the definition, we want to make the following remarks. Consider an element
T affiliated with M (in the von Neumann algebra sense) and a e M. Using unitary elements in
the commutant of M, we get easily the following results.
• If a T is bounded, then a T belongs to M.
• If aKCD{T), then T a belongs to M.
Now we define the following subspace of M:
N = { a C M | 0^2 is bounded and a 6^ CA/^}.
Then N is a a-strongly* dense left ideal in M.
This time, the mapping N —^ H :a\—^ A{a6^ ) is cr-strong* closable and we denote the astrong* closure by A(^.
PROPOSITION 1.15. - There exists a unique n.f.s. weight (ps on M such that (H, TT, Ag) is a
GNS-construction for (pg.
Define the strongly continuous one-parameter group a ' on M such that ai(x) = 6^ at{x) 6'^
for t G R and x e A. Then a ' is the modular group for ^. Also notice that a[(S} = A* 6 for

teR.
We have moreover for every t e IR that (p a[ == A* (p and (pg a^ = A"^ ^.
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In [52], the second author generalizes considerably the usual Radon-Nikodym theorem for
n.f.s. weights on von Neumann algebras due to Pedersen and Takesaki (see [36]). We will only
need the following special case (Proposition 5.5 of [52]). This theorem is one of the major
advantages of n.f.s weights on von Neumann algebras over KMS weights on C*-algebras.
THEOREM 1.16.- Consider a von Neumann algebra M and two n.f.s. weights (p and ^ on M
with modular groups a and a ' respectively. Consider also a number A > 0. Then the following
statements are equivalent.
(1) (^=A^ for allteR',
(2) ^(7t=\~t^forallt^R•,
(3) there exists a strictly positive operator 6 affiliated with M such that Of (<5) = A* 6 for t G M
and^ = (ps.
1.5. Slicing with weights
Fix two C*-algebras A and B together with a proper weight (p on B. An important tool in
the theory of C*-algebraic quantum groups is the slice map i 0 (p. If A and B would arise from
locally compact spaces, (p is implemented by a regular Borel measure fi and L (g (p would integrate
out the second variable with respect to JJL.
In this section, we will define L 0 ^p and mention some properties concerning this slice map.
For full details, we refer to Section 3 of [30].
DEFINITION 1.17.- We will use the following notations:
• we define the set
M

^ ={xC M(A (g B)4' the net ((i (g) ^)W)

is strictly convergent in M(A)};

• for x G M.^^, we define (i (g) ^){x) to be the element in M(A) such that the net
{{i 0 c^)(x))^^g^ converges strictly to (i (g) ^p}{x).
Using the uniform boundedness principle, one can prove (and it is not very difficult) a slightly
different characterization of M^y:
PROPOSITION 1.18. - Consider x C M(A 0 B)+. Then x belongs to ~M^ <^ we have for
all a G A that the net (a*(i 0 uj)(x)a)^^g^ is convergent in A.
RESULT 1.19. - The slice L (g) ^ satisfies the following algebraic properties.
(1) We have for x,y e M^y that x + y C ~M^ and (i g ^p)(x + y) = (i 0 y)(x) +
(i^(p)(y).
_i
_i

(2) We have for x e M^y and A C R"^ thatXx^M^ and (i (g) ^p){\x) = A ( / 0 y)(x).
(3) Consider y G M^y and x G M(A (g) B)+ such that x ^ y. Then x G A^g,

and

(i^)(p)(x) ^ (i^^)(y).
(4) We have fora <E M(A)+ andb^M^, that a g) b C ~M^y and {i (g) (^)(a 0 b) =cnp(b).
As for ordinary weights, this allows us to extend i 0 (^ to a linear mapping defined on a
subalgebra of M(A (g) B):
Notation 1.20. - The following notations will be used.
• We define M^y as the linear span ofA^y, in M(A (g B). Then ~M,^ is a sub-*-algebra
of M(A 0 B) such that M^ = M,^ H M(A 0 B)+.
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• There exists a unique linear map F-.M^y —> M(A) such that F(x} = (i (g) (p)(x) for
x^^' _
For every x € M^y, we put (// (g) (p){x) = F(x).
• We define J\f^ = {x C M(A (g) B) | ;r*a; e ^M^}. Then A/^ is a left ideal in
M(A (g) B) such that A^ = Jf^ A/^.
Then we have immediately the following natural properties concerning ~M^y.
LEMMA 1.21.- The following properties hold.
• Let x G M^y. Then the net ((i (g) uj){x))^^Q^ converges strictly to (i (g) ip){x).
• We have for a G M(A) and b C ~My that a (g) b ^^M^v and (^^)(a0b)=a (p(V).
• We have for a e M(A) and b C Afy that a 0 b <E Af^y.
The next Fubini-like proposition is an easy consequence of the definitions above.
PROPOSITION 1.22. - Consider x C M^y and 0 G A*. Then {0 (g) i)(x) belongs to My and

^{e(S)i){x))=0{(i^^(x)).
Using Dint's theorem, it is possible to prove the following converse. It follows immediately
from Lemma A.4 (a result we borrowed from [43]).
PROPOSITION 1.23.- Consider x G M(A 0 B)~^~ and a e M(A)+ such that (0 (g) i)(x)
belongs to My and (p{(0 0 i)(x)) = 0(a) for all 0 <E A^. Then x belongs to ~M^y and
{L^y)(x) = a.
In this setting of 'C*-valued weights', the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is generalized in the
following way. A proof can be found in Proposition 3.15 of [30].
PROPOSITION 1.24. - Let x,y € A/^. Then
((^^)(^*.r))*((^^)(^)) ^ ||(,0 ^Wv}\\{^^x).

This follows easily by approximating (i (g) (p){y*x) by (i 0 ^)(x"y) for uj e Gy and using a
Hilbert C*-module estimate in the KSGNS-construction for i <g) a;.
In the next part of this section, we provide a KSGNS-construction for L (g) (^ on A (g) Hy as a
generalization of a GNS-construction for weights. From now on, we will fix a GNS-construction
(^,7r^,A^) for (p.
RESULT 1.25.- Consider x C A^y, and v e Hy. Then there exists a unique element
q C M(A) such that 0{q) = (Ay({0 (g) i){x)),v} for 0 e A*.
We included a proof of this fact in Subsection A. 1 of Appendix A. This is also the case for the
next proposition in which we introduce a KSGNS-construction for the 'C*-valued weight' L 0 (p:
PROPOSITION 1.26. - There exists a unique linear map A '.Af^y —> £(A, A^Hy) such that
K(xY (a (g) Ay(b)) = (i (g) (p) (a-* (a (g) b))
for a (E A, 6_G Afy and x 6 Af^y.
For x € A/\0^, we put (^_(g) A^)(.r) = A(.r). T/i^^z w^ have the following properties:
• we have for all x,y G M^that (i (g) Ay,)(^)*(^ (g) A^)(.r) = (^ (g) (p){y"x)',
• consider a C M(A) a^ 6 C A/'y,, ^^ [i (g) Ay,)(a (g) 6) = a (g) Ay,(6);
• wehaveforx(EM(A(^B) andy^M^ that (i^)Ay)(xy) = (i (g) 7r^)(.r)(i (g) Ay,)(^/).
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1.6. Partial GNS-construction for the tensor product of two lower semi-continuous
weights
Throughout this section, we will fix C*-algebras A and B, a proper weight (^ on A and a
proper weight '0 on B. At the same time, we fix a GNS-construction (Hy^ TT^, Ay,) for (^ and a
GNS-construction (Jf^, TT^, A^,) for ^.
In this subsection we will quickly say something about the tensor product of ^ and -0 and a
partial GNS-construction for this tensor product. We refer to Section 4 of [30] for full details.
DEFINITION 1.27. - We define the tensor product weight (p (g ^ on A (g B in such a way that
((^ 0 ^){x) = sup{(c^ (g) (9)(aQ | a; e ^, 6> e ^}
for every re G (A (g B)"^. Then (p (g) '0 is a proper weight on A 0 B.
Notice that the family {uj (g) 0 \ uj e Qy, 9 C ^} is upwardly directed. This will imply that the
map (p 0 '0 above is additive.
The defining formula for (^ (g ^ can be easily extended to the multiplier algebra of the tensor
product: we have for all x e M(A (g) B)^~ that
((p 0 VQ(rr) = sup{(cj (g) 6>)(a:) | uj € ^, 6> e T^}.

This will imply immediately the following results:
• My 0 M^ C .My^ and ((p (g) ^)(a (g) 5) = (p(a) ^(b) for a € .M^ and & e M^\
• Afy Q A/'^, C A/^,/;.

Although the space Hy (g) 77^ is in general (possibly) too small to serve as a GNS-space for
(p <g) '0, we still can find interesting elements which can be suitably represented in Hy (g) H^.
First, we introduce a special subset ofAfy^ consisting of all elements which can be properly
represented in Hy (g) H^.
DEFINITION 1.28.- We define the following objects:
• we define A/^, ^) as the set of elements x C Afy^ such that there exists v G Hy (g) H^
such that |H|2 = ((^ (g ^(a;*^) and (^A^(a) (g A^,(&)) = ((/? (g ^)((a* (g b*)x) for all
a CA/^, &eA/^;
• also define A/"((^, ^) = •^'(^5 '0) H (A (g 5);
• we define the mapping Ay, (g A^,: A/"((^, ^) ^ ^y, (g H^ as follows. Let a; e ^(y?, ^). Then
we define (A^ (g A^)(.r) G ^ (g ^ such that
((A^ (g A^,)(a;), Ay,(a) (g A^(&)) = ((^ (g ^) ((a* (g &*)a;)

fora €A/^, &€A/^.
It is easy to see that J\fy Q J\f^ C Af((p^) and that (A^ (g A^)(;r) = (A^ 0 A^)(a:) for
a;eA/^©A/^.
We collect the GNS-like properties of {Hy (g H^^TT^ (g 7r^,Ay, (g A^) in the following
proposition.
PROPOSITION 1.29. - The following properties hold.
• The mapping Ay <g A^: J\f(ip, ^) —> Hy (g H^ is a linear map which is closed with respect
to the strict topology on A (g B and the norm topology on Hy 0 H^.
• The mapping Ay (g A^,: Af((p, ^) -» Hy (g ff^, ^ closable with respect to the strict topology
on M(A(g B) and the norm topology on Hy (g H^. Denote its closure by A^ (g A^,. T/z^/z
D(Ay, (gA^) =A/'((/?,^) and we put (Ay (gA^,)(a) = (Ay, (g A^,) (a)/or a GA/'(^,'0)ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
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• ((Ay (g) A^)(x), (Ay 0 A^)(y)) = (^ 0 ^)(y"x)for x,y C A/^, '0).
• A/'(^,'0) anJ Ar((p^) are left ideals in M(A 0 £?) anJ (TT^ 0 7r^)(.r)(A^ 0 A^)(a) =
(A^ 0A^)(xa)forxeM(A^B) and a eA^,^).
It is now also clear that A/"^ 0 M^ C A/"(^, '0) ^d that (A^ 0 A^)(a;) = (A^ © A^)(;r) for
^eA/^oA/^.
We included a proof of the previous result in Subsection A.2 of Appendix A.
If one of the weights (p and 0 is a KMS weight, it can be shown (see Proposition 4.14 of [30])
that Afy^ = A/'(^, ^). So (Hy 0 H^, TVy (g) TT^, Ay <S> A^) is a GNS-construction for (^ (g) ^ in
this case.
If both of them are KMS, then ATy © A/^ is a core for A^> (g) A^/, (^^ e.g. Section 7 of [24]).
Throughout this paper, we will be able to restrict ourselves to the following kind of elements
in A/'(^, '0) for which we have explicit formulas. See Subsection A.2 in Appendix A for a proof.
LEMMA 1.30. - Consider an orthonormal basis (e^i^ for Hy. Let x G Mu^ and y G Afy.
Then x (y 0 1) belongs to A/'((^, ^),
^ ||A^ ((^A^),e, ^ ^)(^)) ||2 = (^ ^ ^) ((2/* 0 1) .T*^ (^ ^ 1))

tGJ
=(p^(i0^)(x*x)y) < oo
a/zJ

(A^ 0 A^,) (a- (y 0 1)) = ^ a 0 A^, ((^A^e, ^ ^)) •
iGJ

1.7. W* -lifts of lower semi-continuous weights
In this subsection, we fix a proper weight y on a C*-algebra A. Let (Hy,7Ty,Ay) be a GNSconstruction for (^. We will discuss the canonical extension of (^ to a normal weight on ^(A)"
and produce a useful and natural GNS-construction for it.
By Notation 1.4, we have for all uj C T^ that c<;(a) == (7Ty(a) ^, ^) for a e A. So there exists
a unique element uj € (^(A)")^ such that uj> 7Ty =u, i.e. uj(x) = (x^,^) forx G ^(A)".
Because ^ is upwardly directed, the same is true for the set {uj \ uj G Gy}. This will imply
that we really get a weight in the next definition.
DEFINITION 1.31.- We define the function ( p : (^(A)^ -^ [0,oo] such that (p(x) =
s\ip{uj(x) I uj G Fy} for x G (^(A)")"^. Then (p is a normal semi-finite weight on ^(A)"
such that (p7Ty = (p.
Notice that the last statement follows from Theorem 1.6. We call <y5 the W*-lift of ^p in the
GNS-construction (Hy, TT^ , Ay).
Although this definition is conceptually appealing it is not that practical in some applications.
It will turn out that it is more useful to get a GNS-construction for f by closing Ay with respect
to the a-strong*-topology. Using a result ofU. Haagerup (see [18]), S. Baaj provided in [5] the
necessary ammunition to prove the next proposition (we included a full exposition in Section 2
of [30]).
PROPOSITION 1.32.- There exists a unique linear map Ay : At- -^ Hy such that:
• (Hy,i, Ay) is a GNS-construction for ^>\
• Ay(7Ty(a)) = Ay (a) for all a eAfy.
We have moreover the following property. For every x € A/'~, there exists a net (a^)^j in J\fy
such that:
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(1) ||a,|| < \\x\\ for every i ^ I \
(2) {7Ty(ai))i^i converges strongly^ to x\
(3) (Ay{ai))^i converges to Ay (x).
We will call (Hy,i,Ay) the W*-lift of (Hy,7Ty,Ay). It is not difficult to see that (see
Proposition 2.18 of [30]):
• f>(-Ky{x)) =y(x) forall^Gl^A)^
• Ay(7Ty(x)) =A^(.r) for all x^Afy.
We will use the following terminology (which obviously comes from left Hilbert algebra
theory).
DEFINITION 1.33. -Consider a vector v G Hy. Then we say that v is right bounded with
respect to {Hy,7ry,Ay) ^ There exists a number M ^ 0 such that ||7r^(a;)v|| < M||A^(.z*)|| for
all.rcA/^.
It is clear that the set of right bounded elements is a subspace of Hy.
DEFINITION 1.34. - We say that (p is approximately KMS <^ The subspace of right bounded
elements is dense in Hy.
A KMS weight is always approximately KMS.
Using the theory ofn.f.s. weights, the following result follows easily.
PROPOSITION 1.35. - The weight (p is approximately KMS ^ f) is faithful.
Proof. =^ Choose y <E ^(A) 77 such that ^(y^y) == 0.
Take a right bounded element v. Then there exists clearly a bounded operator T € }^(Hy) such
that TAy(a) = 7Ty(a) v for all a e ATy. Using the second part of Proposition 1.32, it is easy to
see that TAy(x) = x v for all x e A/~. In particular, yv = TAy(y) = 0.
Because the set of right bounded elements is dense in Hy (by assumption), this implies that
y=0.
^= So (p is now a n.f.s. weight on ^(A) 77 and we can use the standard technique to produce
right bounded elements. Call a the modular group of (/?, {Hy, L, Ay) the W*-lift of (Hy, TT^, Ay)
and J the modular conjugation of (p in the GNS-construction {Hy, L, Ay).
For every a e A/'~ and n e N, we define (the integral is defined in the strong topology)
= /f exp^-rrrja^ajdt,
exp^rA2)?^)^
an=
then dn C A/'- D D(ai.). So we have for every x G M- that
xAy{an)=Ay(xan) =Ja^(anyjAy(x).
This implies that Ay(dn) is a right bounded element.
But it is also clear that (Ay{dn) \ a e A/"~, n € N) is dense in Hy. So (p is approximately
KMS. D
^
The second part of this proof can be immediately translated to show that ip is approximately
KMS if (^ is KMS.
If (p is approximately KMS, this proposition implies the existence of a closed operator T in
Hy such that Ay (A/^ U A/^) is a core for T and TAy (x) = Ay (re*) for all x e M- U A/^.
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So we get also that A^A/^ H^) C D(T) and TA^x) = A<^*) for all x e A/^ HA/^.
We will also need the following result concerning the tensor product of approximate KMS
weights.
PROPOSITION 1.36. - Consider ^-algebras A and B and
• an approximate KMS weight (p on A with GNS-construction (Hy, TT^, A^);
• an approximate KMS weight ^ on B with GNS-construction (H^, TT^,, A^,).
Then the weight (p 0 ^ is approximately KMS and (Hy (g) H^, TT^ 0 TT^ A^ 0 A^,) ^ a GA^constructionfor (p 0 ^.
Proof^- Denote the respective W*-lifts of (^ and ^ in their respective GNS-constructions by
(p and ^. We also denote the W^-lifts ofp^T^Ay,) and (^TT^A^) by (J^^Ay,) and
(.Z:f-0, ^ A^) respectively. Define 0 = ^0^, the von Neumann tensor product of (p and ^ (^^
Theorem 8.2 of [46]). By Proposition 8.3 of [46], we know that
0=

sup

20/I.

^^.G^il^^-G^

Then we have immediately that ^(^ (g) TT^) = (^ 0 ^. Let (Hy ^ H ^ , L , A,) be the canonical
GNS-construction for 0 (see Proposition 8.1 of [46]). We know that for a G A/"- and b e A/'-'
_
_
_
^
^'
A-^a (g) b) = Ay (a) 0 A^(b). But now we have for all x <E X^^^, that (^ (g) 7r^)(a;) e A/^ and
for all a e A/y, and & e A/^
(A^((7r^ 07r^)(^)),A^(a) (g)A^,(&)) = (A^((7r^ 07r^)(a;)),A^(a) (g)7r^(6)))
=0((7r^07r^)((a*06*)a;))
=((^0^)((a*0b*)a;).
2

It is also clear that [|Ag<(7r^ 0 7i^)(a;))|| = (^ 0 ^)(a;*a;). From this we can conclude that
x € A/'(y?, '0) and
(Ay, (g) A^)(a;) = A^((7r^ (g) 7r^)(a;)).

Then we get immediately that (Hy (g) H^, TT^, 0 TT^ , A^ (g) A^,) is a GNS-construction for (^ (g) ^.
Let ^ (g) ^ be its W^lift with lifted GNS-construction (Hy (g) ^, L, Ay^). It then follows from
the construction of A^^, and the strong-norm closedness of A- that for all a e J\f——
we have
y?(g)
r- A/~,
\r andA
°
^
ae
t7

A^0V,(a) =A^(a).
From this we may conclude that (p (g) '0 is faithful, and so ^ (g) ^ is approximately KMS.

D

2. The multiplicative partial isometrics
Consider a C*-algebra A with comultiplication A and a left invariant weight on A. It is then
customary to define the multiplicative partial isometry. Up to now, it was a non-trivial matter
to prove that this multiplicative partial isometry is unitary. What has been lacking in order to
achieve this, was a concrete formula for the inverse. In this section, we will first introduce some
terminology and then prove a formula for the inverse. We will give some important applications
of this formula in the next section.
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2.1. Left invariance of weights
First we introduce some terminology concerning bi-C*-algebras and left invariant weights on
them. The used terminology is by no means a standard one but will be used throughout this paper.
DEFINITION 2.1. - Consider a C*-algebra A and a non-degenerate *-homomorphism A: A —^
M(A (g) A) such that (A (g) <.)A == {b 0 A)A. Then we call (A, A) a bi-C*-algebra.
We define the non-degenerate *-homomorphism A^: A —> M(A 0 A (g) A) as A^ =
(A (g) ^)A = (^ (g) A)A.
Now we define a form of left invariance for weights on bi-C*-algebras. We will use a very
weak form of left invariance but in the cases of interest, this weak form of left invariance will
imply a much stronger one.
DEFINITION 2.2. - Consider a bi-C*-algebra (A, A) and a proper weight ^ on A. Then:
• we call ^ left invariant <^> we have for all a e M^ and uj e A*, that ^{(uj (g) ^)A(a)) =
^(l)(^(a);
• we call (p right invariant <^> we have for all a € M^ and c<; e A*_ that (p{(i (g) ^)A(a)) ==
cj(l)(^(a).
Notice that we use the extensions of (^ to M(A)+ in the previous definition because we only
know that (uj (g) i)A(a) e M(A) 4 ". In a proper framework for quantum groups, (uj (g) ^)A(a) will
belong to A~^ but we will not assume this immediately.
If (p is left invariant, it is easy to see that (p({uj (g) ^)A(a)) = (^(a)c^(l) for all a e M.
(approximate a strictly from below by elements in .M^).
RESULT 2.3. - Consider a bi-C*-algebra (A, A) and a left invariant proper -weight (p on A
with GNS-construction ( H ^ T T ^ A ) . Then:
(1) we have for all a G My and uj C A* ?/^ (a; (g) </)A(a) C .My, 6mJ ^p{{uj (g) ^)A(a)) =
^(l)(^(a);
(2) we have for all a G Af^ and uj <E A* r/i^r (cc; (g) ^)A(a) C A/^ a^ ||A((cc; (g) //)A(a))|| ^
11^11 l|A(a)||.
The first statement is immediate. For the second one, use for instance Lemma 3.10 of [30].
We also want to work with the slice map L (g) (p. Therefore we state the following result. We
introduced the necessary terminology in Section 1.5.
RESULT 2.4. - Consider a bi-C*-algebra (A, A) and a left invariant proper weight ^ on A
with GNS-construction (H, TT, A). Then:
(1) consider a e My\ then A(a) € M.i^ and (i (g) (^)A(a) = (p(a) 1;
(2) consider a <E A/^; then A(a) belongs to J\f\^y and (i (g) Ay,)(A(a))*(^ (g) Ay,)(A(a)) =
(/^(a*a)l.
The first statement follows from Proposition 1.23. The second one is an immediate
consequence of the first one.
Although all properties are stated in terms of left invariant weights, there are of course also
similar properties for right invariant weights.
Let (A, A) be a bi-C*-algebra and ^ a right invariant proper weight on A. Consider a, & C AT^.
Then the previous result implies for all x G M(A (g) A) that A(a*)rr(& (g) 1) C ~M^, and
Proposition 1.24 implies that
(2.1)

{^ 0 L) (A(a*).r(6 0 1))*(^ 0 i) (A(a*)a:(6 (g) 1))
^ ^(a*a) (V; (g) <.) ((&* (g) l)a;*.r(6 (g) 1)).
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This is a simple observation which will be used throughout the paper.
RESULT 2.5.- Consider a bi-C"-algebra (A, A) such that (a; (g) i)^(x) G A /or ^/
re C A a^ cj G A*. L^r ^ be a right invariant proper weight on (A, A) and a, b G A/^. TT^n
(^ (g) ^)(A(a*)(6 0 1)) ^ (^ 0 ^)((a* 0 1)A(^)) belong to A.
Proo/ - We have for uj e G^ that
| (c^ 0 ,) (A(a*)(& 0 1)) ||2 ^ | (cj ^ ,)(A(a*a)) || a;(6*6)
^ || (^0 //)(A(a*a))|| c^*6) = ^(a*a) ^(&*6).
Hence we get for all uj, IJL e ^ with /^ ^ cc; that
|[(cc;0,)(A(a*)(60l))-(/,0,)(A(a*)(60l))|| 2 ^^/;(a*a)(a;-^)(&*&).
This implies that the net ((uo (g) b) (A(a*) (&01)) )^^ is Cauchy and therefore norm convergent.
So we conclude that this net converges in norm to (^ (g) ^)(A(a*)(& (g) 1)).
Since, by assumption, all elements {uj (g) //)(A(a*)(6 0 1)) (a; G ^) belong to A, we get that
('0 (g) /.)(A(a*)(& (g) 1)) belongs to A. D
In the next result, we use inequality (2.1) once more and combine it with the left invariance of
(p. We get a basic result which will be used throughout the paper.
RESULT 2.6. - Consider a bW-algebra (A, A), a left invariant proper weight (p on A and
a right invariant proper weight ^ on A. Let a, be A/\/, and c G ~N^. Then (^ (g) b) (A(a*c) {b (g) 1))
belongs to Afy and
\ A^^)(A(a*c)(60l)))|| ^ [|A^(a)|| ||A^)|| ||A^(c)||.
This implies easily the following technical result.
RESULT 2.7. - Consider a bW-algebra (A, A), a left invariant proper weight (p on A and
a right invariant proper weight ^ on A. Let a, be 77^ and c G J7y.
Suppose that 0 is a non-degenerate representation of A on a Hilbert space K and consider
v G K together with an orthonormal basis (e^)^j for K. Then
^ ||A^ ^ .)(A(a*c)( (. 0 ^,J(A(&)) 0 1))) ||2
-id

^^^(^fiiA^wfiiA^c)!! 2 ^!!^^.
Proof. - By the previous result, we know that
^ ||A^((^ 0 ^)(A(a*c)((^ 0 ^J(A(&)) 0 1))) [| 2
iei
^||A^(a)||2 |A^((.0a;^)A(&))|| 2 ||A^(c)|| 2
i€7

=^||A^(a)|| 2 |[A^(c)|| 2 ^((^^^)(A(6))*(^^^)(A(&))).

id
Lemma A.6 implies that
^||A^(a)|| 2 ||A^(c)|| 2 ^((^^eJ(A(&))*(^a;^)(A(&)))

id
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=||A^(a)|| 2 ||A^(c)|| 2 ^((^^,)(A(6*&)))
=\\^(a)\\2\\A^c)\\2\\v\\2^b^
where we used the right invariance of ^ in the last equality. Now the result follows.

D

2.2. The multiplicative partial isometry
In the next part of this section, we will introduce (as usual) the multiplicative partial isometry
and prove an inversion formula which is the cornerstone of this paper. This inversion formula
will imply the unitarity of the partial isometry and the existence of the antipode together with its
polar decomposition under rather weak assumptions.
For the rest of this subsection, we will fix a bi-C*-algebra (A, A) together with a left invariant
proper weight ^p on it. Let (H, TT, A) denote a GNS-construction for (p.
At the same time, we fix a proper weight rj on A with GNS-construction (K,0,T). (Notice
that we do not assume any form of left or right invariance.)
In Definition 1.27, we defined the tensor product T) 0 y of the two proper weights. Although
the Hilbert space K 0 H is in general probably too small to serve as a GNS-space for rj 0 (^, it is
however possible to define a partial GNS-construction for T] 0 (p. We discussed this in Section 1.6
where we introduced the notations Af(rj, (p) and r 0 A (Notation 1.28). We want to stress that
we will always be working with elements as in Lemma 1.30.
Using Lemma_l.30 and the left invariance of (^, it is immediate that we have for every
aeA/^ a n d f o e A / y , that A (6) (a 0 1) c A/^^) and that (^0^)((a* 0 l)A(&*M(a 0 1)) =
rj^a)^b).
By polarization, we get that
<(r0A)(A(&)(a^l)),(r0A)(A(d)(c0l)))=<r(a),r(c))<A(&),A(d))
for all a, c <E Afrj and b, d e Afy. This justifies the following definition.
Notation 2.8. - We define the isometry U : K ( S ) H ^ K ( ^ H such that
U(T(a) 0 A(b)) = (r 0 A) (A(&)(a 0 1))
for a e A/"^ and b e A/^.
Now £/* could be called a multiplicative partial isometry associated to (A, A). Using the
fact that A/^ and A/y, are bounded strict cores for r and A respectively (see the remarks after
Proposition 1.9) and the strict closedness of r 0 A (first statement of Proposition 1.29), we get
easily that
U(T{a) 0 A(&)) = (r (g) A) (A(&)(a 0 1))
for a G Afr, and b G A/'y,.
We will also need the following formula for U.
RESULT 2.9. - Consider an orthonormal basis (e,),ez for K, a C A/^ and v G K. Then we
have that ^^ || A((^,e, 0 ^)A(a))|| 2 = \\v\\2 (^(a*a) < oo and
U(v 0 A(a)) = ^e, 0 A((^,e, ^ ^)A(a)).
zei
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Proof. - We have for every w G K that
^ ||A((^,^ 0 l)A(a)) | 2 = ^([(c^e, 0 l)A(a)]*[(o^ 0 l)A(a)]).
^
icJ
So Lemma A. 6 implies that
^ ||A((o;w,e. 0 l)A(a)) ||2 = (^((^^ (g) l)A(a*a)) = ||w||2 (^(a*a),
ieJ
where we used the left invariance in the last equality.
Also, notice that we get that both expressions in the statement of the lemma depend
continuously on v. So it is enough to prove the equality for a dense set of elements v in K.
Therefore choose b e A/'y,. Because A (a) belongs to A^g^, we can apply Lemma 1.30. This
lemma gives us immediately that
U(r(b) 0 A(a)) = (F 0 A) (A(a)(& 0 1)) = ^ e, 0 A((a;r(b),e, ^ ^)A(a)).
ieJ

D

For the sake of completeness, we also include the standard formulas for the slice of U with a
functional (left and right).
RESULT 2.10.- The following properties hold.
• We have for all a,be 77 y that (i (g) ^A^Mb))^)=e((t (g) ^)((1 ^ ^^t^)))• We have for all uj eBo(^)* and a C At'y that (uj (g) b)(U) K{a) = A((cj (g) //)A(a)).

Pwo/ - • Choose c, d e A/^. Then

<(^ ^ a;A(,),A^)((7)r(c), r(^)> = <^7(r(c) 0 A(a)), r(d) 0 A(&))
=((r^A)(A(a)(c0l)),(r0A)(d0&))
= (77 (g) (^) ((cT (g) &*)A(a)(c <g) 1))
=77(d*(,0^)((l0&*)A(a))c)
= <^((. 0 (^)((1 0 6*)A(a)))r(c), F(d))
and the stated formula follows.
• Take c, d e A/^. Choose & e A/^. Then
<(^r(c),r(d) 0^)(^)A(a),A(&)) - {U(T(c) 0A(a)),F(d) 0A(&))
= <(r 0 A)(A(a)(c (g 1)), (r (g A)(d 0 6))
=(^0(^)((d*06*)A(a)(c0l))
= (^*(77 0 ^)((d* 0 l)A(a)(c 0 1)))
- (A((cc;r(c),r(d) ^ ^)A(a)), A(6)).
So we get that (^r(c),r(d) ^ ^)(?7)A(a) = A((cx;r(c),r(d) ^ ^)A(a)) for all c, d e A/^.
Because Bo(^)* = [^r(c),r(d) | c, d e A/^], the result follows by Result 2.3. D
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, a crucial step in this paper is a formula for the
inverse of the isometry U. We will provide one in the following results.
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In order to deal with the unboundedness of the weight ^, we will use the following simple
lemma to make things bounded. For the definition of .F^, T^ and ^ used in the next lemma, we
refer to Notation 1.4.
LEMMA 2.11. - Consider uj C T^ u, v C K, w G H and a C At^. Then
((l(g)TJ)£/(^(g)A(a)),^(g)w) =(a;^(g)c^^)A(a).

Proof. - It is clear that we only need to prove the lemma for elements u which are dense in K.
Therefore choose b G A^. Also take p G ^.
We have for all x e Af(r], y?) that
||(007^)(a;)(^0^)| 2 -(p0^)(.^*a;)^(770^)(^*^)=|(^0A)(rr)| 2 .

So we can define a bounded operator F ' . K ^ H ^ K ^ H such that F(r (g) A)(.r) =
(0 (g) 7r)(.r)(^ (g) ^) for all x e A/'(T?, (/?). It is then clear that

F(r(p) ^ A(^)) = (r^ 0 rj) (r(p) 0 A(^))
forpe A/^, g G A/y,. Thus F = ^ 0 TJ.
Hence,
(TJ (g) TJ)[/(r(6) 0 A(a)) = F(r 0 A) (A(a)(& 0 1))
=((9(g)7r)(A(a)(&0l))(^(g)^).
Consequently,
((^(g)rJ)£/(r(6)0A(a))^(g)w)=(((907r)(A(a)(&(g)l))(^(g)^),z;(g)w)
= <(0 0 7r)(A(a))(0(6)^ 0 ^)^ 0 w)
=((^07r)(A(a))(T^r(6)0^)^0w).
Because (Tp2 )pe^^ converges strongly to 1, this implies that
((l0rJ)(7(r(&)0A(a))^0w)=((007r)(A(a))(r(&)0^)^0w).

D

Now, we can easily prove the crucial result.
PROPOSITION 2.12.- Consider a right invariant proper weight ^ on (A, A), a, b G 77^,
c € J\fy, v € K and an orthonormal basis (e^eJ for K. Then
^ ||A((^ 0 ,)(A(a*c)((, 0 a;,,eJ(A(6)) 0 1))) ||2 < oo
id
and
^(^e,(g)A((^(8)^)(A(a*c)((^(g)^,eJ(A(^))(g)l)))) =v(g)A((^(g)^)(A(a*c)(&0l))).
^zGJ
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Proof. - The first inequality was already proven in Result 2.7. Let us now prove the last
equality. Choose uj G ^, u C K and w e H.
Using Lemma 2.11, we get that
((l0TJ)[/^e,0A((^0^)(A(a*c)((^^,J(A(&))0l)))Vn0w)
x
^iei
^
I
=^<(l0rJ)[/(e,0A((^0,)(A(a*c)((,0^eJ(A(&))^l))))^0w)
i^I
=

^(^,^^^^,w)A((^(g)^(A(a*c)((//0^^)(A(6))(g)l)))
zCJ

=^^((^(^,,0^^)A)(A(a*c))(,0^,,J(A(6)))
id
= Y^ ^((i (g) c^u 0 CJ^^)((A 0 //)A(a*c))^ 0 CJ^)(A(&)))
zeJ
-^^((^0^,n)(A((,0^,^)A(a*c)))(^^eJ(A(6))).
zCJ

But Lemma A.6 implies that the last sum is equal to
^((^^^)(A((,0^,^)A(a*c))A(6))).
Using now the right invariance of ^, we get that
/(l0rJ)[/^e,0A((^0,)(A(a*c)((,0^,,J(A(&))0l)))Vn0w\
x
/
^iei
/
= ^((^0 ^^)A((, 0 a;^^)(A(a*c)) &))
=^,n)^((^^,^)(A(a*c))6)
=^,n)^,^((^(g)^)(A(a*c)(&0l)))
=^^)(7r((^0,)(A(a*c)(60l)))^,w)
=^,n)(rjA((^0^)(A(a*c)(^0l)))^).
j_
Because (TJ )^e^<^ converges strongly to 1, we get for all u e K and w G Jf that
^(^e^A((^(g),)(A(a*c)((^^,eJ(A(6))0l)))Yn0w\
x

^zGJ

=M(A((^0,)(A(a*c)(&0l))),w).

^

/

D

Let us put this inversion formula in a form which is more transparent.
PROPOSITION 2.13.- Consider a right invariant proper weight ^ on (A, A), a,b G A/\/,,
c C A/^ d GA/^ a^/?Mr .r == (^ (g) </ 0 ^)(Ai3(a*c)Ai2(6)). T/z^ ^ ^072^ ^ A/^, .r(d (g) 1)
belongs to Af(r], (p) and
U(r (S) A) (x(d 0 1)) = F(d) 0 A((^ 0 ^)(A(a*c)(6 0 1))).
Proof. - Using inequality (2.1), we have that
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x^x = (^ (g) L 0 ^(A^a'clA^))*^ ^ ^ ^ ^)(Ai3(a*c)Ai2(&))
^ || (^ (g) L 0 f/) (Ai3(a*a)) || (^ 0^ 0^) (Ai2(&*)Ai3(c*c)Ai2(&))
= ^(a*a)(^ 0 ^ (S) ^)(Ai2(&*)Ai3(c*c)Ai2(&)).
For every uj 6 0^ we have
(^ (g) c^) ((^ (g) L (g) ^)(Ai2(^*)Ai3(c*c)Ai2(5)))
= (^ (^) (A(&*)((^ ^ ^)(A(c*c)) 0 1)A(^))
= (A^ 0 ^)(A(&))* (^ ((^ 0 ^)(A(c*c))) 0 1) (A^ 0 ^)(A(&)).
Therefore the left invariance of (p implies that the net
((^ 0 ^) ((^ ^ ^ ^)(Ai2(^*)Ai3(c*c)Ai2W)))^^^
converges strictly to (^(c*c) ('0 (g) ^)(A(b*&)). Hence we get that
( i ^ ^ i ^ i ) (Ai2(^*)Ai3(c*c)Ai2(^)) € A?^.
By Result 1.19 and the inequality above we have x*x G M,^. Thereforejc belongs to JJ1^
and we can apply Lemma 1.30. This lemma says that x(d 0 1) belongs to M{r], (p) and
(F 0 A){x{d (g) 1)) =^e, 0 A((^r(d),e, ^ ^W)
iei
= ^ e, 0 A((^ 0 ^)(A(a*c)((^ 0 c^r(d),J(A(&)) 0 1))).
iei
Therefore the previous proposition implies that
U(T (g) A) (x{d (g) 1)) = F(d) (g) A((^ (g) ^)(A(a*c)(& 0 1))).

D

3. Bi-C*-algebras possessing a left and a right invariant weight
This section revolves around the applications of Propositions 2.12 and 2.13. They are
threefold:
• the C*-algebras and von Neumann algebras in the GNS-spaces are independent of the left
or right invariant weight;
• unitarity of the multiplicative partial isometrics;
• polar decomposition of the antipode.
3.1. Uniqueness of the reduced C* - and W* -algebras
Consider a bi-C*-algebra (A, A) and proper weights (p and ^ such that both are left or
right invariant. Let (^,71-^ Ay,) be a GNS-construction for (p and (^,TT^,A^) a GNSconstruction for ^. We will prove that under some fairly weak conditions the von Neumann
algebras 7r^(A)" and ^(A)" are *-isomorphic (and similarly for the C*-algebras). This will be
done by establishing a weak absolute continuity property between (p and ^.
We start off with the lemma which makes it all possible.
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LEMMA 3.1.- Consider a bi-C*-algebra (A, A). Let (p be a left invariant proper weight
on (A, A) and ^ a right invariant proper weight on (A, A). Let b, d € A/^, c € A/^ and put
a = (^ (g) ^)(A(&*c)(d 0 1)) G ;A/^.
Suppose that 0 is a non-degenerate representation of A on a Hilbert space H. Let v e H.
Then there exists a family of elements (a^)^j in the set {('0(g)^)(A(&*c)(e01)) | e € A/\/,} C J7y
such that Y,^ ^«a,) < oo and (ujy^ (g) a(^a*)A(a:) = ^^ ^(a^xai) for all x e A+.
Pwo/; -Define a; € A^ by ^(a;) = (0(x)v,v) for re e A. Then we have a natural GNSconstruction (H^^ TT^, A^) for a;:
• f^=[(9(a)^|a<EA];
• 7Ta;(a)w = 0{a)w for all a C A and w G ^;
• A^(a) = 0{a)v for all a e A.
Take an orthonormal basis (e^)^j for H^ and define, for % e J,
a, = ('0 (g) ^)(A(&*c)((^ (g)^,eJ(A(d)) (g) 1)) GA/^.
By Result 2.7, we already know that ^^j (^(a^a^) < oo.
Now we want to apply the results of Section 2.2 (the rj in that section will be our uj). As in
Notation 2.8, we define an isometry U : H^ (g) Hy -^ H^ 0 Hy such that U(Av,(p) 0 A.y(q)) =
(A^ 0 Ay,)(A(g)(p (g) 1)) f o r p e A and q e A^.
Then Proposition 2.12 implies that U(^^ ei (g) A^(oz)) = z; 0 Ay,(a).
By Proposition 1.29, it is not difficult to see that [7(1 (g) 7Ty(x)) = (^ 0 7ry,)(A(a:)) £/ for
re G A. This implies for re e A^ that
(^^ 0 a^a*)A(.r) = ((71-0; 0 7r^)(A(a;))(z; 0 Ay,(a)), (-y (g) A<^(a)))
-((7r^(g)7r^)(A(^))^(^e,0A^(a,)y^(^e,(g)A^(^^
x

/

^i^I

^i^I

/ /

=/^(l07^^(a l ))^e,0A^(a,)V[/^e,0A^(a,))\
x
/
//
^i^i
^zeJ
=

( ^7 (I^ e^0A ^( a;a^ ))^fe^ 0A ^(^)))
x

^^CJ

/

^CJ

/ /

= ( y^e,(g)A^(a;a,),y^e,0A^(a,))
x
iei
iei
I

=^{Av(xa^)^Av{a^)}=^(p(a:'ix(l^)'
i^I

a

iCi

In a next step, we want to use this last result to prove a weak form of absolute continuity
between left and right invariant weights. In order to do so, we will need a weak extra assumption
on (A, A).
Terminology 3.2. - Consider a bi-C*-algebra (A, A). Then we say that (A, A) satisfies
condition [D] if and only if there exist a left invariant proper weight (p and a right invariant
proper weight ^ on (A, A) such that
A=[(^0,)(A(a*)(&0l))|a,6eA^]=[(60^)(A(a*)(l06))|a,6e^].
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Terminology 3.3. - Consider a bi-C*-algebra (A, A). Then we say that (A, A) satisfies the
KMS condition if and only if there exist a left invariant approximate KMS weight (p and a right
invariant approximate KMS weight ^ on (A, A).
We will give two natural conditions which imply condition [D].
RESULT 3.4.- Considera bi-C"-algebra (A, A) such that:
• A = [(i (g) cc;)A(a) | a C A, uj G A*] = [(^ (g) ^)A(a) a e A, LJ e A*];
• there exist a faithful left invariant proper weight (p and a faithful right invariant proper

"weight ^ on (A, A).
Then (A, A) satisfies condition [D].
Proof. - We will prove that [(b (g) (^)(A(a*)(l (g) b)) \ a, b e A/y,] = A.
From Result 2.5, we know that (i (g) <^)(A(a*)(l 0 6)) belongs to A for all a, 6 e A/"^. To prove
density, we will use Hahn-Banach.
Therefore choose 0 € A* such that (9((i (g) <^)(A(a*)(l (g) 6))) = 0 for a, b e A/y,. Then we have
for every a, & e A/^ that (^((6>(gu)(A(a*))&) =0.
Hence the faithfulness of y? implies that (0 (g) i)A(a*) == 0 for all a € A/^. So we get for every
uj G A* and a G A/y, that
6>((^ (g) ^)A(a*)) = cj(((9 (g) ^)A(a*)) = 0.

Because we have that A = [{i (g) c<;)A(a*) | a € A/y,, a; e A*] by assumption, we get that 0 = 0 .
So we have proven that [{i (g) (p) (A(a*) (1 (g) &)) a, & G A/y,] = A. The case for if; is dealt with
in the same way. D
RESULT 3.5. - Consider a bi-C* -algebra (A, A) such that:
• A(A)(1 (g) A) and A(A)(A (g) 1) are dense in A (g) A;
• there exist a left invariant proper "weight ^p and a right invariant proper "weight ^ on (A, A).
Then (A, A) satisfies condition [D].
Proof. - We will prove that [(b (g) (^)(A(a*)(l (g) &)) | a,b e A/^] = A.
From Result 2.5, we know that (// (g) (^) (A (a*) (1 (g) 6)) belongs to A for all a, 6 e A/^. To prove
density, we will use Hahn-Banach again.
Suppose that [(i (g) (^)(A(a*)(l (g) &)) a, b e A/y,] is not equal to A. By Hahn-Banach, there
exists 0 <E A* such that 0 ^ 0 and 0((i (g) <^)(A(a*)(l (g) b))) = 0 for a, b G A/y,. Then we have
for every a, & e A/y, that (p((0 (g) ^)(A(a*))&) == 0. So we have in particular for every a e A/y, that
^{{6 0 i)(A(a*))(0 0 ^)(A(a))) = 0.
Hence we get for all a e A/^ and a; e A that
^({0 0 ^)(A(a*)(l 0 a;*))(0 0 ,)((! 0 .r)A(a)))
= (^((0 0 ^)(A(a*))a;*^(0 0 ^)(A(a)))
^ ||^|| 2 ^((00.)(A(a*))(^.)(A(a)))=0.
So we get that (p{(0 (g) ^)(A(a*)(l (g) x^)(0 (g) ^)((1 (g) a;)A(a))) = 0 for all a G A/y, and ^ € A.
Define TV = {?/ G A | ( p ( y " y ) = 0}. Because (^ is_lower semi-continuous, N is closed in A.
But the above discussion implies that TV contains ((6 (g) i)((l (g) a;)A(a)) | ^ € A, a € A/y,). But
since (1 (g) A) A (A) is by assumption dense in A (g) A and 0 is not zero,
((i9(g)^)((l(g)aOA(a)) a - G A , a e A / ^ )
is dense in A. Consequently, TV = A and (/? = 0. A contradiction.
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So we have proven that [{i (g) (p) (A(a*) (1 (g) b)) a,be A/^] = A. The case for ^ is dealt with
in the same way. D
If a bi-C*-algebra satisfies condition [D], it is now easy to prove that we have a weak absolute
continuity between left and right invariant weights.
PROPOSITION 3.6. - Consider a bi-C"-algebra (A, A) which satisfies condition [D]. Let (p
and '0 be proper weights on A such that (p is left or right invariant and such that ^ is left or right
invariant Then there exists a family of elements (a^ej in A/y, such that ^{x) = ^^j ^p(a^xai)
forx C.M^.
Proof. - Suppose first that (p is left invariant and that ^ is right invariant. Let {H, TT, A) be a
GNS-construction for ^. We know that there exists a family of vectors (vk)k^K m H such that
^{x) = Sfcex ^vk.vk ( x ) ^or x ^ ^+ (combine Definition 1.31 and the results in [18]). Now, we
want to apply Lemma 3.1. In this case, A will act on H via TT.
By assumption, there exists a right invariant proper weight 77 on (A, A) such that
A= [(7^)(A(6*)(d0l)) |M^].
By referring to inequality (2.1), we see that A = [(rj (g) ^)(A(6*c)(d(g) 1)) | b, d <E A/^, c € Afy ].
Put N = {(rj (g) i) (A (&* c) (d (g) 1)) &, d <E A/^, c e A/y,}. Then there exists an element a ^ N such
that y?(a*a) = 1: Suppose that there does not exist an element? e N such that ^p(p*p) ^ 0. Then
Cauchy-Schwarz implies for every p, q ^ N that ^(^*p) = 0. So we get that y?(p*p) = 0 for
^(AQ.
Now {?/ e A | ^>(y"y) = 0} is a closed subset of A which contains {N). Because (N) is dense
in A, we see that {y e A \ ( p { y " y ) = 0} == A. A contradiction with the fact that ip ^ 0.
Now take ^, d e A/^ and c <E A/y, such that a = (r] (g) //)(A(&*c)(d (g) 1)).
Let A; C X. By Lemma 3.1, we know that there exist a set J ( k ) and a family of elements
(a(kj))^j^ intheset{(77(g)^)(A(&*c)(e(g) 1)) | e (EA/^} CA/'^ such that
(^,^c 0a^a*)A(.r)= ^ ^{a{kJYxa{kJ))
je^(fc)
fora; G A + .
Referring to inequality (2.1), we see that

A=[(^)(A(/*^(e^l)) /eA/^eeA/^e.A/^]
=[(770^)(A(/^)(e0l)) / e X ^ e e ^ ^ e A ^ ] ,
so we get that a{kj) e A, hence a(A;J) G Afy for all j e J(k).
Using the right invariance of ^, we get now for x € M~^ that
^(rc) = '0(.r)(a^a*)(l) = ^((^ (g) a^a*)A(a:))
= ^ ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ) A ( ^ ) = ^ ^ ^(a(kJYxa(k,j)Y
k^K

keKj€J{k)

So we have proven the proposition in the case that ^ is left invariant and ^ is right invariant.
If (p is right invariant and ^ is left invariant, the proposition is proven in the same way.
If ip and ^ are both left invariant, we use the right invariant weight 77 as an intermediator. The
case where (p and ^ are both right invariant is dealt with in the same way. D
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The same result can also be proven under other conditions. One of them is the KMS condition.
The proof is almost the same as the previous one. The only difference is that we have to
find an element a e N such that (y9(a*a) = 1 in another way. But this will follow easily from
Proposition 3.15.
So we get the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 3.7.- Consider a bi-C*-algebra (A, A) which satisfies the KMS condition.
Let (/? and ^ be proper weights on A such that ip is left or right invariant and such that
^ is left or right invariant. Then there exists a family of elements (a^eJ m -^'^ such that
^{x) = EzeJ ^xai)for x G M^.

Suppose that (cj (g) ^)A(a) and (i (g) cj)A(a) both belong to A for all uj e A* and a C A.
Appealing to the proof of Proposition 3.6 and Result 2.5, we see that the elements (a^)^j in the
proposition above can then be chosen in such a way that they belong to A/y?.
Now it is extremely easy to prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM 3.8. - Consider a bi-C*-algebra (A, A) which satisfies condition [D] or the KMS
condition. Let (p and ^ be proper weights on A such that (p is left or right invariant and such
that ^ is left or right invariant. Then'.
• there exists a unique ^-isomorphism TT : ^(A) —)• TT^(A) such that 7r(7r^(a)) == 7r^,(a) for
aeA;
• there exists a unique ^-isomorphism 0: ^(A)" —^ ^(A)" such that 0(7r^(a)) = 7r^(a) for
aeA.
Proof. - By Propositions 3.6 and 3.7, there exists a family of elements (a^)^j in Afy such
that ^(x) = Y,^i ^(a^xdi) for x C M^. Then we get for all x <E A/y, that ]^^ ||Ay,(;m,)||2 =
|| A^ (x) |[2 < oo. Let (ei)i^i be the orthonormal basis for P(I).
So we can define the isometry U : H^ —^ ^(-0 ^ Hy such that UA^(x) = ^^j ei (g) Ay(xcii)
forx eA/^/,.
It is then easy to see that (1 0 7T^(a))U = U7r^(a) for a e A. So we get for every a G A
that 7r^(a) = £7*(1 (g) 7r^(a))U. This implies that TT^(A) = [/*(! (g) TT^(A))[/ and ^(A)" ==
^*(l(g)7^^(A) // )[/.
Now, define linear mappings 7r:7r^(A) ^ TT^(A), y \-^ [/*(! 0 ^/)[/ and ^TI^A)" ^
^(A)", 2/1-^ [/*(! (g) 2/)?7. So we have for every a C A that 7r(7r^(a)) = 0(7Ty(a)) = 7r^(a).
This implies that TT and ^ are *-homomorphisms.
We get in a similar way *-homomorphisms TTQ : TT^(A) ^ TT^(A) and 6^0 : ^(A)" ^ ^(A)"
such that TI-O (TT^ (a)) = Oo(7r^(a)) = 7r^(a) for a G A.
It is then clear that TTQ o TT = i, TT o TTQ = L, 0o o 0 = i and 0 o OQ = L. Hence TT and 0 are
*-isomorphisms. D
This result will be crucial to prove the uniqueness of left invariant weights in certain cases.
Given two left invariant weights, we can extend both of them to normal weights in their respective
GNS-spaces. In order to apply Radon-Nikodym, we need to get these normal weights represented
on the same von Neumann algebra. This will be possible due to the previous result.
We will also use the same principle to get hold of the 'modular function' of quantum groups.
In this case, we will have to work with a left and a right invariant weight (see Section 7).
3.2. Liftings of weights and one-parameter groups to the reduced level
In this subsection, we will fix a bi-C*-algebra (A, A) which satisfies condition [D] or the KMS
condition. We also fix a left or right invariant proper weight (p on (A, A) together with a GNSconstruction (H, TT, A) for (p. The next discussion will mainly serve to fix some terminology.
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Theorem 3.8 will play a crucial role in the next results.
PROPOSITION 3.9. - Consider a proper weight ^ on (A, A) which is left or right invariant.
For every uj e F^, there exists a unique uj G (^(A)")^ such that uj TT = uj.
We define the mapping ^: (^(A/ 7 ) 4 " —^ [0, oo] such that
^(x) = s}ip{S(x) I uj e T^}

for all x G (^(A)")^ Then ^ is a semi-finite normal weight on ^{A)" such that ^TT = '0. We
call ^ the W-lift of^ in the GNS-construction (H, TT, A).
By Definition 1.31, we can define such a weight in the GNS-construction for ^. By using
Theorem 3.8, we can transport everything to ^(A)". The same remark applies to the next
proposition. In this case, we have to use Proposition 1.32.
PROPOSITION 3.10.- Consider a proper weight ^ on (A, A) which is left or right invariant.
Let {K, 0, F) be a GNS-construction for -0 and let 0: ^(A)" -^ e(A)ff be the ^-isomorphism such
that 0(7r(a)) = 0{a)for a G A. Then there exists a unique linear mapping F'.Af- —> K such that:
• (K, 0, F) is a GNS-construction for -0;
• r(7r(a))=r(a)/oraeA/^.
We call (K, 0, F) the W-lift of (K, 0, F) in the GNS-construction (H, TT, A).
We have moreover the following property. Consider x C A/—. Then there exists a net (a^)^j in
Af^ such that:
(1) \\ai\\<^\\x\\foriel;
(2) (7r(a^))^j converges to x in the strong^-topology,
(3) (r(a,)),ej converges to F{x).
Let us also quickly look into the liftings of one-parameter groups. The following result is
(easily) proven in Proposition 2.19 of [30]. We can then again use Theorem 3.8 to transport
everything to ^(A)".
PROPOSITION 3.11. - Consider a norm continuous one-parameter group T on A such that
there exists a left or right invariant proper weight ^ on A such that '0 is relatively invariant
under r, i.e. such that there exists a number A > 0 satisfying ^ TI = A* ^ for all t € R.
Then there exists a unique strongly continuous one-parameter group 7 on TT[A) 1 ' such that
Tt07T=7vortfort<ER. We call ^ the W-lift of rin (H,TT,A).
Approximate KMS weights are lifted to n.f.s. weights. This follows from Proposition 1.35 and
Theorem 3.8. See also the remark after Proposition 3.9.
PROPOSITION 3.12.- Consider a left or right invariant approximate KMS weight ^ on
(A, A). Let ^ be the W*-lift of^. Then ^ is a normal semi-finite faithful weight.
Suppose that ^ happens to be a KMS weight with modular group a. Then we can define the
W*-lift a of a such that O^TT = Tro-f for t e R. Then a is the modular group of ^. (See e.g.
Proposition 2.22 of [30].)
We will need that the left/right invariance on the C*-algebra level is also lifted to the left/right
invariance on the W*-level. For this, the last part of Proposition 3.10 is crucial.
PROPOSITION 3.13. - Suppose that there exists a normal ^-homomorphism

A^A)" -^(Ay^T^Ay'
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such that ATT = (TT (g) 7r)A. Consider a left invariant weight -0 6W (A, A). Then the W*-lift ^ is
left invariant, i.e.
^((^i)^(x))=^(x)^(l)
for all x G M± anduj C (^(A)^.
^

Pw6>/:-Wehavefora;C7r(A/^) and a; e (^(A)")^ that ^((^0^A(^*;r)) = cc;(l)^(a;*aQ:
there exists a G A/^ such that 7r(a) =x\ then
(3.1)

(ct;0^)(A(.r*a 1 )) = (a;0^)((7T(g)7r)A(a*a)) = 7r((ci;7r 0 ^)A(a*a)),

so that the left invariance of ^ implies that
^((^0^)(A(.r*^))) =^((^^^)A(a*a)) =(^7r)(l)^(a*a)
= a;(l) ^(7r(a*a)) = a;(l) ^(.r*.r).

Fix a; G (^(A)")^. Define the sesquilinear mapping T:M, x A/", -^ ^(A)" such that
r(^)=((^0i)AQ/*a;) foralla;,7/cA/',.
Take a GNS-constmction ( J ^ - 7 r , , A . ) for ^. Now we apply Lemma A.I with V = A/~
W = TT(X/,), X == H . , A = A , and K = o;(l). This is possible thanks to the last part of
Proposition 3.10 and Eq. (3.1). So Lemma A.I implies for every x € A/~ that
^((a;^.)(A(.r^))) =^(TM) =o;(l) ||A^)||2.

D

We have of course an analogous result and proof for the right invariant case.
3.3. Multiplicative unitaries
In this subsection, we fix a bi-C*-algebra (A, A). Let (p be a left invariant proper weight on
(A, A) with GNS-construction (H, TT, A). We will prove under some fairly weak conditions that
the multiplicative partial isometries (see the remark after Notation 2.8) are unitary.
We will also assume the existence of a right invariant proper weight ^ on (A, A) such that ^
is approximately KMS. Let (.J^TT^A^) be a GNS-construction for ^. Using Definition 1.31
and Proposition 1.32, we define the following objects:
• ^ = the W*-lift of ^ in the GNS-construction (H^, TI^ , A^);
• (H^,i,A^) =theW*-liftof(^,7r^,A^).
Since ^ is approximately KMS, '0 is a n.f.s. weight on ^(A)". We will denote its modular
group by a^.
For technical reasons, we will need to use a Tomita *-algebra:
7~
= {x
C A/~
H J\f^\x
is analytic
with respect
to a^ and a^ (x)
e A/~
H A/^
for 2; e C}.
•0
^
.'0
-01
^
'
'
^
^
z

J

Using the right invariant version of Notation 2.8, we define the isometry U: H^ 0 H —>
H ^ ^ H such that U(A^(p) 0 A(g)) = (A^ (g) A)(A(p)(l 0 q)) forpG A/^ and 9 G A/y,.
The right invariant version of result 2.10 implies for every a, b C A/^ that
(3.2)

(^(a),A^) ^ ^*) = 7r((^ ^ ^)(A(&*)(a 0 1))).

This implies that (o^,w 0 </)([/*) belongs to M(7r(A)) for all v^ w e ^.
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LEMMA 3.14. - Consider a e A/~ b C T~, c <E AL. TT^n
^

-0

^

7r((o;~
~
0/.)A(c*))=(^
~
0^)(?7*).
A^(a),A^(&)
^
Y
^
V A^(aa^(6*)),A^(c)
v

/ v

/

Pwo/: - Choose uj c Bo(7:f)*. Using Eq. (3.2) above, we get for all p c X/, that
^(^(p),A^(c)^^(^*)) = ^((^^)(A(c*))p)=(A^(p),A^((,0cj)A(c)))
=(Av,(7r(p)),A^(7r((^cJ)A(c)))>.
Therefore, Proposition 1.32 implies for every ^/ e A/~ that
^(^(^^(c) 0 ^(^*)) = < A ^^)' A ^(^(^^) A ( c )))) = ^

So we get that
c^

^

A^(ac^ v „^(b*)),A^(c)

0. )(£/*)) =^(7r((^^)A(c*))aa^(&*))
=^(6*7r((^(g)a;)A(c*))a)
=

^(a),A,(5)^((^a;)A(c*)))

=a;

( 7^ (( a; A,(a),A,(5) 0 ^ A ( c *)))•

D

PROPOSITION 3.15.- We have that
H = [A((^ 0 ,)(A(&*c)(a (g) 1))) | a,& e A^, c e A/^]
= [A((a;^(gu)A(c)) |?;,we^,ceA/^].
Proo^ - We define (pr to be the proper weight on 7r(A) such that (^TT = y?^ and Ar to be the
linear map from A/y^ to H such that A^(7r(a)) = A(a) for a C A/^. Then (H, L, Ar) is a GNSconstruction for (^^ ((^ is just the restriction of f in Definition 1.31). It is then not difficult to
check that ^TT = f> and that A^(7r(a)) = A(a) for all a C A/^.
Define the closed subspace K of 1^ as
J^= [A((^(g)^)(A(&*c)(a0l))) |a^eA/^, ceA/^]
(3.3)

=[A((^0,)(A(&*c)(a0l))) | & e A / ^ ae^, ceA^]
y?J 5

where we used result 2.6 to get the last equality.
We first show quickly that
K= [A((c^(g)^)A(c)) \v,weH^, ceA/^].
From Result 2.6 and Eq. (3.2) in the discussion before the previous lemma, we know for all
a^b G A/v, and c e A/y, that (^(a),A^,(c-b) ^ ^)(^*) = 7r((^ ^ ^)(A(6*c)(a (g) 1))) belongs to
A/"(^ and
^((^(a)^(c*6) ^^)(^*))|| ^ ||A^(a)|| ||A^(&)|| ||A(c)||.
Hence the closedness of Ay. (^^^ Proposition 1.9) implies for every v e ^, every b e A/^/, and
every c G A/^ that (^A^(^) 0 i)(U^ belongs to A/'^, and
(3-4)

I A,((O;^^,) ^.)([/*)) | ^ 11^1 ||A^)|| ||A(c)||.
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We know that 7- ^
is strongly*
is dense in H^. Combining
^.^ . dense
^..^ in
^ ^(A)"
,. ..}" and
^v. that
^..A^(T~)
.
this with the fact that cr^(7~) = 7- we get that H^ = [A^(a;a^(^*)) | x,y € 7-]. Hence
inequality (3.4) implies that
K= [A^(7r((^(g^)(A(&*c)(a(g)l)))) |a^G.A/^ c<EA/^]
- [Ar((^(a),A^(c*b)^)(^*)) a,&eX/,, ceA/^]
-[M^
. ^ ^ r^^ ^^^^^L
A^(a;cr^(j/*)),A^(c*b)
^

Using Lemma 3.14, this gives
K

= [^W^y^^^^

x

^^

b

^^

ceA

^]-

Since A^(7~) is dense in H^ and J\f^ is dense in A, Result 2.3 now implies that
(3.5)

K= [A((c^(g)//)A(c)) ^ , W G ^ , C G A / ^ ] .

Now, we can finish the proof rather smoothly. Using Notation 2.8, we define an isometry
V: H^ (g) H -^ H^ (g) H such that V(A^(p) (g) A(q)) = (A^ (g) A)(A(g)(p (g) 1)) forpe A^ and
g GA/^. Now,
• the expression for K in Eq. (3.5) and Result 2.9 imply immediately that V{H^ (g) H) C
14 0^;

• on the other hand, the expression for K in Eq. (3.3) and Proposition 2.12 imply that
H^(S)KCV(H^(S)K).
So we see that V(H^ (g) H) = V(H^ 0 K), hence the injectivity of V implies that H^ (g) H =
H^ <g) K. Because H^ ^ 0, this implies that K = H. D
If we combine this result with Proposition 2.12, we get immediately the following crucial
result.
THEOREM 3.16.- Let 77 be a proper weight on A with GNS-construction (T^TT^A^).
Define the isometry V:H^H-> H^^H such that V(A^a) (g)A(&)) = (A^ (g)A)(A(6)(a(g) 1))
for a C Ur] and b C A/^. Then V is a unitary element in B(Hrj 0 H).
Using Proposition 1.29, it is easy to check that V(l (g> 7r(a)) = (^ 0 7r)(A(a))y for a e A.
Hence (^ (g) 7r)(A(a)) = V(l (g) 7r(a))y* for a G A.
It should be mentioned that V* is considered as a multiplicative unitary (rather than V).
With this result in hand, it is now easy to lift the comultiplication A to the reduced level.
PROPOSITION 3.17. - Define the unitary W G B(H (g) H) such that
W (A(a) (g) A(&)) = (A (g) A) (A(&)(a (g) 1))
/or a, & G A/^. Then:
• there exists a unique injective normal unital ^-homomorphism A : ^(A)" —>• ^(A)" 0 ^(A)"
such that ^TT = (7i-(g)7r) A. V^/^v^m6wmwr/i^A(.r) = lV*(l(g)a:)Wr/6>r^//a^ C 7r(A)";
• there exists a unique injective non-degenerate ^-homomorphism
A:7r(A)^M(7r(A)07r(A))
such that ATT = (7T(g)7r)A. W^/i^v^m<9^6>v^rr/?^A(.r) = W"(l ^x)Wforallx € 7r(A).
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As usual, the coassociativity of A implies the multiplicativity of the operator W.
PROPOSITION 3.18.- The operator W satisfies the pentagonal equation: W^W^W^ =
W^W^.
Proof. - Take ^ 0 e Bo(^)*. By Result 2.10, we have for a € A/y, that
(uj 0 W)(0 0 ,)(lV*)A(a) = (uj 0 i)(TV*)A((0 0 ,)A(a))
= A((a; (g) ^)A(((9 0 ^)A(a))) = A((((97r 0 CJTT)A 0 ^)A(a)).
Since {07T (g) a;7r)A(a;) = (0 (g) a;)(W*(l 0 7r(a;))lV) for all x € A, this implies that
(^0^0,)(W;3Tyi*3)A(a)=(^0,)(W*)(00,)(W*)A(a)=(00^0^)(W^^^
So we conclude that W^ W^ = W^ W^W^.

D

3.4. The left regular corepresentation
In this section, we define the left regular corepresentation of a bi-C* -algebra. We will prove the
associated inversion formula like in Proposition 2.13 and formulate the corresponding unitarity
result.
The left regular corepresentation will be crucial in pulling down objects existing on the reduced
level to the C*-algebra A itself (which will be dealt with in a subsequent paper).
We will define the left regular corepresentation within the framework of Hilbert C*-modules
but notice that there is a direct link to multiplier algebras.
For the rest of this subsection, we will fix a bi-C* -algebra (A, A), a left invariant proper weight
^ on (A, A) together with a GNS-construction (H, TT, A) for (p.
Since
{{i (g) A)(A(&)) a, (i (g) A)(A(d)) c) = c*a (A(&), A(d))
for all a, c G A and b, d G A/y,, the following notation is justified.
Notation 3.19. - We define the isometric A-linear mapping U:A^H^A^>H such that
£/(a0A(6))=(^(g)A)(A(&))a

for a e A and b € A/^.
Using the last statement of Proposition 1.26, it is not difficult to see that U(\ 0 7r(x)) =
(i^7r)(^(x))Uforx^A.
We want to prove a version of Proposition 2.13 in this framework. We will do this by reducing
it to the framework developed in Subsection 2.2.
In order to reduce this case to one we already dealt with, we will need some extra notation. Fix
uj e A*_. We will use Lemma 1.30. We have for all z C Af^y and a e A that z(a (g) 1) e A/'(c^ y)
and
((A^ (g) A)(z(a 0 1)), (A^ (g) A)(^(a (g) 1))) = (^ (g) y?) ((a* 0 1) z " z (a (g) 1))
=cc;(a* {i<^)(p)(z*z)a)
= uj ({(i (g) A) (z) a, (i (g) A) (z) a».
By a polarization we obtain, for all x C (z(a (g) 1) | z e Af^y, a G A),
||(A,0A)(a-)K IMI^ ||(^A)(.z;)||.
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So there exists a bounded linear map P^:A^ H —> H^ 0 H such that P^((^ 0 A) (z) a) =
(AO; 0 A)(z(a 0 1)) for 2; e .A/\<g)y> and a € A. It is not difficult to see that
(3.6)

P^(p0A(<7))=A^(j?)0A(g)

forpeA, q^ATy.

Because
<P,(.OA)(^),P,(.©A)(^)>=^«(.©A)(^),(.©A)(z)»

for z/, ^ e A © A/y?, we have immediately that {P^v, P^w) = (^({v, w)) for v, w € A 01:f.
Let f € A 0 Jf. Then the last equality implies immediately that:
(3.7)

v=O^P^v=Q forall^eA^..

Now we have enough extra terminology to prove the desired result.
PROPOSITION 3.20.- Consider a right invariant proper weight ^ on (A, A), a,c € Af^,

b € A/^, y C A and put x = (^ 0 i 0 ^)(Ai3(a*&)Ai2(c)). TTi^i a; belongs to Af^y and
U(i 0 A){x) y=y 0 A((^ 0 ^)(A(a*6)(c 0 1))).
Pwo/^ - By Proposition 2.13, we know that x G M^y. Choose uj C A^. Then we define the
isometry U^: H^ (g) H -. H^ (g) H such that U^(A^(p) (g) A(g)) = (A^ (g) A)(A(^)(p 0 1)) for
j? € A and q e ATy. Using Eq. (3.6) among the remarks before this proposition, it is then clear
\h^U^=P^U.
Using Proposition 2.13, we now see that
P^U(i (g) A)(x) y = U^P^L (g) A){x) y = U^{K^ (g) A) (x{y <g) 1))
= A^) 0 A((V; 0 ,)(A(a*6)(c 0 1)))
=P^(y^ A((V; (g) i)(A(a*&)(c 0 1)))).
Therefore Remark 3.7 before this proposition implies that
U{i 0 A)(a;) y = y 0 A((^ 0 ^)(A(a*6)(c 0 1))).

D

Combining the previous result with Proposition 3.15, we immediately get the following one.
PROPOSITION 3.21. - Suppose that there exists a right invariant approximate KMS "weight
on (A, A). Then U is a unitary element in C(A 0 H).

As usual, £/* will be called a left regular corepresentation of (A, A). Remember that U can
also be considered as an element ofM(A0Bo(I^)).
Notice that (// 0 7r)A(a) =[/*(! 0 7r(a))U for all a € A in this case.
3.5. The first step in the construction of the antipode
In this subsection, we fix a bi-C*-algebra (A, A) and
• a left invariant approximate KMS weight (p on (A, A);
• a right invariant proper weight '0 on (A, A).
Let (Jf, TT, A) denote a GNS-construction for (p and define the closed subspace K of H by
K= [A((^0^)(A(a*&)(c0l))) |a,ce.A/^ 6cA/^].
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Using Result 2.6, we get that

X=[A((^0,)(A(^*)Q/01))) ^eA/';.A4].
We will construct a closed operator in H which is formally the closure of the operator
A{x) ^ A(6'(;r*)), where 5' denotes the antipode. By taking the polar decomposition of this
closed operator, we get operators which potentially induce the scaling group and unitary antipode
appearing in the polar decomposition of the antipode (see Section 5).
PROPOSITION 3.22. - There exists a unique densely defined closed antilinear operator G in
K such that
(A((^^)(A(a;*)Q/0l))) .r^eA^*A^)
is a core for G and
GA((^ 0 i)(^)(y (S) 1))) = A((^ 0 i)(W)(x 0 1)))
for x^ y G J\T^ J\r^. We have moreover that G is involutive.
Proof. - By Proposition 1.36, we know that (p (g) (p is approximately KMS and that
(^(g)^7T(g)7r,A(g)A)

is a GNS-construction for (p 0 (p (where A (g) A is introduced in Definition 1.28).
Because (p 0 (p is approximately KMS, we get by the remarks after Proposition 1.35 the
existence of a closed operator T in H 0 H such that T(A 0 A)(x) = (A (g) A) (a**) for

^eA7^^nA/'^,.
Let S denote the flip operator on H (g) H.
Define the isometry U <E B(H 0 H) such that U(A(a) 0 A(&)) = (A 0 A)(A(&)(a (g) 1)) for
a,&eA/y,.
Choose v ^ K and for every n c N an element kn € N and elements a;(n, 1),..., x(n, kn) and
?/(n,l),...,^(n,A^)inA^A/v, such that:
(1) (E?:i A((^ 0 ^)(A(^(n, z)*)Q/(n, z) 0 1))))^, ^ 0;
(2) (E^iA((^0.)(A(^z)*)(.r(n,z)0l))))^^^.
We have to prove that v = 0.
Choose c, d C .A/^. Proposition 2.13 implies for n e N that
/^

^(^(A0A)((l0d*)(^0^,)(Ai3(^(n,z)*)Ai2(^z)))(c0l))
^1=1
^
=(^07r)(A(d*))[A(c)0^A((^0.)(A(^z)*)(2/(n^)0l)))V
v
1=1
^
Therefore the convergence in 1 implies that the net
(3.8)

,zr^i2^/M))(c0i)))

00

(^(A0A)((l0d*)(^0^,)(Ai3(^z)*)Ai2(^(n,z)))(c0l))
S=l

converges to 0.
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Using the convergence in (2), we get in the same way that the net

(

(3.9)

k-n

\ 00

^(A 0 A) ((1 0 c*)(^ 0 i(S) ^)(Ai3Q/(n, z)*)Ai2^(n, z)))(d 0 1)) )
^i
^=i

converges to If^ ^7r)(^\(c*)){A(d) (g)z>).
Fix n e N and i^kn for the moment. By Proposition 2.13, we know that
(1 (g) d*)(^ 0 L (g) /.) (Ai3(^(n, %)*)Ai2Q/(n, z))) (c (g) 1) e A/'^y,.
By using the flip maps on A (g) A and H 0 H, we get that
(d*0l)(^(g)^(g)^)(Ai2(.r(n^)*)Ai3(2/(n^))) (l^)c)c;A/^
and
(3.10)

(A(g)A)((d*0l)(^0^(g)^(Ai2(^(n^)*)Ai3(^(n^)))(l0c))
=S(A0A)((l^d*)(^^^,)(Ai3(^(n^)*)Ai2(2/(n^)))(c0l)).

We have furthermore that
(3.11)

[(d*^l)(^^^^)(Ai2(a;(n,z)*)Ai3(?/(n,z)))(l0c)]*
-(l0c*)(^0^^)(Ai3(?/(n,z)*)Ai2(^(n,z)))(d^l),

which, by Proposition 2.13, also belongs to Af^y.
Hence, we see that (c?* (g) 1)('0 (g) L ^ ^)(Ai2(.r(n,z)*)Ai3(^(n,z)))(l 0 c) belongs to
.A/(/7(g)y? ^•^^(g)^.

Combining the convergence of expression (3.8) and Eq. (3.10), we see that the net
^(A0A)((d*0l)(^^^^)(Ai2(^(n^)*)Ai3(^(n^)))(l0c)))
^=1

^n=l

converges to 0.
From the convergence of expression (3.9) and Eq. (3.11), we conclude that the net
frf^(A0A)((d*0l)(^0^.)(Ai2(^z)*)Ai3(^z)))(l0c)))) 0 0
\

\^i

//n=l

converges to ^(Tr^Tr^A^^A^) (g)z»).
So the closedness of T implies that [/*(TT 0 7r)(A(c*))(A(d) <g) z;) = 0. By Proposition 2.13,
we know that there exists an element w e H 0 If such that Uw = A(d) (^v. Therefore
0 = [/*(7T 0 7T)(A(C*)) UW = U"U(1 0 7T(C*)) W = (1 0 7T(C*)) W.

Because A/y? is dense in A, we see that w = 0, thus A(d) 0 ^ = 0 . Hence z» = 0.
From all this, it follows that we can define a closed operator G in K as stated in the proposition.
It is clear that G is involutive. D
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4. The definition of a reduced C*-algebraic quantum group
We want to give a simple definition for C*-algebraic quantum groups in which the existence
of a left invariant weight and a right invariant weight plays the central role. We will prove that
from our small list of axioms all the axioms of an upcoming definition of Masuda, Nakagami
and Woronowicz can be proved. In particular the existence of the antipode and its polar
decomposition will be proved. The only thing that we do not prove is the invariance of the
Haar weights under the scaling group. We can only obtain relative invariance, which is in a sense
invariance up to a positive scalar, the scaling constant. Recently, Woronowicz and Van Daele have
discovered an example in which the scaling constant is really non-trivial: the quantum ax + bgroup.
But let us first start with our definition of a C*-algebraic quantum group.
DEFINITION 4.1.- Consider a C* -algebra A and a non-degenerate *-homomorphism A: A —^
M(A 0 A) such that:
• (A 0 //)A = (i 0 A)A;
• A = [(^(g)^)A(a) |cc;eA*, a e A ] = [(i(g)cc;)A(a) | c j e A * , a e A ] .
Assume moreover the existence of:
• a faithful left invariant approximate KMS weight ^p on (A, A);
• a right invariant approximate KMS weight ^ on (A, A).
Then we call (A, A) a reduced C*-algebraic quantum group.
Remark 4.2. - Notice that the weight ^ is also faithful:
The bi-C*-algebra satisfies the KMS condition, so the results of Section 3.2 apply. Let
{H.TV, A) be a GNS-construction for ^. By Proposition 3.12, the W*-lift ^ of ^ in the GNSconstruction (Jf, TT, A) is a faithful weight. Because (p is faithful, TT is injective. Since '0 = ^ TT,
we see that ^ is faithful.
Remark 4.3. -It should be noted that the last axiom in the definition (concerning the right
invariant weight) is not too worrying. In practice, it should be not too difficult to establish the
existence of a *-antiautomorphism 0: A —> A such that \(9 (^ 0)A = A0 (and we will later see
that such a map 0 always exists). Then (p 0 gives us a right invariant approximate KMS weight.
Notice also that a definition in which the existence of a right invariant approximate KMS
weight is replaced by the existence of such a *-antiautomorphism 0 is very appealing if one
wants a definition comparable to the definition of a Kac algebra.
Remark 4.4. - Although we assume faithfulness of the left invariant weight, this should not be
seen as a restriction. It is more a preparatory stage to the general case. First we develop the theory
and construct all relevant objects for the reduced case. In the general case, one constructs first the
reduced C*-algebraic quantum group and uses the left regular corepresentation to pull down the
objects from the reduced C*-algebraic quantum group to the C*-algebra one started from. This
procedure runs smoothly in the 'universal' case and we will go into this in a subsequent paper
(see [23]). But let us first make the statement about the reduction procedure more precise.
In the general case we will look at a C*-algebra A and a non-degenerate *-homomorphism
A: A —> M(A 0 A) such that:
• (A (g) //)A = {i 0 A)A;
• A (A) (A (g) 1) and A(A)(1 0 A) are dense subsets ofA(g)A.
We will moreover assume the existence of:
• a left invariant approximate KMS weight ^ on (A, A);
• a right invariant approximate KMS weight ^ on (A, A).
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We will show later on that the density conditions above also holds for our reduced quantum
groups.
In a next step, we take a GNS-construction (JJ,TT,A) for (p. The reduced C*-algebra
is by definition Ar = 7r(A). By Proposition 3.17, there exists a unique non-degenerate
*-homomorphism Ay : Ar —> M(Ar 0 Ar) such that (TT 0 7r)A = A^TT. It is then clear that:
• (A^(g)^)A^ = (^(g)A^)A^.;

• ^r(Ar)(Ar 0 1) and Ay-(Ay.)(l 0 A^) are dense subsets of Ar 0 Ar.
We can also use the results of Section 3.2. So we get the W*-lifts (p and ^ of y and ^ respectively.
Define (^ to be the restriction of (f to Ay!" and ^y. to be the restriction of -0 to A^. These
weights (^ and ipr are determined by (pr TT = (^ and ^r TT = '0. From the results in Section 3.2,
we conclude that:
• (pr is a faithful left invariant approximate KMS weight;
• i^r is a faithful right invariant approximate KMS weight.
Therefore (A^, A^) is a reduced C*-algebraic quantum group.
Some properties can now be easily pulled down from the reduced level to A. For instance,
we will show uniqueness of left invariant proper weights for (Ar, A^) (up to a scalar of course).
If we combine this with Proposition 3.9, we also get immediately uniqueness of left invariant
proper weights on the level of (A, A).
For the rest of this paper, we will fix a reduced C*-algebraic quantum group (A, A). In the
rest of this paper, we will gradually prove all the basic properties and construct the relevant
objects. Let us recall the axioms and formulate the results which can be derived from the previous
sections.
So A is a C*-algebra and A: A —> M(A (g) A) is a non-degenerate *-homomorphism such that:
• (A (g) </)A = (b (g) A)A;
• A= [(cj(g)^)A(a) ci;cA*, a e A ] = [(i(g)^)A(a) c c ; e A * , a e A ] .
We will also fix a faithful left invariant approximate KMS weight (p on (A, A). Remember
that we also assumed the existence of a faithful right invariant approximate KMS weight but we
will not fix one at the moment.
Recall from the proof of Result 3.4 that
(4.1) A= [(</(g)(p)((l(g)a*)A(&)) |a,&eA/^] = [(i^ (^)(A(a*)(l (S)b)) \a,b(E^].
A similar result holds of course also for any faithful right invariant proper weight.
Throughout the rest of this paper, we will work with a fixed GNS-construction (H, TT, A) for (p.
Using Notation 2.8 and Theorem 3.16, we know that there exists a unitary operator
W ^ B ( H ^ H ) such that
TV* (A(a) (g) A(&)) = (A 0 A) (A(^)(a 0 1))
for all a,b cA/y,.
The operator W is called a multiplicative unitary of (A, A). As usual, it satisfies the pentagonal
equation (see Proposition 3.18):
W^W^W^=W^W^.

Notice that (TT 0 7r)(A(a;)) = W^l (g) 7r(x))W for all x € A.
Also recall the following formulas for W (see Result 2.10):
(1) (i 0 ^A(^A(b))(lY) = 7r((i 0 (^)(A(&*)(1 (g) a))) for all a,b e A/^;
(2) (a; 0 i)(W")A(a) = A((uj 0 //)A(a)) for all a e A, uj e Bo(^)*.
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Combining the first of these equalities with the density in Eq. (4.1), we see that
(4.2)

^(A) = [(, 0 ^)(TV) | ^ G BoW*],

a familiar result.
From time to time, we need to get help from the von Neumann algebra world. We will therefore
need to lift all objects to the von Neumannjilgebra in the GNS-space of (p.
We define the von Neumann algebra A on H by A = 7r(A)", the von Neumann algebra
generated by 7r(A). By Proposition 3.17, we know that there exists a unique injective normal
*-homomorphism A: A —> A 0 A such that ATT = (TT 0 7r)A. Clearly, A(;r) = IV* (1 (g) x)W for
all x C A.
By using the results in Section 3.2, we can lift immediately the weight (p to A. We will use the
following notations.
• f> = the W*-lift of (/? in the GNS-construction (H, TT, A) as described in Proposition 3.9.
• {H,i,A) = the W*-lift of (H,TT,A.) in the GNS-construction (H,TT,A) as described in
Proposition 3.10.
_
Recall that (RTT = (p and that (H, L, A) is a GNS-construction for <^.
Proposition 3.12 tells us that f is a normal semi-finite faithful weight on A, we denote its
modular group by a. We will reserve the following notations for the modular objects of (p:
• J = modular conjugation of (f> in the GNS-construction (H^ L, A);
• V = modular operator of <^ in the GNS-construction (H,i^ A).
For calculation reasons, we will need a Tomita *-algebra:
T- = {x e W~ H A/^ | x is analytic with respect to a and a^ (x) G At- n A/^ for z C C}.
From Proposition 3.13, we know that (p is left invariant:
^((^0^)A(a;)) =o;(l)^(.r)

for all x e .Mi and uj e A-i".
^
It is clear that the lifting properties of Section 3.2 apply in this case. All W*-liftings of
weights, GNS-constructions and one-parameter groups will always be considered with respect to
(^7T,A).

5. The antipode and its polar decomposition
In this section we will construct the antipode together with its polar decomposition. We will
work as follows: given a right invariant weight ^ on (A, A) such that ^ is approximately KMS,
we construct the antipode 6', the scaling group T and the unitary antipode R. At the end of
this section, we will show that these objects do not depend on the particular choice of ^ (and
the already fixed left invariant weight ^). The reader should keep in mind however that this
independence is only established towards the end of this section.
Throughout this section, we will fix a right invariant weight ^ on (A, A) such that ^ is
approximately KMS. Recall from Remark 4.2 that ^ is faithful. Take also a GNS-construction
(T^TT^A^,) for^.
By Proposition 1.36, we know that ^ (g) ^ is an approximate KMS weight on A 0 A with GNSconstruction (H^ 0 H^, TT^ (g) 7T0, A^, (g) A^). Recall that the mapping A^ 0 A^, was introduced
in Definition 1.28.
Thanks to Propositions 3.22 and 3.15, we can introduce the following notation.
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Notation 5.1. - We define the closed densely defined anti-linear operator G in H such that
the space

(A((^0,)(A(^*)(7/0l)))|^^eA^A^>
is a core for G and
GA((V; ^ ^)(A(a;*)(^/ 0 1))) = A((^ 0 ^)(AQ/*)Cr 0 1)))
for x ^ y ^ At* A/^. We have moreover that G is involutive.
By taking the polar decomposition of G, we get the following operators in H.
Notation 5.2. -

(1) We define N = G*G, so N is a strictly positive operator in H.
(2) We define the anti-unitary operator I on H such that G = I N 2".
Because G is involutive, we have that:
• J=J*;
• J^l;
• INI=N-\
5.1. A first step towards strong left invariance
The following technical lemma will be needed in the proof of Proposition 5.5
Consider a Hilbert space K and v G K. Then Oy denotes the element in B(JC, C) given by
6^(w) = (w, v) for all w <E K . So 6^(c) = cv for all c C C.
LEMMA 5.3. - Let a, c G A/^. Then the following properties hold:
(1) A^(c) A2s(a) belongs to U^^t and
|[ ((A^ 0 A^) 0 .) (A^ 2 ) (c) A2s(a)) ||2 = ^(c*c) ^(a*a);

(2) A(c)(l (g) a) belongs to Af^^;
(3) let v ^H^ and put p= (0y (g) 1)(A^ (g) ^)(A(c)). T/i^n j? belongs to M(A) flnfif
• (A^ 0 ^)(A(pa)) = (^ (g) 1 0 1)((A^, (g) A^,) 0 ^)(A< 2 ) (c) A2s(a));
• A^(pa) - ((9^ (g) 1)(A^, (g) A^)(A(c)(l (g) a)).
Proq^ - (1) Choose 0 C A"].. Then we have by definition of ^ (g) ^ that:
(^ 0 VQ ((^0 ^ 0)(A2s(a*) A^(c*c)A23(a)))

sup

(c^i (g) ^2) {(i^i^ 6Q(A23(a*) A (2) (c*c)A23(a)))

(^ie^i/;,ci;2^^i/;

= sup ( v sup (cJl(g)a;2)((^^^^6>)(A23(a*)A ( 2 ) (c*c)A23(a))))
/
^2e^v, ^le^
= sup ( sup (0:2 0(9)(A(a* (cc;i 0 ^)(A(c*c))a))).
/
^26^ ^le^,
Since ((c<;i (g) ^)A(c*c))^e^ ls an increasing net which converges strictly to ^(c*c) 1, the
previous chain of equalities implies that
(^0^)((^^^)(A23(a*)A^(c*c)A23(a))) =^(c*c) sup ((0:2 06Q(A(a*a)))
^2^-Gip

=^(c*c)^((^06>)A(a*a))
=^(c*c)^(a*a)0(l).
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Therefore, Proposition 1.23 implies that A2s(a*) A^(c*c)A23(a) belongs to ~M^^)^, and
{(^ 0 ^) 0 ^) (A23(a*) A( 2 ) (c*c)A23(a)) = ^(c*c) ^(a*a)l.
(2) We already know this by the right invariant version of the remarks before Notation 2.8.
(3) Notice that by its definition p belongs to C(A) = M(A).
Let us proceed with the proof of the first equality. Choose uj\ € ^/,, 0:2 e T^ and w e H^.
Then Result 3.21 of [30] implies that
(<Wi 0 6^% 0 1) ((Ay, 0 A^,) 0 ^) (A^c^s^))
= (^i ,^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l) (A(2) (^23 (a))
=

(^^ ,w 0 ^) (A((^^,, 0 ^)(A(c)) a))

= ^,w 0 ^)(A((^TJ, 0 1)(A^ 0 ^)(A(c)) a)).
Because (rjj^ee^ converges strongly to 1, the above equality gives us that
(0v (g) 0^TJ, (g) 1) ((A^, (g) A^) (g) //) (A^(c)A23(a))
= (^,,w 0 ^)(A((^ 0 1)(A^ 0 ^)(A(c)) a))
=(<9wTJ20l)(A^(g)i)(A(pa)).
Since (T^)^^Q^ converges strongly to 1, we get that
{0v 06^ (g) 1)((A^ (g)A^,) (g)^)(A (2) (c)A23(a)) = (0^ 0 1)(A^ 0 i)(A(pa))
for all w C JY^. So we conclude that
(A^, 0 i)(A(pa)) = (0^ (g) 1 0 1)((A^ 0 A^,) (g) </) (A (2) (c)A23(a)).
Now we quickly prove the second equality. Take c^i, uj^ ^ -^ and w G ^. Then
((TJ, (g rj,) (A^ 0 A^)(A(c)(l 0 a)),i; (g) w)
=

^i^ ^^^^)( A ( C )( 1

(g)a

))

L

= ci;^ ^ ((^$0;! ,v ^ } {^{c)) a)

=a;^^((^rj,0l)(A^0^)(A(c))a).
As above, a two step procedure yields that
((A^0A^)(A(c)(l0a)),v0w)=(A^(j?a),w)

for all w e ^. So A^,(pa) = ((9^ 0 1)(A,/, 0 A^,)(A(c)(l 0 a)).

D

Remark 5.4.- Consider x, y ^ Af^i,. Then we have for all a e M(A 0 A) that
('0 0 i)(y*ax) = (A^, 0 ^)(z/)*(7T0 0 ^)(a)(A^ 0 ^)(a;). This implies that the mapping
M(A0A)^M(A),

a^^^i^ax)

is strictly continuous on bounded subsets of M (A 0 A).
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The next proposition is the crucial result of this section. It will allow us to define the antipode
S through its polar decomposition.
PROPOSITION 5.5. - Consider a,be X/,. Then
7r((^ 0 ^)(A(&*)(a 0 1))) G C GTT((^ 0 ^)(A(a*)(& 0 1))).
Proof. - Choose c, d € A/"* A/",/,. Let (e^)^j be an orthonormal basis for H^. For every i e J,
weput(9,=6^cB(^C).
Define for z C J the elements
; = {0i 0 1)(A^ 0 ^) (A(d))

and ^ = ((9, 0 1)(A^ 0 ^)(A(c)).

It is then clear that both Vi and i^ belong to M(A).
Since A(c) and A(d) belong to Af^^ it is not very difficult to see (using the definition) that
A^(c) and Ai2(d) belong to Af^^^r Using Proposition 1.22 and the right invariance of ^,
we get moreover for all a;, 9 e A* that
(a;00)((^0i0^)(A^(c*)Ai2(d)))=^((^0cc;0^)(A^(c*)Ai2(d)))

=^0o;)(A((i00)(A(c*)(d0l)))))
=o;(l)^((^00)(A(c*)(d0l)))
=o;(l)0((^0^)(A(c*)(d0l))).
Hence (^ 0 ^ 0 </)(A( 2 ) (c*) Ai2(d)) = 1 0 (^ 0 </)(A(c*)(d 0 1)).
Using Proposition 3.38 of [30], we have for J C F ( I )
^ A«)(^ 01)= ^(AV, 0 </ 0 ^)(A( 2 ) (c))*((9,*(9, 0 1 0 1)(A^, 0 L 0 0(Ai2(cO)
icJ
ieJ
= (A^, 0 </ 0 ^(A^ (c))*(Pj 010 1)(A^, 0 i 0 ^)(Ai2(d)),
where Pj denotes the orthogonal projection onto the subspace (e^ \ i G J ) . So we get that the
net
f^A«)(^0l))
\eJ
y J^F{I)
is bounded and converges strictly to
(^ 0 ^0 6)(A^(c*)Ai2(d)) = 1 0 (V; 0 ^)(A(c*)(d0 1))
Because of the remark before this proposition, we have that
(V;06)(A(a*)(&0l))(^0i)(A(c*)(d0l))
= (^ 0 ^)(A(a*)(l 0 (^ 0 ^)(A(c*)(d 0 l)))(b 0 1))
=^(V;0^)(A(a*<)(^0l))
%eJ
in the strict topology.
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We claim that for all i C J, ui, vi C A/^. Choose % G J. Take a sequence r^ e A/^ such that
A-0(a^) —^ ez. We have for every n € N that
(^ 0.)(« 0 l)A(d)) = (^A(^) 0 1)(A^ 0 ^)(A(d)),
so it is clear that (^ 0 ^)((a^ 0 l)A(d)) —> ^ in norm. By Result 2.5 we know that
(^0^)(«0l)A(d))
belongs to A for every n e N. Hence ^ belongs to A.
Moreover, because d C A/^ X/,, Result 2.6 implies that (-0 0 ^)((^ (g) l)A(d)) e A/^ and that
the sequence A((^ (g) //) ((a;^ 0 l)A(d))*) is Cauchy in ^f. Since A is closed, we get that Vi c At*.
Analogously, Uz G A/^. This proves our claim.
Now we claim that the net
f^A((^0.)(A(a*<)(^^l))))
^eJ
^Je^(J)
is norm convergent in H. It suffices to look at the case c = u*v with n C A/^ and v e A/^/,.
Put ^ = (A^, 0 A^)(A(d)(l 0 6)) c H^ 0 ^.
Let z € J. From the lemma before this proposition, we may conclude that
(A^ 0 i)(A(ui a)) = (Oi 0 1 0 1) ((A^, 0 A^,) 0 i) (A^ (c)A23(a))

and
A^,(^ &) = (0, 0 1)(A^, 0 A^)(A(d)(l 0 &)) = (<9, 0 1) ^.
So we get for J e F(J) that
wj := ^(^ 0 i) (A(a*<)(^6 0 1))
iCJ

= ^(A^, 0 ^)(A(^a))*(A^ 0 i)(vib 0 1)
zeJ

= ((A^ 0 A^) 01) (A^(c)A23(a))* (Pj 0 1 0 1)(^ 0 1)
= r*(^ 0 ^ 0 .)(A( 2 ) (^))(^*p^i)^ 0 1),
where T = ((A^, 0 A^,) 0 ^)(A^) (^23(0)). Therefore
w>j == (^(P^I)^ 0 I)(TT^ 0^ 0^)(A^(n*))rr*(7r^ 0^ 0,)(A^(n))(^p^^ 0 1)
^ liril 2 ^?^!)^ 0 1)(^ 0 ^ 0 ^(A^^n))^*?^!^ 0 1)
= / 0(v*v)^(a*a)(^(p^l)^(p^l^0^)(A^(^*^)).
So we get by left invariance of (p that
2

^A((^ 0 ,)(A(a*<)(^6 0 1)))
ieJ

= (^(w>j) ^ ^*^(a*a)^(n*n) || (Pj 0 1)^||2.

Because (Pj 0 l)je^(J) increases to 1 in the strong topology, our claim has been proved (use
the Cauchy criterion).
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Since the map A is closed with respect to the strict topology on A and the norm topology on
H we get that
[EA((^0i)(A(a*^*)(^&0l)))1
iieJ
J

-^

J^:F{I)

7r((^0^)(A(a*)(&^l)))A((^0^)(A(c*)(d0l))).

By symmetry we get that
[EA((^0^)(A(&*<)(^a0l)))1
beJ
J

-^ 7r((^ 0 ^)(A(6*)(a 0 1)))A((^ 0 ^)(A(d*)(c 0 1))).
JG-^'(-O
By definition of G, we have for every J e F(T) that Ezc^W 0 ^)(A(a*^*)(^& 0 1)))
belongs to D(G) and
C?(^A((^ 0 ^)(A(a*<)(^ 0 1)))") = ^A((^ 0 ,)(A(6*<)(^a 0 1))).
/
^eJ
icJ
Because the map G is closed we obtain that
^((^ 0 ^)(A(a*)(6 0 1)))A((^ 0 ^)(A(c*)(d 0 1))) C D(G)
and
GTT((^ 0 ^)(A(a*)(& 0 1)))A((^ 0 ^)(A(c*)(d 0 1)))
= 7r((^ 0 ^)(A(&*)(a 0 1))) GA((^ 0 ^)(A(c*)(d 0 1))).
Because G is closed and the linear span of such elements A((^ 0 ^)(A(c*)(d 0 1))) form by
definition a core for G, we can finally conclude that
7r((^ 0 ^)(A(&*)(a 0 1))) G C GTT((^ 0 ^)(A(a*)(6 0 1))).

D

Remark 5.6. - Let K be a Hilbert space, T a closed densely defined operator in K and
x,y e B(JT). Ifo-T C r^/, then ?/*T* C r*.r*: If xT C r^/, then we get that (TyY C (a-T)*
by taking the adjoint. It is true in general that ^/*T* C (TyY. Since x is bounded, we have that
(xTY=T"x\

Applying this remark to the previous proposition, we infer that
(5.1)

7r(('0 0 ^)((a* 0 1)A(&))) G* C G*7r(('0 0 //)((&* 0 l)A(a)))

for every a, & € A/^.
In the rest of this section, we will be able to draw some important conclusions from this
proposition.
5.2. The scaling group
We will repeat some of the discussion from the beginning of Section 3.3. This time, we will
however lift everything in the GNS-construction for (p.
Using Propositions 3.9 and 3.10, we define the following objects:
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• -0= theW*-liftof^intheGNS-constmction(JJ,7r,A);
• (H^, 7?^, A^,) = the W*-lift of (H^,TT^,A^) in the GNS-constmction (^ TT, A).
Since ^ is approximately KMS, ^ is a n.f.s. weight on A. We will denote its modular group by
a^.
We will moreover use the following notations:
• J^ = modular conjugation of ^ in the GNS-construction (H^, 7?^, A^,);
• V,/, = modular operator of '0 in the GNS-construction (H^, TT^ , A^).
For technical reasons, we will need to use a Tomita *-algebra once again:
7~
= {x G A/~
U A/^
| a- is analytic with respect to a^ and cr^ (a;) e MD A/^
for ^ e C}.
^
^
•0
tp
ih
L

)

Recall also that A^,(a) e ^(V^,) and V^ A^,(a) = A^(a^(a)) for all ^ e C and a <E 7~.
Using the right invariant version of Notation 2.8, we define the unitary U :H^<^H -^ H^^H
such that [/(A^(p) 0 A(^)) = (A^, (g) A)(A(p)(l 0 g)) for? e A/^ and q e A/^. (Remember that
U is unitary because of the obvious right invariant version of Theorem 3.16.)
The right invariant version of Result 2.10 implies for every a, b € Af^ that
(5.2)

(^(a),A^(b) ^ W - ^ ^ ^)((&* ^ l)A(a))).

This implies that
(5.3)

TT(A) - [(^^ (g) i)(U) \v,we H^}.

LEMMA 5.7. - Consider a C A/~ H .A/t ^J & e T~. Then
-0

v
(^A^ A: rM
A^(a),A^(b)

(g)

^

I/;

=
/
^)^
( £7 )*
(^
~
^
^L}/ v
(u)^
^ A^(a*),A^(<7^(b*))

Pwo/^ - Choose c, d C 7- Lemma 3.14 implies that
(^
v

~

7

A^(p),A^(ca^(d*))

0^)(LQ
/,,- , ,0i)A(7r(p))
7V
/ =v(ujA^(d),A^,(c)

^

^

W^

for all p e A/',/,. By Proposition 3.10, this gives
(cc^
v

^

7

A^(g),A^(co-^(d*))

^)i){U)=
(uj- „,- / , 0 ^ ) A ( g )
/ v
/
v
A^(d),A^,(c)

>'

W

for all 9 € A/',. So we get for e e 7- that
(^
v

^

7

A^(a),A^,(ba^(e*))

(g)^(^)*=(^
/ v
/
v

(5.4)

.

,.0^)(A(a))*

A^,(e),A^(b)

=(^~
V

-

A^(b),A^(e)

^

^ ^

0^)A(a*)=(^
/

V

^

V

^

~

A^(a*),A^,(ea^(6*))

0^)(£7).
/ v
/

Take a bounded net {uk}keK in A/- H A/'~* such that (uk)keK converges strongly* to 1 (such a
net clearly exists). For every k € K, we put
=-.=
ek=
, j exp(-t2) af {uk) dt,
VTT

then efc clearly belongs to T,. We have moreover
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• (^k)k^K is bounded and converges strongly* to 1;
• {^{^-k))keK is bounded and converges strongly* to 1.
2
Then we have for all k € K that
A^(^a^(e^))=J^(a^(e^))*J^A^(&)=J^7r^(at(efc))^A^

So we see that (A^(ba^(e^)))k<EK converges to A^(b).
If we now combine these convergences with Eq. (5.4), we conclude that
(^
( ^ (h^^W
={v UJA^(a*),A^(<r^(b*))
- / 7
.^i)(U).
/ v
/
/ v
/
V A^(a),A^)

D

PROPOSITION 5.8. - Consider v, w C -Z^. 77?^
(^^0^)(<7*)GCG(cc;^0i)([/*)

and

(c^ ^ i)(£/)G* C G* (c^,^ ^)([7).

Pwo^ - Take n e D(G). Take nets (pi)z^i and (qi)iei inA/^ such that (A^(p^))^j converges
to ?; and {A^{qi))i^i converges to w. Notice that
(^(p),A^) ^ ^*) = 7r((^ 0 .)(A(g*)(p 0 1)))
forp, 9 e A^. So Proposition 5.5 implies that
(^(p,),A^) ^ ^)(^*) G C G (^A^),A^) 0 6)(£/*)

for every i € J. This implies for every % e J that (^A^(g,),A^(pz) ^ t^)(U*)u belongs to D(G) and
^((^A^^)^^) ^ ^(U^U) = (^A^(p,),A^) ^ ^)(^*) GU.

So we get that ((^A^),A^(p,) ( ^ ^)(^*) ^)2€J converges to ^^ (g) i)(U^)u and that
(G((^^)^(p.)^^([/*)n))^

converges to (^^ 0 i)(U*) Gu. Therefore the closedness of G implies that (i^w,v ^ i)(U*)u
belongs to ^(G)'and G{(uo^^ ^ ^)(^*) u) = (^,w ^ i)(U^Gu.
So we have proven the first inclusion. The second follows from the first by taking the adjoint (see
Remark 5.6). D
Before we can prove the next result we need a simple lemma which we will use several times
later on.
LEMMA 5.9.- Consider Hilbert spaces K and L, a unitary V e B(K 0 L), strictly
positive operators 5i and S^ in K and strictly positive operators Ti and T^ in L such that
(^w^XVQTi C T2 (^-i^^)(^)/^ G D(S^) andw G D(S^). Then y(5i(g)Ti) =
(^20T2)Y.

Proof. - Choose pi € J^(S'i), qi C D(T^), p^ G D^), q-i C D(T^}. Then
{V(p^q^),S2p2^T^} = {{^s^ ^ i){V)q^T^}
= {^s^^p^p^W^^}.
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Therefore the assumptions of this lemma imply that
{V{P1 09l)^2P2 ^292) = <T2 (^-i(^),^P2^ W^2>
= <(^iPi,P2 ^)(^)^1<?1^2> = <^lPl ^ T i 9 i ) , p 2 0 g 2 ) .

Because ^(^2) 0 D(T^) is a core for 62 0 T2, this implies for all pi e D(S'i), qi C ^(Ti)
a n d v ( E D ( 5 2 0 r 2 ) that
{V(p^q^,(S2(^T^v}={V(S^(S)T^),v}.

Since 5'2 0 T2 is selfadjoint, this implies for all pi e -D(*S'i) and gi C -D(Ti) that Y(pi 0 qi) C
D(S-2 ^ T-2) and (62 0 T2)(V(pi (g) 91)) = V{S^ (g) Ti^i).
Because D{S^) 0 D(T^) is a core for 61 (g) Ti and S-2 0 T^ is closed, we conclude that
y(Si (g) Ti) C (^2 0 T^)V. Hence (S'i (g) Ti)y* C y*(5'2 0 T2). By taking he adjoint of this
inclusion, we see that (62 0 T^V C y(S'i 0 Ti). Consequently, (S-2 0 T^Y = ^(S'l (g) Ti). D
RESULT 5.10. - The/allowing commutation relation holds: U(\/^ (g) N) = (V-0 (g) A^) £/.
Pwo/^ - Choose a, 6 G 7- Using twice Lemma 5.7 and once the previous proposition, we get
that
(^
r M A : ( ^i")(U)G=(^
^ 7
(S)i)(UyG
V A^(b),A^(a)
^ ^
V A^,(b*),A^(a^(a*))
/ v

CG(c^

~

^

A^(a^(a*)),A^(b*)

=G(^

7

^

7

0^)([/)*
/

~

^i)(U).

A^(^(a)),Av,(a^(b))

/ v

Using the previous proposition once more, the chain of inclusions above gives
u N
(^
f ^ ^^i)(
) =(^
( ^ ^ ( ^)(/^7 ) G? * G?
V A^,(a),A^(b)
/
v A^,(a),A^(b)
v

/

v

/

CG*(^
__ , ,0i)(U)G
~~
^ A-^(b),A^,(a)
/
v

CG*G(^
v

-

^

/

~

A^Ca^a))^^^^))

0^([/)
/ v

-^(^-^^^A.W^^)^)-

1

Since A^(7~) is a core for both V^ and V^, the previous inclusion implies that
(^,w 0 W^V C 7V(c^^ 0 .) (£7)

for all v e J9(V. 1 ) andw e D(y^) (compare with the proof of the previous proposition). Hence
Lemma 5.9 implies that U(V^ (g) N) = (V^, 0 7V)[/. D
Now, we have proved the necessary commutation relation to be able to define the scaling group
of our reduced C*-algebraic quantum group.
PROPOSITION 5.1L - (1) There exists a unique strongly continuous one^parameter group ?
of automorphisms of A such that ^ (x) = N~^t x N^ for all t C R and x G A.
(2) There exists a unique norm continuous one-parameter group r of automorphisms of A
such that TtTT = TTTt for all t G M.
(3) We have that (cr^0T^)A = A af for all t e M.
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Proof. - Recall from Eq. (5.3) that
(5.5)

TT(A) = [(uj 0 L)(U) | uj G Bo(^)*].

By the commutation relation (V,/; 0 7V)[/ = U(V^ 0 TV), we have
7V-^ (S) i){U)N^ = (V^V^ 0 ^)([/)
for all ^ e M. Therefore Eq. (5.5) implies that:
(1) 7V-^7r(A)A^ = 7r(A) for all t e R;
(2) N-^AN11 = A for all t C R;
(3) we have for every a C A that the function R i-> 7r(A), ^ i-^ N~^t7^(a)N^t is norm
continuous.
The equality in (2) implies immediately that we can define a strongly continuous one-parameter
group ? of automorphisms of A such that r^ (x) = N ' ^ x N ^ for all t e R and x € A.
The equality in (1) and the injectivity of TT allows us to define a one-parameter group r of
automorphisms of A such that T^TT = TTT^ for all t e R. The third property implies that r is norm
continuous.
It is easy to see that (TT-^ (g) 7r)(A(a)) = U(jr^{a} 0 1)<7* for all a e A. This implies that
(7r^0^)(A(.r)) = U(7r^(x) (g) !)[/* for a; e A. So we have for x e A and t e R
(^ 0.) ((^ 0rL,)A(;r)) = (V^ 0 A^) ((^ 0^)A(.r)) (V^;^ 0 A^)
= (V^ 0 ^)^(^(^) 0 1) ^*(V^ 0 7V-^)
=[/(V^7r^)V7^1)[7*
=(7F^.)A(a^)).
Because TT^ is faithful, {af 0r_t)A(a;) = A(a^(.r)).

D

The next commutation rule is now more or less obvious.
RESULT 5.12.- Wehave ^rt=(rt0Tt)^forallt<ER.
Proof. - Let t e R. From A a^ = (cr^ 0T-t)A we can conclude that
(^0A?_,)A = (^A)Aa^ = (A0^)A^ = (Aa^0r_,) A
- (a^TL,0r_,)(A0,)A= (^^(T-^^^A)^,
implying that (^AP-^A = (^0(TL^0T_t)A)A. By composing this equality with TT (from
the right of course), this gives (TT (g) TT (g) 7r)(^ (g) Ar-^A = (TT 0 TT 0 7r)(^ 0 (r_^ 0 T_^)A)A so
that the injectivity of TT implies that (i (g) A r_t)A = (</ (g) (r-t (g) r-^)A)A. Then we get that
A(T_t((a; 0 ^)A(a))) = (r-t 0 T-^)A((cj 0 ^)A(a))
for all uj G A* and a G A. Density gives the conclusion.

D

5.3. Invariant approximately KMS weights are KMS
In a next step, we want to show that the weights ^ and (p which are assumed to be
approximately KMS, are in fact KMS. We will however need some extra technical results. The
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following result was already an important tool in the theory of Kac algebras. This will also be
the case in our framework.
RESULT 5.13. - Consider x e A //A(a;) = 1 0 x or A(.r) = x 0 1, then x € Cl.
Proof. - First we suppose that A(;r) = 1 (g) x. For n € N, we define a;n, Vn ^ A such that (the
integrals are in the strong topology)
Xn = -r—
/ exp^-n^a^x^dt
71

and

V ' .7

yn=-r— /exp^n^TL^dt.

VTT J

Then a;^ is analytic with respect to o 0 . Because (cr^ (g) r-^A = Ao-^ for ^ e R (^^
Proposition 5.11), it is moreover clear that A(a^) = 1 0 ^.
Now, we take d € A^ such that '0(d) = 1. Because ^ e -D(af), we know that da;^ G .M~.
Take a; e A^. Then we have that
(i0cc;)A(cbn) == (//0^^)A(d).
By right invariance of ^, we know that (^0a;)A(da;n) G .M-, (^0?/n(^)A(d) e ^V(- and
^(d^) ^(1) = ^((,0o;)A(d^)) = ^((,07/^)A(d)) = (^)(1) ^)=^(2/n).
So we get that yn = ^{dxn)^.

Because (2/n)^=i converges strongly to x, the sequence (ip(dxn))^=-^ is Cauchy so it converges
to a number c C C. Then a; = c 1.
If A(.z-) = x (g) 1, we can use the opposite comultiplication to get that a; is a scalar. We refer to
the proof of Proposition 5.15 for some more details. D
Although our definitions of left and right invariance were rather weak, it is possible to improve
the invariance properties considerably. More precisely:
PROPOSITION 5.14. - Consider x G A+ such that d~(§ujv v)^(x) belongs to M^for every
^

v e H. Then x belongs to M.^.
^

Proof. - Take y e A+ such that (60c^)A(?/) <E .M± for all v e H . Put y^ = (uj1§> ^)A(^)
for uj e G^ (uj was defined in Proposition 3.9).
Let v C H. We have for every uj G G^ that
J_

9

__

_

_

__

_

pcS^I ={y^v,v)=uj((i^)Uy^)A(y)) ^ ^((^0^^)A(z/)).
So the net (y£ v)ojeG^

ls

bounded. Therefore the uniform boundedness principle implies that the

j_

net {y2)uj^Q^ is bounded.
Hence we have a bounded increasing net (^)c^e^ in A+. Denote its strong limit by z € A+.
^ Since {y^v.v) = c5((^0^^)A(^/)) for cj e 0^,, Proposition 3.9 implies that (^-y,v) =
^((^O^)A(T/)) for all v e H. Because any element in A^ can be written as a norm
convergent sum of vector functionals, the lower semi-continuity of ^ now implies for every
^ C A^ that ^(2;) = -0((^(g)/^)A(^)), so we get in particular that (i^^)A{y) e A^t.
^
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Take uj, [i € A^. Because (//0^)A(^) e A^, the right invariance of zh gives
-0

(cc;0^)A(^)=^((^(cj0^)A)A(^))=^((//0a;)A((^^)A(^)))
=^(l)^0/.)A(2/))=a;(l)^).
Consequently, A(z) == 1 (g) z. Therefore Result 5.13 implies the existence of A € M"^ such that
z = X 1 and hence
^((^^)A(z/)) = (zv,v) = \\\v\\2

for all v e H .
Now define the mapping 0: A^~ —> [0, +00] in the following way. Let y e A"^.
• If(//0^^)A(^) e A^tforallv e I:f,wedefine(9(?/) e R+ such that ^ ((^0^^) A (^/)) =
IHP^forallve^.
• If there exists SLV ^ H such that (ilsJ(^y^)A(y) ^ M~^, we put 0(y) = +00.
It is easy to see that 0 is a weight. Since
(5.6)

0(y) = sup {^((,0^)AQ/)) | v c ^, ||^|| = 1}

for all 2/ e A~^, the weight ^ is normal (as a supremum of a-weakly lower semi-continuous
functions).
_
Take t e R and ?/ € A+. Using Proposition 5.11, we have for all v e H that
^((^^)A(^Q/))) ^^((^^^-^A^))) =^((^^-^^-.,)A(z/)).
Therefore Eq. (5.6) implies that 0{a'f(y)) = 0(y).
Because ^ is right invariant, the definition of 0 implies immediately that 0 is an extension of
^. Combining this with the fact that 0 is invariant under (T^, the W*-version of Proposition 1.13
implies that 0 = ^ and the result follows. D
The next result is true because of symmetry. For the sake of completeness, we will make this
argument very precise.
PROPOSITION 5.15. - Consider x <E A~^ such that (^ y ~^ji)A(x) belongs to M^for every
'
^
v € H. Then x belongs to MX.
y

Proof_ - By imitating the firstj)aragraph of the proof of the previous proposition we get that
{uj^b)^(x) e M±
( for all ^ e A^.
?
Let A° denote the opposite comultiplication on A, i.e. A° = ^A. Then (A, A°) is of course
still a reduced C*-algebraic quantum group but this time (/? is right invariant and ^ is left
invariant.
Let A° = ^(A)" which is a von Neumann algebra on H^. Then we can lift the
opposite comultiplication to a normal *-homomorphism A° : A° —^ A° 0A° such that A° TT^ =
(7r^(g)7r^,)A 0 .
By Theorem 3.8, we know that there exists a ^isomorphism 0: A° —^ A such that 0^ (a)) =
7r(a) for all a C A.
Call (p° the W*-lift of (p in the GNS-construction (^,TT^,A^). For every uj e ^, let LJ°
denote the element in (A°)^ such that c5°7r^ = uj. It is then clear that uj0 = 5° So we get for
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every y e (A°)+ that
f{0{y)) = sup{^(0(^)) \^^^}= SMp{^°(y) uj e ^} = ^°Q/).

It is easy to see that ^((9^(9)A° = A (9. This implies that (^c^A^"1^)) e A/(4^ for all
uj G (A°)^. Applying the previous proposition to (p° gives 6~1 {x) € A/(t^, hence a; C A^t.

D

Now we can at last prove the desired result:
THEOREM 5.16. - The weight ^ is a KMS weight on A.
Proof. - Take t G R. Define /^ = TI a^, so /^ is a *-automorphism on A. Proposition 5.11 and
Result 5.12 give
(^0^)A=(Tt^0TtT_t)A=(Tt0Tt)A^=AT,^=A^.

This allows us to use the previous result. Take y G M^-. Choose uj C A^. Then (cj0i)A(^(^/))
= (c<;^t0^)A(^/). Therefore the left invariance of f> implies that (c<;0^)A(/^(^/)) belongs
ioM±.
y

_

Now, the previous proposition guarantees that i^t(y) belongs to Alt. Take uj e A^ such that
^
^
<^(1) = 1. The left invariance of (^ implies that
^t(y)) =^((a;0^)A(^(^))) =^((^^)AQ/)) = (o;^)(l)^) =^).
The relation (/^^^A = A^ 1 gives in a similar way that ^^(.M^) C A^t. So we
have proven that (p is invariant under /^. Define the unitary operator Ut € B(^) such that
UtA(a) = A(^(a)) for all a G AyArguing as in Lemma 3.14 and as in the beginning of Lemma 5.7, one checks easily that
(^^(a?-.^)),^))^) = (^^(a),^))^^*)

for c C A/'- and a.beT- (we introduced the Tomita *-algebra T- at the end of Section 4).
This implies, for c G A/- and a, b e 7^, that
^((^^(a^^)),^))^)) -^((^^(a),^))^^*)) = (^^(a),^))^^^)*)
-(^^(a^^)),^^))^)
-(^^(a?-.^)),^^))^)-

So we get that
(5.7)

^((^^(W))=(i^LjU!)(W)

for all uj G Bo(^)*. Because 7r(A) = [(<. 0 a;) (IV) | d; G Bo(^)*], this implies immediately that
/^(TI-(A)) = 7r(A) for all t <E R.
Choose c, d C A/~ and a; e 0^. Then we have that
(^A(c),T,A(d))=(^(c)^,d^),
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implying that the function R -^ C:t ^ (^A(c),T^A(d)) is continuous. Since (T^)^e^
converges weakly to 1 and A(A/~) is dense in H, this implies that the function R —> C:t ^
(UfV^w) is continuous for all v, w C H.
So we see that the function M -^ B^): t ^ Ut is weakly continuous and therefore strongly*
continuous (because both topologies agree on the set ofunitaries). Combining this with Eq. (5.7),
we get for every x e 7r(A) that the function R —> 7r(A): 1i-> ^(x) is norm continuous.
Since af = r-t i^t for all t € R (and f satisfies similar properties as /^), we conclude that:
• ^(7r(A))=7r(A)forteIR;
• we have for x G 7r(A) that the function R —^ 7r(A), t\—^af (x) is norm continuous.
Therefore the injectivity of TT implies the existence of a norm continuous one-parameter group
a^ on A such that TT a^ = af TT for t G M. It is now easy to check that ip is a KMS weight on A
with modular group cr^. D
For the rest of this section, we will stick to the notation a^ for the modular group of '0.
Remember that TT af = af TT for t e M. Also notice that V^; is the modular operator of ^ in the
GNS-construction (H^, A^,, TT^,). Let us also use the following notation:
7^ = {x e A/^ n A/^ .r is analytic with respect to a^ and a^ (a;) e A/^ H A/^ for z C C}.
Proposition 5.11 implies immediately the following commutation relation.
PROPOSITION 5.17.- We have for all teR that {a f (g) T_f)A = Aa^.
Using the opposite comultiplication, we get the following proposition for free.
PROPOSITION 5.18.- Consider a left invariant weight T] on (A, A). Ifr] is approximately
KMS, then r] is a KMS weight on A.
Therefore we have in particular that (p is a KMS weight on A. For the rest of this paper, we
will denote the modular group of (p by a. Notice that TT Of = ^t TT for t e R. We also have that:
• J = modular conjugation of (p in the GNS-construction (H, TT, A);
• V = modular operator of (p in the GNS-construction (H, TT, A).
5.4. The antipode through its polar decomposition
Let us start off this subsection with an easy consequence of Result 5.10.
RESULT 5.19. - For all z G C and a, b € T^ we have
7r(^ 0 ,)((6* ^ l)A(a)))A^ C N^^ ^ ^)((^(6*) 0 l)A(a^(a)))).
Proof. - From Result 5.10, we know that [/(V^, 0 N) = (V^, 0 7V)?7. So we get for all t <E R
and a, 6 e A/^
N-^TT^ 0 .)((&* 0 l)A(a)))A^ = N-^ {^(a^b) 0 ^) (U)N^
=W^W^^^i){U}
= (^A^V^A^) ^ W -

The analytic function
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C ^ B(ff),

Z ^ (^v^(a),V^(b) ® W = 7r((^ ® t)((<7^*) ® l)A((7,t(a))))

attains in it the value
7V-^7r((^0^)((&*0l)A(a)))^,

so that our conclusion follows from Proposition 9.24 of [47].

D

We can also define the unitary antipode now.
PROPOSITION 5.20.- (1) There exists a unique ^-antiautomorphism R of A such that
R(x) = I x* I for all x G A.
(2) There exists a unique ^-antiautomorphism R of A such that TT R = RTF. Moreover we have

R{(^ 0 ,)((a* 0 1)A(&))) = (V; 0 L) (A(a^ (a*))(a^ (b) 0 1))
for all a^b € T'0.
Proof. - Choose a, 6 C 7^,. Then Proposition 5.19 implies that
TT((^ 0 ^)((&* 0 l)A(a)))A^ C 7V^7r((^ 0 ^)((af(&*) 0 l)A(af(a)))).
Remembering that G* = N^ I , inclusion (5.1) implies that
7r((^ (g) ^)((&* (g) l)A(a)))A^ C ^Vij7r((^ 0 i)((a* 0 1)A(^)))J.
Since TVs is densely defined and injective, these two inclusions imply that
l7v((^ 0 ^)((a* 0 1)A(&)))J = 7r((^ 0 ^((af(&*) 0 l)A(af(a)))).
Hence,
J7r((^0^)((a*0l)A(6)))*J=7r((^0i)(A(a^(a*))(a^(&)0l))).
Thus we have ITT(A)I = 7r(A). The rest of the proof is obvious now.

D

Since I2 = 1, we get immediately that R2 = L and R2 = L.
Combining the previous proposition with Proposition 5.11, we can now define the antipode of
our reduced C*-algebraic quantum group.
DEFINITION 5.21.- We define
S=Rr_^

and

S=Rr_^

Let us collect the most basic properties of S in the following proposition. They follow easily
from the corresponding results for r_ i.
Notice that nR = Rn for all t € R'since IN I =N~1.
PROPOSITION 5.22.- The linear map S has the following properties:
(1) 6' is densely defined and has dense range',
(2) S is injective and S~1 = Rr^ = nfi;
(3) S is antimultiplicative'. we have for all x, y G D(S) that xy e D(S) and S(xy) =
S(y)S{x)',
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(4) we have for all x e D(S) that S(xY G D(S) and S(S(xYY = x\
(5) ^r-,
RESULT 5.23. - We have the following commutation relations:

• RS=SR',
• TtS=SrtforteR.
We want to stress the following fact. The definitions of S, r and R (and their von Neumann
algebraic counterparts) depend on the choice of (p and ip and we should keep this in mind. But
we will show later on that 5, r and R actually do not depend on the choice of (p and ^.
In the next proposition we will prove a formula that one could call the strong right invariance
of the weight ^. The strong left invariance of the weight (^ will be tackled in the next subsection.
PROPOSITION 5.24.- Foralla.beAf^, we have (-00^) ((a* (g) 1)A(&)) e D(S) and
5((^^^)((a*0l)A(6)))=(^0,)(A(a*)(60l)).
We have moreover that ((^ (g) ^)((a* 0 1)A(&)) | a, b G A/^) is a core for S.
Proof. - Choose a, be Af^. Remembering that G* = N ^ I , inclusion (5.1) implies that
7r((^ (g) ^)((a* 0 1)A(6)))7V^ C N^ITT^ 0 ^((&* (g) l)A(a)))J.

Because TI is implemented by 7V~^, this implies that 7r(('0 (g) </)((a* (g) 1)A(6))) belongs to
D(r_pand
?_^ (TT((^ 0 ^)((a* 0 1)A(&)))) = JTT((^ 0 ^)((6* 0 l)A(a)))J
=7r(^((^0,)(A(a*)(&0l)))).
Because this last element belongs to 7r(A), we get (see e.g. Proposition 1.24 of [25]) that
(^ 0 L} ((a* 0 1)A(&)) e ^(r_p

and
r_^ ((^ 0 ^)((a* (g) 1)A(&))) = R((^ 0 ^)(A(a*)(& 0 1))).
Since S = Rr_j_, the first statement of the proposition follows.
The second one follows by observing that the stated subspace of A is dense, invariant under
Tt by the commutation rule (af (g) r_t)A = Aa^, and is a subspace of D(r_j_) (see e.g.
2
Corollary 1.22 of [25]). D
We will finish this section by proving yet another familiar formula. We first need a lemma,
which formally implies the well known algebraic formula \(S 0 5)A = AS'.
_LEMMA 5.25. - Consider cj,0 G A* such that uS and OS are bounded and let (^S and
0S denote their respective continuous extensions to A. Then we have for all x € D(S) that
(0 0 uj)^(S(x)) = (cJ5 0 ~0S)^(x).

Proof. - Choose a, b € Af^ and put y=(^® ^)((^* ^ l)^(^))'
Then we have that
(^S^0S)A(y) = (cj50^9)A((^(g)/.)((a* 0 1)A(&)))
= ^((</ 0 ^?)(C0 0 </ (g) </)((a* (g) 1 0 1)A(2) (6))))
= a^((^ (g) ^)((a* (g) 1)A((^ (g) 05)A(&)))).
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The last equality is justified by Proposition 1.22. Bring first cJ5 in together with ~0S. Then pull
u^S back out.
By Proposition 5.24, we get that (^ 0 ^)((a* 0 1)A((^ 0 ^5)A(6))) belongs to D(S') and
5 f ((^0^((a*(g)l)A((^^)A(&))))=(^0l)(A(a*)((^(g)05)(A(&))0l)).
Therefore,
(cJ5(g)05)A(^)=a;((^0^)(A(a*)((^(g)^)(A(&))0l)))
= ^ 0 ^)(A(a*))(^ 0 05)(A(&)))
= ~6S{(^ 0 ^)(((, 0 a;)(A(a*)) 0 1)A(6)))
=^0^)(A((,0^)A(a*))(^0l))),
where we used Proposition 5.24 once again.
On the other hand,
(0 0 ^)A(5Q/)) = (0 (S) o;)A(5((^ 0 ^)((a* 0 1)A(^))))
=((90 ^)A((^ 0 ,)(A(a*)(& 0 1)))
= ((9 0 cj) ((^ 0 ^ 0 //)(A^ (a*)(6 0 1 0 1)))
= 0((^ 0 ^)(A((^ 0 o;)A(a*))(& 0 1))).
So we see that (^JS 0 ^5 )A(?/) =((90 o;)A(S'(?/)).
Because such elements ?/ form a core for 5, the lemma follows.

D

PROPOSITION 5.26.- We have that ^ ( ^ 0 7 ? ) A = A R
Proof.-Let UJ.IJL C A* be analytic with respect to r. By this we mean that the function
R -^ A* : 11—>- cjTi has an extension to an analytic function from C to A*. From this, it follows
that ujTz is bounded for every z e C and that the function C —^ A*: z \—> Ijj^z is analytic.
Then we clearly have that ujRS is bounded with closure ujRS = a;r_i. The same is valid for ^.
Now the function C -^ (A 0 A) * : z ^ Jrfz 0 'UJT; is analytic as a function from C to (A 0 A) *.
Because the embedding of (A 0 A)* in M(A 0 A)* is isometric, this function is analytic, when
we consider it as a function from C to M(A 0 A)*.
Take a e A such that a is analytic with respect to r. Then we have that C —^ C:
z \-^ (jTfz 0 a7r2')A(a) and C —^ C: z ^ (/^ 0 o;)A(T^(a)) are both analytic and coincide on
R because of Result 5.12. So they are equal.
Then we have by the previous lemma
(uj 0 p) {{R 0 ^)A(6'(a))) = (^RS 0 a7R5)A(a) = (JTT^ 0 c^-pA(a)

=(/^0^)A(T_^(a))=(^0^)A(^(S'(a))).
Because 5 has a dense range we get
(5.8)

(c^ 0 p) {(R 0 .R)A(oQ) = (^ 0 uj)^(R(x))

for all rr e A.
If now p € A* and n C N, we define p(n) e A* such that

n r

p(n){a) = -^ / exp^rA2)^^^
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for all a C A. It is clear that p(n) is weak* analytic with respect to r, and the standard application
of the uniform boundedness theorem gives that p(n) is analytic with respect to r.
Now, take pi, p2 G A*. By Eq. (5.8), we have for all n e N and x e A that
(pi(n)0p2(n))(x(-R^-R)A(.r))=(pi(n)0p2M)A(.r).
We have, for all y e M(A (g) A),
(pi(n)0p2(^))Q/) ^(pi ^P2){y) asn^oo.
So we conclude that (pi (g) p^(^{R 0 J?)A(.r)) = (pi 0 p2)A(a;) for all x e A.

D

5.5. Strong left invariance
We will prove the strong left invariance of the weight (p (in fact, of every left invariant proper
weight). Before we can do so, we need some technical results.
First we need some extra terminology.
DEFINITION 5.27.-Consider a C*-algebra B and an index set I . Then we define the
following sets:
1) MCi(B) = {x an J-tuple in M(B) | (x^Xi)i^i is strictly summable in M(B)}.
2)

MRj(B) = {x an J-tuple in M(B) | (xix^i^i is strictly summable in M(B)}.

Elements of MCj(J5) can be thought of as infinite columns, elements of MRj(.£?) as infinite
rows.
Notice that the *-operation gives you a bijection between MCj(B) and MRj(£?).
LEMMA 5.28.- Consider a C*-algebra B and an index set I. Let x,y C MCj(B). Then
(^y^iel ls strictly summable and the net (^^j ^Vi^J^F^i) ls bounded.
Proof. - Define c, d G M(B) + such that c = ^^j x\xi and d = ^^j 2/,*^.
Choose b C A. Take a finite subset J of I .
Look at the Hilbert C*-module E over M(A) given by E = ®^j M(A) and such that the
inner product is defined in such a way that (v, w) = ^^j w^vi for v, w C E.
Then we have by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for Hilbert C*-modules that
\ * /_

(

^•^^*^6)
/

ieJ

\

(^^*?/^) =((^^)2€J.(^)z€j)*((2/^)zGJ,(^)zCj)
^zGJ

/

^||((^),ej,(^)^J>||<(^)zeJ,(^)zeJ>

-llE^fc^^^ii^iE^*^
iGJ

z€J

zG^

implying that
(5.9)

^x;y,b\\ ^ ||c|| E6*^*^ ^ 11^1 11^11ieJ
ieJ
So we get for finite subsets J , K of I such that J CK that

2.^^-2^
E^^-E^*^
^11^11 zeA:
E^*^-E^*^
ieJ
zeJ

ze^
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By assumption, we have that (Z^j^*^*^)je-FGO is convergent so the above inequality
implies that the net (^^j ^V^jf-Fd}ls ^auchy and hence convergent in B.
We have then of course also that the net (Z^j^*^*)jeF(J) is convergent in B. So by
using the *-operation, we see that (Z^j^^)jeF(J) is convergent in B. Notice that the
boundedness statement follows from inequality (5.9). D
This lemma implies easily the following algebraic properties.
RESULT 5.29. - Consider a C*-algebra B and an index set I. Then MRi{B) and MCi(B)
are vector spaces for the componentwise addition and scalar multiplication.
Restating Lemma 5.28 in terms of rows and columns, we get the following result:
RESULT 5.30.- Consider a C*-algebra B and an index set I. Let x G MRj(B) and
y 6 MCi(B). Then (xi yi)i^i is strictly summable and the net ( ^^j Xi y^ j^pd} ls bounded.
We will also need the following simple result.
RESULT 5.31. - Consider C*-algebras B and C, a non-degenerate ^-homomorphism 0 from
B into M(C) and an index set I.

(1) Let x C MRj(B). Then (0(xi})^i belongs to MRi(C).
(2) Let y G MCj(B). Then (0(yz))^i belongs to MCj(C).
Remark 5.32. - Take a bounded net (uj)j^j in A such that (uj)j^j converges strictly to 1.
For j € J, we define the element ej G A by ej; = — f exp^t^Tt^e^dt. Then (ej)jcJ ls a net
in D(r_ j.) such that:
• (ej)j^j is bounded and converges strictly to 1;
• (r_ i (ej))j^j is bounded and converges strictly to 1.
So (ej)j^j is a net in D(S) such that (S{ej))j^j converges strictly to 1. Due to the closedness
of 5, this implies easily the following property.
Consider a, b e A such that we have for every x e D(S) that ax e D(S) and S{ax) = S(x)b.
Then a belongs to D(S) and S{a) = b.
Also notice that this, together with the closedness of 5, implies that S is closed with respect
to the strict topology on A.
We now get the following interesting result. The original idea of looking at the elements
in A of the form in the next proposition is due to A. Van Daele and was further developed
by A. Van Daele and the second author in [54].
PROPOSITION 5.33. - Consider a, b G A such that there exist an index set I , p e MRj(A)
and q <E MCj(A) such that
1 0 a = ^(pz 0 l)A(^)
i^I

and

1 0 b = ^ A(p,)(^ 0 1).
i^I

Then a C D(S) and S{a) = b.
Notice that by results 5.30 & 5.31, the families ((pi (g) I)A((^))^J and (A(p^)(^ 0 l))^eJ are
strictly summable.
Proof. - Choose c, d e Af^. Because of Remark 5.4, we have that the net
f^(^0^)((c*p.0l)AM)))
^ieJ
/ JCF(I)
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converges strictly to the element a('0 0 </)((c* 0 1)A(^)) € A. By Proposition 5.24, all the
elements of the net belong to D(S) and
5[^(^0,)((c*^0l)A(^))')-^(^0^)(A(c*p,)M0l))
/
^ieJ
ieJ
for J e ^GO. This net converges strictly to (-0 0 i)(A(c*)(d 0 1)) b C A. Because 5 is closed
with respect to the strict topology on A we get
a(^0^)((c*0l)A(d)) CD{S)
and
5(a(^ 0 /Q((c* 0 l)A(d))) = (^ 0 i) (A(c*)(d 0 !))&.
Because of Proposition 5.24 and the closedness of S we get for all x C D(S) that a a; e -0(5')
and 5(a a;) = S(x)b. The previous remark gives our proposition. D
COROLLARY 5.34. - Consider a, b G A ^MC/Z r/zar ^r^ ^jc^ a^z ;Wex ^r J, p G MRj(A) flMfif
9 € M C j ( A ) such that
a (g) 1 = ^ A(p,)(l (g) g,)
%eJ

anJ

& (g) 1 = ^(1 (g)p,)A(g,).
ieJ

T/z^ a C D(5') a^ S'(a) = b.
Proof. -Apply \(R 0 R) to both of the given equations and use Proposition 5.26. Then
the observation that (R(pi))i^i ^ MCj(A) and (R(qi))z^i C MRj(A) (remember that R is
antimultiplicative) and the previous proposition imply that R{a) C D(S) and S(R(a)) == R(b).
Since SR = RS, this gives that a G D{S) and S(a) =b. D
We will formulate the next corollary in a more general context which will be needed later on.
In particular, this gives us the strong left invariance of (p with respect to S.
COROLLARY 5.35. - Consider a left invariant proper weight rj on (A, A). Then we have for
all a, b e A/^ that
{i (g) rj) (A(a*)(l 0 b)) G D{S) and

S((i 0 ^)(A(a*)(l (g) &))) - (i 0 T)) ((1 (g) a*)A(&)).

Proo/ -Let (^,TT^,A^) be a GNS-construction for 77. Take an orthonormal basis (e^)^j
for JJ^.
Take i G J and define the operator ^ C B(^, C) given by ^(v) = (v, e^) for ^ e 7:f^. Now
put
^=[(l0^)(^Ar,)(A(a))]*

and q, = (1 0^)(,0A^) (A(&)).

Then we have
I>^* = E(^0 A^)(A(a))*(l ® 0^,)(, ® A,)(A(a))
%eJ
ieJ

for all J ^ F{I) and this net converges strictly to
(i0A^)(A(a))*(i0A^)(A(a)).
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So (pi)iei ^ MRj(A). Analogously (^)^eJ ^ MCj(A). With the same kind of argument as in
the proof of Proposition 5.5, we get
^A(^)(l0^)=(,0^A^)(A^(a))*(^^A^)(A23(&))
i^I

= (^ 0 ^ 0 77) (A( 2 ) (a*)A23(6)) = 0/0 rj) (A(a*)(l 0 b)) 0 1
and
^(1 0 pz)A(^) = (/.0 rj) ((1 0 a*)A(6)) 0 1
zeJ
analogously. Now the result follows from the previous corollary.

D

Again, we will use Notation 2.8 and Theorem 3.16 in the formulation of the next lemma.
LEMMA 5.36.- Consider a left invariant proper weight 77 on (A,A) andlet (J^TT^A^) be
a GNS-construction for 77. Define the unitary element V e B{H 0 H^} such that
V(A 0 A^)(A(&)(a (g) 1)) = A(a) (g) A^(&) for a e ATy and b e A/^. T/z^ w^ /ia^ for
v e D ( N ~ ^ ) a n d w e D { N ^ ) that
(^0^Vr=^^^^^V).

Proof. - Choose a, & <E A/^. We have that (^ (g) ^A^(b),A^^)(y) = 7r((// 0 77)(A(a*)(l 0 &))).
By Corollary 5.35, we know that {i 0 7;)(A(a*)(l 0 &)) belongs to D{S) = D(r_i.). Since T^ is
implemented by A^~^, we get that
(^ ^ ^A,(b),A,(a)) (V)N^ C 7V^(r_^ ((. 0 77)(A(a*)(l 0 6))))
- 7V^(J?(5((^ 0 77)(A(a*)(l 0 6)))))
= N^l7r((i (g) 77)((1 0 a*)A(6)))*J
= 7V^((, 0 77)(A(&*)(1 0 a)))J
=7V^(.0^(a),A,(.))(^.

Then we get for v C Z^TV" i) and w e D{N^) and all a, 6 e A/^
^^-i^^iw 0 ')^)^^ 5 ^^))-^^ 0 ^^)^^^)^)^^^^
=<7V^(.0^(,)^(,))(y)^7V-^w)

=(w,(^0^A^^^^)(y)^)
=<(^,.0^(y*)A^(&),A^(a)).
Because this is valid for all a, & e A/^, we get our result.

D

In the next proposition, we will work with a left invariant KMS weight on A. In the first step of
the proof of the uniqueness of a left invariant weight, we will show that every proper left invariant
weight is automatically KMS. The basic idea of the proof of the next proposition comes from
Lemma 2.5.5 in [15]. Because r can be non-trivial, we have to be a little bit more careful and
work with the unbounded operator N.
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PROPOSITION 5.37. - Consider a left invariant KMS weight rj on (A, A) with modular group
K. Let (^, TT^, Ay^) be a GNS-constructionfor T] and define the unitary element V G B(H 0 H^)
suchthatV(A^A^)(^(b){a^) 1)) = A(a) (g)A^(6)/ora eA/^ andbe^. Let:
• J = the modular conjugation ofr] in the GNS-construction (^, TT^, Ay^);
• M = the modular operator ofr) in (H^^ TT^, A^).
TTz^z:

(i) (^0j)v=v*(J0j);
l
l

(2) (7v- (g)M)y=y(7V- (g)M);
(3) (Tt(g)^)A=A/^/^eM.
Proo/^ - Define X to be the closed operator in Hr^ such that A^(A/^ FlA/^) is a core for X and
XK^(x) = A^(.r*) for every x G A/^ UA/^*. By definition, M = X*X and X = JM^. We have
moreover that ^(^(.r)) = M^TV^WM'^ for t e R and x <E A.
Choose 2;, w e ^.
Take ^/ G A/^ n A^*. By the left invariance of 77, we have that (ujv,w ^ ^^(y) ^ •^771^ •^ •
Because (ujy^ (g) ^)(V*)A^(2/) = A^((^^ (g) ^)A(?/)) (^^ Result 2.10), we get that
(^v,w ^ i)(V*)Ar,(y) belongs to D(X) and
^(^,w ^ ^)(V*)A^(T/) = XA^ ((^,^ 0 ^)A(^)) = A^ ((^,^ ^) ^)(A(2/))*)
= A^(c^ (g) ^)A(?/*)) = (c^ 0 ^)(y*)A^(^*)

=(^,.0^(y*)xA^(^).
Because A^(A/^ FlA/^) is a core for X, this implies easily that
(5.10)

(c^ 0 ^)(Y*)X C X^^ 0 ,)(y*).

By taking the adjoint of this inclusion, we get that

(5.ii)

(c^ 0 i)(v)x' c x*(^,^ ^ ^)(y).

(1) Choose ?; G D(N) and w C D{N~1). Using inclusion (5.11) and Lemma 5.36, we infer
that
(c^ 0 ^)(Y)M = (cc;,^ 0 ^)(V)X*X C X*(^,^ 0 L)(V)X

=^^IN-w.^^vrx'
By using inclusion (5.10) and Lemma 5.36 once more, we get that

(^ ® WM c x*x(u,^^_^ ®.) (vr
=M^^^N^,N-^IN-^®iW^M^^-^®LW•

So we have proven that
(^,w 0 L)(V)M C M(cc;^^-i^ 0 ^(V)
for v G ^(A^) and w C D(N~1). Therefore Lemma 5.9 implies that
V(N~1 (g) M) = (TV-1 0 M)V.
(2) Choose v e D(N-^) and w G J9(A^^).
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Using inclusion (5.10), we see that
J{^w,y 0 i){V^JM^ = J(^^ 0 i)(V^X

(5.12)

C JX(^^ 0 ,)(Y*) = M^ (c^ 0 ,)(V*).

The result proven in (1) implies that V* (TV- i 0 M^) = (TV" ^ 0 M^ )V*.
Takep, q e D(M^). Then
<(^,w 0 ^)(^*)P, A^g) = (V*(z; 0p), w (g) M^)
= (V*(v (S)p),N~^ (A^w) (g) M^)
=((7V-^0M^)y*(^0p),A^w09)
= (V* (A^"^ 0 M^p),N^w (g) g)
=

<(^-.^.0^(y*)M^^•

Because M^ is selfadjoint, this implies for every p e D(M^) that (ujv,'w ^ ^(V)p belongs
to D(M^) and M^ (^^ 0 i)(V^p = (^-^ ^^ (g i)(V^M^p.
In other words,

(^_^^^ 0 .)(y*)M^ c M^(^,, 0 .)(Y*).
Using Lemma 5.36, we also have that
(^-i^^^^*)-^^-^0^)^)*
^^N-iN^^iN-i^^^)"^^0^^)Therefore,

(^iw,iv^^(V)M^ CM^(^^0^)(y*).
Because M^ has dense range, this inclusion together with inclusion (5.12) implies that

(c^w,^ 0 m = j(^^ 0 L){V^J.
This implies for all v, w e H and p,qe Hrj that
((^ 0 .7)y*(J (g) ^)(^ (g)p), w (S)q}= {Iw 0 Jg, V^Iv 0 ^))

= <y(Jw 0 ^g), JT; 0 ^p) = {(^^ 0 ^)(y)^, ^>
= {J{^w,v 0 ^)(^*)9, ^P>

==

<P, (^w,^ 0 ^)(^*)9>

=((^,w0^)(^)p,g)=(^(^0p),w09).

Hence (I 0,7)^* ( 7 0 ^ ) = V.
(3) It is easy to see that (TT 0 7r^)(A(a)) = V*(l 0 7r^(a))y for a e A. Recall also
that 7r^(a)) = M^(a)M-^ and 7r(Tt(a)) = 7V-^7r(a)A^ for all a G A and t € K.
Theorem 3.8 and the injectivity of TT imply that TT^ is injective. Hence, arguing as in
Proposition 5.11, the commutation V(N~1 0 M) = (N~1 0 M)V implies that (r^ 0 ^)A =
A/^ for t c R. D
Let us formulate these results in the case that 77 = (p. Then V = W, J = J and M = V.
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PROPOSITION 5.38. - We have the following commutation relations:
(1) (J0J)TV=lV*(J(g)J);
(2) {N-1^\/)W=W(N-1(S)^)',
(3) {rt^at)^=^a-tforteR.

PROPOSITION 5.39.- Consider v G D{N~^) and we D(N^). Then

(^ ^ wr = (^-^i, ^.) (w).
With this information in hand, we can formulate a left invariant version of Proposition 5.24.
PROPOSITION 5.40.- For all a, b € Afy, we have that (i (g) (^)(A(a*)(l (g) b)) e D(S) and
5((^^)(A(a*)(l(^&)))=(,0^)((l(^a*)A(&)).
V^ /iflv^ moreover that the set {{b 0 y?)(A(a*)(l 0 &)) | a, & G A/y?) ^ a core for S.

Proof. - The first statement was already proven in Corollary 5.35. By Proposition 5.38 (3) the
considered subspace of A is invariant under r. It is also clearly a dense subspace of D(S). Now
the conclusion follows. D
Remark 5.41.-Because Tt({i 0 cj)A(a)) = (i (g) c<;cr_t)A(<7t(a)) and because A =
[(</ 0 cc;)A(a) | a e A, uj C A*] we see that r^ does not depend on ^. Because of the previous
proposition, S does not depend on '0 either. So R does not depend on ^.
But there is more. Because of the commutation relation Aoy = (a^ 0 r-^) A, we see in an
analogous way that R, S and r do not depend on the choice of (p we made in the beginning of
the story. So Ji, S and r are completely determined by the pair (A, A).
The previous remark justifies the following terminology.
Terminology 5.42. - We will use the following more or less standard terminology.
• S is called the antipode of (A, A);
• r is called the scaling group of (A, A);
• R is called the unitary antipode of (A, A).
The triple (6', R, r) will be referred to as the antipodal triple of (A, A).
There is also a way to characterize S in terms of (A, A) without referring to left or right
invariant weights. This characterization is described by Corollary 5.34 and the following result.
PROPOSITION 5.43. - Define C to be the set consisting of all elements a G A such that there
exist an element b € A, an index set I andp G MRj(A), q G MCj(A) satisfying
a 0 l = ^ A(p,)(l (g) qi)
iei

and b (g) 1 = ^(1 (g) p,)A(^).
id

Then C is a core for S.
Proof. - It is easy to see that G is a subspace of A. Corollary 5.34 implies that C C D(S). The
proof of Corollary 5.35 implies that {(^ 0 (^)(A(a*)(l (g) b)) | a, b G Afy) is a subset of C. The
result now follows by Proposition 5.40. D
So we see that S can be completely defined in terms of (A, A). Also notice that the pair R, r
is completely determined by the following properties:
• R is an involutive *-antiautomorphism on A;
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• T is a norm continuous one-parameter group on A;
• R and r commute;
• S = R r _ 2z .
Notice that the above properties imply that T_, = S2 so that the C*-analogue of Lemma 4.4
in [17] determines r. Then R is determined by- the fact that S = Rr_j_.
2
Let us illustrate how these different characterizations of the antipode can be used to prove
easily a basic result about *-homomorphisms commuting with the comultiplication. First we
need to extend the antipode to the multiplier algebra.
Remark 5.44. - We know that the mapping r_i is strictly closable in M(A) and we denote
its strict closure in M(A) by r_i. Since 5' = Rr_i, we see that S is also strictly closable. We
denote the strict closure of S by 5' and put S(a) = S(a) for all a e D(S). It is also clear that
S = R r_ j_, where R denotes the unique *-antiautomorphism on M(A) which extends R.
If a e D(S) and S(a) belongs to A, then a belongs to D(S) (because we know it to be true
for T_I, see e.g. Proposition 1.24 of [25]). Using the net (ej)j^j of Remark 5.32, we see that
for every x G D(S), there exists a net (xi)i^i in D(S) such that:
• (xi)i^i is bounded and converges strictly to x\
• (S(xi))i^i is bounded and converges strictly to S(x).
Arguing as in Remark 5.32, we get: consider a, b € M(A) such that we have for every
x C D(S) that ax C D(S) and S(ax) = S(x)b. Then a belongs to D(S) and S(a) = b.
It is then clear that Proposition 5.33 and Corollary 5.34 remain true if we let a and b belong to
M(A) and replace S by 5.
PROPOSITION 5.45.- Consider two reduced C*-algebraic quantum groups (Ai,Ai) and
(A2, As) with antipodal triples (6'i, R\, r\) and (52, R^, 7-2) respectively. Let a: Ai —^ M(A2)
be a non-degenerate ^-homomorphism such that (a 0 a)Ai = A2 CL Then
a5i C 620,

R^a^aR^,

a(r^}t = (^2)^ forallt^R,

where we use the usual convention that S^a := S^a, R^a := R^a and (r^fO := (7-2 )t a.
Proof. - Define C to be the set consisting of all elements a G Ai such that there exist an
element b e Ai, an index set I and? e MRj(Ai), q e MCj(Ai) satisfying
a (g) 1 = ^Ai(p,)(l (g) qi)
ieJ

and b (g) 1 = ^(1 (g)p,)Ai(^).
ze-f

Using Corollary 5.34 (and its extension to the multiplier algebra following the previous remark),
it is not so difficult to see that the commutation relation (a 0 a)Ai == A^a implies that a(C) C
D{§'2) and that S'2(a{a)) = a(5i (a)) for a C C. Since C is a core for S'i (see Proposition 5.43),
we get that a5i C 62 a. Using the fact that C is a strict 'bounded' core for 5\ (see the previous
remark), the strict closedness of 6'2 implies that a6'i C S^a.
This implies immediately that
_o

_o

a(ri)_^ = a5\ C ^ a = (7-2)-^.
Arguing as in Definition 4.1-Lemma 4.4 of [17], one concludes that
(5.13)
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Choose a € - D ( ( T i ) _ i ) = D(S'i). Since a(r\)_j_ C (r^)_j_a (which follows from commutation (5.13)), we get that a (a) e D ( ( T 2 ) _ i ) = ^ ( ^ 2 ) and
^2(a((Ti)_^(a)))-J?2((T2)_^a(a)))=52(a(a))=a(^(a))=a(J?i((Ti)_^(a))).
Because (ri)_i has dense range, this implies that R^{a{x)) = a(R-i(x)) for all x e A.

D

COROLLARY 5.46. - Consider two reduced C*-algebraic quantum groups (Ai,Ai) and
(A2,A2) with antipodal triples (5'i,7?i,ri) and {S^^R^^r^) respectively. Let a\A\ —> A^ be
a ^-isomorphism such that (a (g) oQAi = A2a. Then
aS^=S^a,

R'za=aR^,

a(r^t = (r^td

forallt^R.

Remark 5.47.-In this case, the use of the results in [17] can be simply avoided by the
following reasoning. Take a left invariant KMS weight (p on (A2, A2) with modular group a.
The weight (pa is a left invariant KMS weight on (Ai,Ai) with modular group R —>
Aut(Ai): t \—> a~1 (Tt a. Therefore, Proposition 5.37 implies for every t C R that
((n)t ^ oT^o^Ai = AiQT^a = (a"1 (g) a -l )A2<7ta
= (a~l(r-2)t (8)a -l at)A2a= (oT1^)^ (g) oT^o^Ai,
implying that ((ri)t (g) //)Ai = (a"1^)^ ^ ^)Ai so that (ri)^ = a"1^)^ by the density
conditions. Thus a(r\)t = (^•2)^'
6. Relative invariance properties and commutations
From now on, we will fix a particular right invariant weight ^ on (A, A), namely ^ = (pR.
Because of Proposition 5.26, this weight ^ is indeed right invariant. Also notice that ^ is a KMS
weight on (A, A), with modular group a ' given by a[ = Ra-tR for all t G M (the minus sign
appears because R is antimultiplicative).
Remember also that we have a Tomita *-algebra running around:
T^ = {x € A/^ n J\f^ | x is analytic with respect to a ' and a^ {x) G J\f^ D Afl for z e C}.
We will also use the following notations:
• G = the unbounded operator defined in Notation 5.1;
• N = G^G and I is the anti-unitary on H such that G = I N ^ .
Recall the following result (which is an immediate consequence of Result 5.13).
RESULT 6.1.- Consider xeM{A). If^(x) =x(^lor/\{x) =l^x, thenx^Cl.
Notice also that Propositions 5.14 and 5.15 imply immediately the following results.
PROPOSITION 6.2. - Consider x G A+ such that (o^ (g) i)^\(x) belongs to M^ for every
v € H. Then x belongs to M^.
PROPOSITION 6.3. - Consider x C A~^ such that (i 0 ^^)A(.r) belongs to Mt for every
v € H. Then x belongs to A^t.
In the following part of this section, we prove a uniqueness result for left invariant weights
which will be the essential step for a general uniqueness result in the next section.
In a first step, we want to prove that any left invariant proper weight is automatically KMS.
This will follow easily from the next lemma which we borrowed from [15] (Corollary 2.7.3).
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LEMMA 6.4. - Consider a projection P in A such that A(P) ^ P 0 1 or A(P) ^ 1 0 P.
Then P = 0 or P = 1.
Proof. - Suppose that A(P) 0 0 P. Then A(P)(1 0 P) = A(P) which in terms of W
becomes IV* (1 0 P)W(10 P) = TV*(1 0 P)W. So we get that
(6.1)

(1 0 P)W(1 0 P) = (1 0 P)W.

Chooser G D(N~^),w € D{N^) andapplyo;
(6.2)

_i

i 0 L to the above equation. Hence

P(^_^^ ®.) {W)P = P(o^_^^ ®.) (W).

Using Proposition 5.39, we see that (c<;
the adjoint ofEq. (6.2), we get that

_i

i 0 b)(WY = (u^v.w ^ ^(W). So if we take

P(^,w ^ L){W)P = (O;^ 0 i)(W)P.

Therefore we conclude that (1 0 P)W(10 P) = W(l 0 P). Combining this with Eq. (6.1),
this gives us that W(l 0P) = (10P)IV, hence A(P) - TV*(10P)W = 10P. So Result 5.13
implies that P G Cl, and hence P = 0 or P = 1.
IfA(P) ^ P01, then the W*-version of Proposition 5.26 implies that A(J?(P)) ^ l0^(P)
and the previous part of the proof implies that R(P) = 0 or R(P) = 1. Therefore P = 0 or
P=l. D
RESULT 6.5. - Consider a left invariant proper weight 77 on (A, A). Then rj is a KMS weight
on A.

Proof. -Let rj denote the W*-lift of rj in the GNS-construction (Jf,7r,A) (as described in
Proposition 3.9). By Proposition 3.13, we know that rj is left invariant.
Put N = {x e A | rj(x^x) = 0}. Then TV is a a-weakly closed left ideal in A. So there exists a
projection P G A such that 7 V = A P ( 1 — Pisof course nothing else but the support projection
of rj).
We have in particular that P G N which by left invariance of rj gives us for every uj € A^ that
7y([(o;0.)A(P)]*[(a;0.)A(P)]) ^ Mrj((^, )A(P*P)) = ll^ll2^?*?) = 0,

implying that (ci;0^)(A(P))P = (^0^)(A(P)). So we get that A(P)(1 0 P) = A(P).
Therefore the previous lemma implies that P = 0 or P = 1. Because rj ^ 0, we must have that
P = 0. So we have proven that rj faithful.
From the remarks after Proposition 3.9, it follows now that also the W*-lift of 77 in its own
GNS-construction is faithful. So 77 is approximately KMS and the result follows now from
Proposition 5.18. D
The next result is the essential step towards the general uniqueness result. In a corollary,
we will prove uniqueness under some relative invariance condition. The spirit of the proof of
Theorem 2.7.7 of [15] is still present in the proof of the next proposition but we prove a weaker
result under weaker conditions. By changing strategy, we can stick to basic properties of weights
(except for the ever present Tomita Takesaki theory) and avoid liftings to the von Neumann
algebra where we would use Radon Nikodym.
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It should be pointed out however that the proof of Theorem 2.7.7 of [15] could also be
used in our approach since we will prove later on that any left invariant proper weight is
automatically relatively invariant under a- (so it is in particular true for the weight 774- in the
proof of Corollary 6.7).
PROPOSITION 6.6. - Consider left invariant proper -weights 771 and 772 on (A, A) such that
r]i ^ 772. Then there exists a number r € ]0,1] such that 771 {x) = 7-772 (x) for x <E M^.
Proof. - Take GNS-constructions {H^ TT^ A,) for 77, (z = 1,2). Using Theorem 3.16, we define
a unitary operator U on H 0 H^ such that
U{A{a) 0 A-2{b)) = (A 0 A2) (A(&)(a 0 1))
for a 6 A/^ and & 6 A/^ •
By Theorem 3.8, there exists an isomorphism ^: A —^ ^(A/' such that 7r2(7r(a)) = ^2(0)
for all a € A.
Using Proposition 1.29, it follows easily that (71-0 ^2) (A (a)) = U{107T2(a))[7* for all a € A.
Therefore {u 0 ^(A^)) = U(l 0 7r2(.r))£/* for all x G A.
Result 6.5 implies that 772 is a KMS weight. Denote by J the modular conjugation of 772 in the
GNS-construction ?^2^2). Tomita-Takesaki theory tells us that
j7T2(A)J = J^WJ = ^(A)'.

Since 771 ^772, there exists a bounded operator F e 8(^2,^1) such that FA2(a) = Ai(a)
for all a e A/^. Put T = F*F, then T is a positive operator in B{H^) such that 771(^*0) =
(TA2 (a), A2 (b)) for all a, 6 e 772. This equality gives us easily that T € ^ (A) 7 , so J TJ belongs
t07T2(A).

Choose a C A/y and b C A/"^. Take an orthonormal basis (cz)^J for H.
By Result 2.9, we know that ]^^ \\A^((uj^a)^ ^ ^)(A(&)))|| 2 < oo and
U(A(a) 0 A2(&)) = ^ e, 0 A2 ((^A(a),e, ^ ^)(A(&))).
iG^
Consequently,
((1 0 T)£/(A(a) 0 A2(&)), U(A(a) 0 A2(6)))
=

E (^2 ((^A(a),e^ ^)(A(6))) , A2 ((^A(,),e, 0 ^)(A(&))) >
i<El

=^^((^A(a),.^^)(A(&))*(^A(a),e^^)(AW)).

zeJ
Therefore, Lemma A.6 implies that
((1 (g) T)U(A(a) 0 A2(6)), ?7(A(a) 0 A^b))} = 771 ((a;A(^),A(a) 0 ^)(A(&*&)))
=(A(a),A(a))77i(5*&),
where we used the left invariance of 771. So we get that
<(1 0 T)U(A{a) 0 A2^)), U(A(a) 0 A2(&)))
=(A(a),A(a))(TA2(b),A2(6))=((l0T)(A(a)0A2(6)),A(a)0A2W>.
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By polarization, we get that
((1 0 T)U(A(a) (S) A2^)), £/(A(c) 0 W))) = ((1 0 T)(A(a) ^ A2(6)), A(c) 0 As^))
for all a, c e A/^ and &, d C A/^.
So we have proven that [/*(! (g) T)[/ = 1 (g) T. Because ?7*(J (g) J ) == (J 0 ,7)^7 (see
Proposition 5.37), we get that
U(1(S)JTJ)U'=1(S)JTJ.
Remembering that J T J C TP^A), we see that
(i07r2)(^(^\JTJ))) = [7(1 0 JTJ)U^ = 1 0 J7\7 = (^7T2)(1 0 ^\JTJ)).
Consequently, the injectivity of L^TT^ implies that A(7^2-l(Jr7\7)) = 1 (g) TT^^JTJ).
Therefore, Result 5.13 implies that Tr^"1 { J T J ) is a scalar. So we find a number r ^ 0 such that
T = rl, thus 771 (x) = 7772 (re) for all x e .M^. Because 7/1 7^ O, we have that r -^ 0 (remember
that {.z* G A'^ 1771 (x) = 0} is closed). Since 772 7^ 0 and 771 ^ 772, r ^ 1. D
COROLLARY 6.7. - Consider a left invariant proper weight 77 wz (A, A) such that there exists
a number A > 0 satisfying rfOt = ^T] for all t G R. TT^n there exists a number r > 0 ^MC/Z ^/i^
77 =r(p.

Proof. -Put T/+ = 77 + (p. Because 77 c^ = A* 77 for t G R, Proposition 1.14 of [30] implies
that 774- is a proper weight on A. It is also easy to check that 77^ is left invariant (notice that
.My^ = M^ n M^). Because y ^ 77^, we conclude from the previous proposition that there
exists a number s C ]0,1] such that (p(x) = sr]^-(x) for x G M^ .
So we have for x G M.^ D M~^ that (p(x) = srj(x) + s ^p(x). Put r = 1^ C I^. Then we have

for x C M^ n A^^ that 77(2;) = r^(.r). Since 77 ^ 0, r ^ 0.
This implies that 77 is invariant under a and thus 77 = r^p by Proposition 1.13.

D

By using the unitary antipode R, it is clear that a similar result holds for right invariant weights.
Once we have the modular element of (A, A) at our disposal, it will be easy to prove that any
left invariant proper weight is relatively invariant under a. But we will already be able to use this
restricted version to draw some important conclusions in the last part of this section.
Now we have gathered enough technical material to prove all the relevant relative invariance
properties.
PROPOSITION 6.8.(1) The automorphism groups a, a' and r commute pairwise.
(2) We have the following commutation relations for all t € R:
Ao-t = (rt 0 at)A,

Ac^ = (a't (g) r-t)A,

Ari = (n 0 Ti)A,

AT^ = (at (8) a^A.

(3) There exists a number v > 0 such that
^=z/^,
I^Tt = V'^,

forallt^R.
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Proof. - Notice that the first three commutation relations in (2) were already proven in
Proposition 5.17, Result 5.12 and Proposition 5.38. We will proceed to the proof of the other
results.
(i) Choose t 6 M and define ^ = cr^r-t. Then
(i (g) /OA = (TtT-t ^ ^T-f)A = Ao-fT-t = A/t.

Let a G .A/ft. Then A(a) e A^^^^ by right invariance of ^. Hence,
A(/<a)) = (^0 /^)A(a) G 7^,.
By Proposition 6.3, we get that ^(a) C A^t and so
^(/<a))l = (^ (^ ^) (A(^(a))) = (^ (g) ^) {{b (g) ^)A(a)) = /^((^ (g) //)A(a)) = ^(a)l.
Working with /^-1, we get completely analogously that ^^(.M^) C A^f^t. Hence ^(jtT-t =
-^/^ = '0.

Then we get that o'^o'tT-t = (JtT-t^'s ^OT all 5, ^ e M. Thus we have
{i 0 cr-^)A = (r-tTt 0 a_tTt)A = Aa-iTt = Aa^cr-tT^
= (CT'-^ ^ Ts)A(7-tT^ = (a^^ 0 TsCr-tTt)Aa^ = (^ (g) TsCr-^T-s)A.

So for all a G A and c^ 6 A*, we have
(a-tT^) ((a; (g) ^)A(a)) = (^a-tTtT-^) ((a; (g) ^)A(a)).
Hence,
(7-tTt = TsCJ-tTtT-s = Ts(7-tr-sTt.

Thus we have a_t = TsO~-tT-s for all 5, t € IR, so that a and T commute.
(ii) Fix teR.lfa^M^ we have 7^ (a) e .M^ and thus
(T,0T,)A(a)=A(Tt(a))e:M^.
So (^ (g) Tt)A(a) e A^,^^, and thus A(a) e .M,^^. Moreover,
(/. (g) (^)A(a) = T-^((^ 0 (^)A(^(a))) = (^(a))l.
So (^T^ is a left invariant KMS weight on (A, A). Because a and r commute (pTt is invariant
under a. By Corollary 6.7 we get the existence of a number \t > 0 such that (pTt = A^. This
implies the existence of a number v > 0 such that (^T^ = ^-^ for all t G IR (see e.g. Result 2.15
of [24]). By applying R we obtain ^r^ = z/"^ for all t e M. So also a' and r commute. Then
we get
^(7t = V^^T-fCt = y^^CTtT-t =Lf~t^>,

where the last equality follows from part i) of this proof. From this we get that a ' and a commute.
Also,
(pa[ = (pRa-tR = i^a-tR = ^^R = ^(p.
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This ends the proof of the first and the third statement.
(iii) Now, we prove the last statement of 2). Fix t e R. Observe that Sa[ == a-tS because
Ra^ = a-tR and because r and a commute. Then we get for all a, b G Afy
a't {{i 0 (^)(A(a*)(l 0 ^))) = (i® ^ [^ 0 ^)(A(a*))(l 0 &)]
= ^ 0 (^) [(^ 0 r_,)(A(a*))(l 0 r_,(&))]
- ^ 0 ^) [A(^(a*))(l 0 T-,(&))] .
So we get that c^((i 0 (^)(A(a*)(l (g 6))) belongs to D(S) and
5(a^ ((// 0 ^)(A(a*)(l 0 &)))) - v-\i 0 (^) [(1 0 ^(a*))A(r_^))]
= (i 0 ^) [(1 (g) a*)(^ (g) a^)A(r-t(&))].
On the other hand, (i 0 (/?)(A(a*)(l (g) 6)) belongs to D(S) and
a-t(5((^^)(A(a*)(l0&))))=a-t((^(^)((l0a*)A(&)))
= (i 0 y?) ((1 (g) a*)(a_t (g) ^)A(&)).
Therefore,
{i 0 (^) [(1 0 a*)(i (g) a^JA^-i^))] = (// (g) ^) ((1 0 a*)(a_f (g) ^)A(&)).
Because (p is faithful we get
(, 0 ^,)A(r_, (&)) = (a-t 0 ^)A(6)

for all b C A/y,, so that Ar-i = (a-i (g) a{)A.

D

t

Since (^TI = ^~ y, we can introduce the following positive operator in H (which is generally
unbounded).
DEFINITION 6.9.- Define the strictly positive operator P in H such that P^A(a) ==
^A(Tt(a)) for all t e R and a € A/^.
Then we get immediately that P^xP'^ = rt(x) for all x G A.
In Definition 1.2 of [64], Woronowicz introduces the notion of manageability of a multiplicative unitary. It is no big surprise that:
PROPOSITION 6.10. - The multiplicative unitary W is manageable.
Proof. - From Proposition 5.39, we get that for all v € D(N^), w <E D(N~ ^) and p, q e H
{I{i 0 LJ^)(W)IV, W} = {(i 0 ^q)(W)N^V, N-^W}.

Because (i (g) uJp^q)(W) C A and r^ is implemented by A^~^, we can conclude that
{L^^q)(W)^D(r_^) and

T_^0c^)(HQ) =J(^^)(W)J.

Since T^ is also implemented by P^, this implies that
(I(i 0 cc;,,p)(lV)J^, w) = {(i (g o;^)(lV)P-^, P^w)
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for all v e D(P~ ^), w <E D(P^) and p, q e H. Because of Proposition 5.38 we can rewrite this
as
<SW*S(9 0 v),p 0 w) = (SWS(Jp (g) P-^), Jq 0 P^w).

If we can prove now that SW* S and P 0 P commute, we arrive at the manageability of STY* S,
which implies the manageability of W by Proposition 1.4 of [68]. It is clear we have to prove
that TV* and P (g) P commute. But for a, b C A/^ and t G R we have
W*(P^ 0 P^) (A(a) 0 A(&)) = z/W* (A(Tf(a)) 0 A(rt(6)))

=^(A0A)(A(r,(6))(T,(a)0l))
= ^(A 0 A) ((r,0 r,)(A(6)(a 0 1)))
= (P^ 0 P^)W* (A(a) 0 A(6)).
This concludes the proof of the proposition.

D

COROLLARY 6.11. - The linear spaces A(A)(1 (g) A) and A(A)(A (g) 1) are dense subsets of
A0A.

Proof. - This follows immediately from Proposition 5.1 of [68].

D

7. The modular element of a C*-algebraic quantum group
We will denote the W*-lift of ^ by ^ and the W*-lift of a ' by V. So ^ is a n.f.s. weight on A
with modular group a ' . Recall that S^TT = TTCT^ for t e M. It is easy to see that ^=(pR.
By Proposition 6.8, we have that (pa^ = vt^p for all t C R. So we get for all t G IR that
<^5^ = ((^a^= z/^. Consequently, we can apply the adapted version of Radon-Nikodym
(Theorem 1.16) to get hold of the modular element of (A, A). This section revolves around
the proof of the fact that this modular element is an unbounded group-like element.
For the notation used in the next definition, we refer to the second part of Section 1.4.
DEFINITION 7.1.-We define 6 as the strictly positive element affiliated with the von
Neumann algebra A such that (ft(6) = vt^ for t G M and ip == ^~.
Recall that the modular groups a and ?' are related via the equality ff[(x} = ^a^x)^^ for
t e R. So we have for t C R that a[ (6) = z/?.
Let us use this to introduce a special GNS-construction for ^ (see the remarks before
Proposition 1.15).
Notation 7.2. - We define (H, L, F) to be the GNS-construction for ^ = (p- constructed from
(^^A)via?.
LEMMA 7.3. - The operators A(^) and 6 0 6 commute.
Proof. - Fix t G R. Using Proposition 6.8, we get that
(?_t5^(g)a_^)A = (a-t0?-^Tt)A5^

= (a-tTt0^Tt)Aa-t^ = (?-t0^)ATta-t^ = A 5--^.
We have for all x G A that (a-t^)(^) = S ^ x S ' ^ . Therefore we get

(?^ ^)A(a-)(?-^ (g) <r") = A(?^?-^)
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for all x G A. This implies in particular for every s C M that
(^ 0 ^^A^5)^-^ 0 ?-^) = A((^?5?-^) = A(<?5).

Hence A(<5) and (50^ commute.

D

Recall the following notation:
7~
=
{x
C 'A/H' A/^
| rr is analytic
with respect
to a ' and a ' '(x) C A/~
U A/^
f o r ^ e CJ}
'
^
'
'
^
0
'
ip
-0
z

/

Remark 7.4. - Consider a, 6 <E 7^. Using Proposition 5.20, we see that
R((a^ 0 ^)A(&*&)) = ^((^ 0 ^)((a* 0 l)A(&*6)(a 0 1)))
= ^((^ 0 ^)((^(a) a* 0 1)A(&*&)))
^^^^(A^^a^a)^))^^^^)^!))
=(^0^)((^(&)0l)A(^(a)al(a)*)(^(&)*0l))
=(^(6)*^(6)0.)A(^(a)^(a)*).
We will also need this equation on the level of A. In order to achieve this, we use an
approximation procedure.
LEMMA 7.5. - Consider a, b G 7~. Then we have that

^((a^a*0^)A(^)) = {a\(bY^{b)^i)^{a\(a)a\(aY).
Proof. - By the previous remark, the formula is clear for a, b e 7r(7^). Now we define, for
a; G A and n e N,

n r

x(n) = —=
exp^n2^2)?'^)^.
V 71 '^

Choose a e A/", H A/^. By Proposition 2.22 of [30], we can take a net (acOacJ in 7r(A/^ U A/^)
such that (aa)aeJ ^ ^ strong* and bounded, (r(a^))o;eJ -^ F(a), (r(a^))c,eJ ^ F(a*) in
norm. Then we have, for every n G N and a e J, that a(n) e T~ and aa(n) C 7r(7^). We see
that, for every n e N and every ^ € C,
(5^(ao/(n)))^^ —> 5^ (a(n))

strong* and bounded,

(r(a^(a,(n))))^,-.r(^(a(n))),
(r(^(a,(n)*)))^^r(^(a(n)*)).
Observe that .r^a;* = cc^^ ^
for every a; C A/~. Then we may conclude that the formula is
valid for a(n) and b{n) whenever a, b € A/'.HA/'^ and n G N by approximating a and 6 as above.
Now choose x G 7- Then we have
^

(5^(;r(n)))^^ —^ ^f^)

strong* and bounded,

(r(^(rF(n))))^^r(^(^),
(r(^(^(n)*)))^-^r(^(^*)).
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Now we may conclude the formula is valid for a, b e T~, because we already know it is valid for
all a(n) and b(n). D
The following result will be used in the proof of the group-like property of 6. It has some
intrinsic interest because it gives a precise meaning to the algebraic property (i (g) ^)A(a) =
^(a)6~1 appearing in [59].
RESULT 7.6. - Consider a G Mt and v <E D(6~ ^). Then
^((^^)A(a)) =^(a)(6~^v,6~^v}.

Proof. - Let n C N. Then we define the element en G A by the following integral in the strong
topology:
en=^— f e^-ri^2)?1 dt.

V^ J

Using the fact that 5^ {6^) = y^g^ for s, t C M, it is then a standard exercise to check that:
(1) -~
en -Yis analytic with respect
to V\
^^
^
(2) ^^Cn is bounded and 6~^en is analytic with respect to ?';
(3) 6~^cr\ (en) is bounded and 6~^a\ (en) is analytic with respect to a';
(4) y,(6^en)=y-^-^(en).
2

2

Define C = {cnX \ x G 7~, n G N). Using the above properties of the elements en (n C N), it
is not difficult to see that any element c e C satisfies the following properties:

(DceT^;
•~-

-Y

^

^

(2) 6~ ^ c is bounded and ^- ^ c belongs to D(a\) n A/~;
_

_

2

^

(3) ^~ ^ o^ (c) is bounded and 6~ ^ a\ (c) belongs to J\T^\

(4) y,(6-^c)=u-^6-^y,(c).
2

2

Choose c C C and d e 7~.
_

-0

_

_

Since 6~ ^ a\ (c) is bounded and 6~ ^ a\ (c) belongs to A/"^, we get that a\ (c) * 6~ ^ is bounded
2
2
^
2'
and

^(c)*?-.=(?-^^(c))*eA^.
Because (p = ^_i, this implies that a\ (c)* belongs to AT- and
^(c)^(c)*)=^(c)*?-i*5/,(c)*^

(^-ia^c))*).

We know moreover that ?~^c belongs to D(a\) nA/', and that y^(6~^c) = v~^)~^\{c}.
Plugging this in into the above equation, we find that:

(7.i)

^y^c)y^cr)=^{y^s-h)y^^^

By the previous lemma, we know that

^((c^c*0i)A(d*d)) = (y^dy^(d)^i)A{y^c)y^cy).
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Therefore the left invariance of (p implies that
'0((c / 0c*0^A(d*d))=^(^((c^c*0^)A(d*d)))
- W, W^ (d) ^ .)A(^ (c)^ (c)*))
=^(d)ar^(d)*)^(c)a^(c)*)
=^(d*d)^((?-^c)*(?-^c)),

where we used Eq. (7.1) in the last equality.
Since c C A/- and ^~^c e A/~ we have that F(c) belongs to D(6~^) and ?~^r(c) =
F(6~ ^ c). So the above equation becomes
(7.2)

^(^^^.)A(d*d))=^*d)<^^r(c),^^r(c)

We have for every n G N and a; G 7~ that
r(ena;) =e^r(a:).
Because r(7~) is dense in H , we infer from this that r((7) is a core for 6~^.
Appealing to Lemma A.I, Eq. (7.2) now implies that
^((c^^)A(d*d)) =^{^d)(S~^v,6~^v}

for all v <E P(?-^) and d G T,.
Since 7~ is a 'bounded' a-strong* core for F, we can again use Lemma A.I to conclude that
^((c^^)A(^)) =^b)(6~^v,S~^v}
for all 2; e D(^~^) and b^Af—
v

/

•0

D

_ In the next results, we will^use the normal *-homomorphism A^ 2 ^: A —> A ^ A ^ A given by
A(2)=(A0^A=(^A)A.
LEMMA 7.7. - Consider a e A^t, v G D{6~^ (g) ? - ^). T/i^n
^((^^^A^(a))=^(a)(^-^^-^)z;,(?-^0?-^)^>.

Proof.- Choose pi,p2^i?92 ^ D{6~^). By Result 7.6 (and polarization), we have that
(^1,91 ^)A(a) belongs to M, and
^((^pi,9i ^^)A(a)) = ^(a)((T^i,;r^i).
Applying Result 7.6 once more, we see that (ujp^^ ^)A (((^p^q^ 0^)A(a)) belongs to .A/land
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^((^2,<?2 ^)A((c^^ 0i)A(a)))
=^((a;Pl,9l^^)A(a))(^-^P2^-^2>

='0(a)(6 - ^pl^ - ^l)(?-^p2^ - ^2)
=^(a)((<T^ (g)?-^)(pl(g)p2),(? - ^? - j )(gl092)>.
Because (o^,^ 0^)A((c^^ 0^)A(a)) = (^0^,91092 ^)A^(a), we see that
(^pi^^gi^^)^2^)

belongs to M-, and
^((^l0p2,9l0g2^^)A ( 2 ) (a))=^(a)((?-^0?-^)(pl(g)p2),(? - i 0?-^)(gl0g2)).
Therefore we get for all w e D{6~ ^) 0 D(?~ ^) that
^((^w,w^^)A^(a)) =^(a)((?-^ 0(H)w, (?-^ (g)?-^)w).

-

Because D(^~^) 0 D{8~^) is a core for 6~^ (g) <5 - ^, the lemma follows now by using
Lemma A.I. D
LEMMA 7.8. - Consider a C M±, v C D(A(?-^)). Then
-0

^((^^^^(a))^^^^^-^)^^^-^)^).

Proof. - Let (e^)^j be an orthonormal basis for 1^.
Fix z G J for the moment and define Qi G 8(7^,0) by Oz(u) = {u,ei) for all u ^ H. Put
w, = (6i 0 l)Wv. It is easy to see that ((9, 0 1)(1 0 ?-^) C 6~^{0i 0 1). Since A(?-^) =
IV* (1 (g) ^""^IV, we have that Wv e D(l 0 S~^). So the previous inclusion implies that
w^ G^^""^) and
(Oi(S)l)(l(S)6~^)Wv=6~^(0i^l)Wv=6~^Wi.

Now observe that for every x e A
c^(A(;r)) = ((1 0 aQTV^ IVv) = ^ (((9,* (9, (g) 1)(1 (g) a')TV^, Wv} = ^(xw^ w,)
iCJ
=^^w,,w,(^).
z€J

Because ^ is normal we have
'0((^,^)A^(a)) = ^((^A0^)A(a))
= ^^(^^^^^(a))
z€J

(*) v^ 7/ \ 117-1
112
=^^{a)\\S 2w,||

iei
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= Y^^{a)\\(0i(S)l){l(S)8~^)Wv\\2
i^I

=^{a) \(l^~^}Wv\\2

=^(a)<A(?-^A(?-^),
where we used Result 7.6 in equality (*).

D

These last lemmas allow us to prove easily that 6 is a corepresentation of (A, A):
PROPOSITION 7.9. - We have that A(?) = ?(g) 6.
Proof. - Take an element a G M~^ such that ^(a) = 1.
-0

_

_

_

_

Then Lemmas 7.7 and 7.8 imply for all v C D{8~^ (g) 8~^) U P(A(^~^)) that
(7.3) <(?-^0^-^)^,(^-^0^-^)^>-^((^,,0i)A^(a))=<A(?-^)^A(?-^
By Lemma 7.3, we know that A(^) and 8 (^ 8 commute. This implies the existence of a
subspace C of H <^ H such that C is a core for both 8~^ ^ 8~^ and A^"^). If we combine
this with Eq. (7.3), it is not difficult to see that D(8~ i (g) 8~ ^) = D(A(?~ ^)) and
||(?-^?-^)^||=||A(?-^)^|

for ?; e D (8~ ^ (g) ?~ ^). Consequently, A (?) = ^ 0 ?.

D

A standard trick allows us to prove easily that 8 is affiliated with 7r(A) in the C*-algebra sense.
PROPOSITION 7.10. - The operator 8 is affiliated with 7r(A) in the C*-algebra sense.
Proof. -The previous proposition implies that TV*(1 0 8)W = 8 0 8. Therefore we have
for every t € M that (1 (g) ^)W(1 0 8~^) = W^ (g) 1). This implies for every t <E R and
^eBo(I^)*that
(i (g) ^(W)^ = (i 0 ?-^^)(Ty).

So we find for every uj e Bo(^)* that:
(1) (i (g)a;)(TV)^e7r(A) for every ^ e R;
(2) the mapping R ^ 7r(A): ^ i-^ (i 0 c<;)(TV)^^ is norm continuous.
Because such elements {i 0 uj)(W) are dense in 7r(A), we get for any a G 7r(A) that:
(1) a8^ C 7r(A) for every t C R;
(2) the mapping M —^ 7r(A) :t\—^ 08^ is norm continuous.
This implies that (see e.g. Proposition 3.12 of [25]) 8 is affiliated with 7r(A) in the C*-algebra
sense. D
Now we use the faithful ^isomorphism TT : A -^ 7r(A) to pull 8 down to A:
DEFINITION 7.11.- We define the strictly positive element 8 affiliated with A such that
7T(8) = 8.

In the next proposition, we collect all the basic properties concerning 8. Recall that we
discussed the extension of S to the multiplier algebra in Remark 5.44.
PROPOSITION 7.12.- We have the following properties:
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A(^)=^($;
Tt(6)=6 fort (EM and R(6)=6~1^
let t G R. Then 6^ belongs to D(S) and S(6^) = (T^;
at(6) = 0-^6) = ^6 for all t C M;
(r[{a) = ^(7^0)6-^ for all t e R and a G A;
^=^6'

Proof. - The results concerning a and a' follow from the corresponding results on the W*level. We only have to consider the statements concerning 5', R and r.
Choose 5, t C M. Then we have that
Tt(^ 5 ) (g)^5) = (n (g)at)A(^ 5 ) = A(a,(^ 5 )) = ^A(^) = ^^s (g)^5 = ^s (g)^5).
Thusr^ 5 )^ 6 .
Because 1 0 ^ = (^ (g) I)A((^) and 1 0 ^-^= A(<5-^)((^ (g) 1), Remark 5.44 about
Proposition 5.33 implies immediately that 6^ <E D(S) and 8(6^) = 6-^. Since Ts(^^) = ^t
for 5,t e M, we get that 6^ G D(f_i) and T_i(<$^) = 6^. Combining this with the fact that
^.RT^wegetthatJ?^)^-^. D
Let us also fix a particular GNS-construction for ^ (see the remarks before Proposition 1.14).
Notation 7.13.- We define (H,7r,r) to be the GNS-construction for '0 = yg constructed
from (H,TT,A.) via 6.
We end this section with the general uniqueness theorem for invariant weights.
THEOREM 7.14. - Consider a left invariant proper weight rj on (A, A). Then there exists a
number r > 0 such that rj = r^p.

Proof. - Result 6.5 implies that 77 is a KMS weight. Denote its modular group by K,.
Proposition 5.37 implies that
(7.4)

(rt 0 /^)A = A^

for t e R.

Fix s G M for the moment. Using Proposition 6.8 and the above commutation, we get that
(i 0 cr_s^s)A = Acr-s/^s.

Arguing as in the beginning of proof of Proposition 6.8, we get that ^ is invariant under a- s i^sSo a-s^s commutes with a 1 '. Since 0's commutes with a', we get that Ks commutes with <j'.
Choose s^t e R. Using the commutation mentioned above, the fact that Tt(6) = 6 and
A(^) = 6 (g) <5, we find that

A^on) = (rt 0 ^)A(^) = Tt(^) 0 /^on = 6^ ^ Kt(s1
Hence
^t(6^s)6-^s)=l^^(S^S)6-^s.
Consequently, Result 5.13 implies the existence of a complex number u G C with \u\ == 1 such
that^^ 5 )^^ 5 .
Take 5 G R. Because cr^a;) = 6~^taf^(x)6^t for all ^ C M and x C A and because we have
already proven that a ' and /^s commute, we conclude that a and Ats commute. So <^g is a KMS
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weight which is invariant under a. The relation (7.4) above implies that (pK,s is left invariant.
Therefore, Corollary 6.7 implies the existence of a number \f > 0 such that (p^t = A^. As
usual, this implies the existence of a number A > 0 such that \t = A* for t C R.
The theorem follows now from corollary 6.7 (it is clear that we can reverse the roles of 77 and
(^ in this corollary). D
Combining this theorem with the equality \(R 0 J?)A = A R, uniqueness for right invariant
weights is an immediate consequence.
THEOREM 7.15. - Consider a right invariant proper "weight rj on (A, A). Then there exists a
number r > 0 such that rf = r"0.

Since we have established the uniqueness of the left invariant proper weights up to scalar, we
can introduce some new terminology.
Te rminology 7.16.-

• The number v, determined by either one of the four conditions in Proposition 6.8 (3), is
called the scaling constant of (A, A).
• The element 6, determined by Proposition 7.12 (6), is called the modular element of (A, A).
8. The reduced dual of a reduced C*-algebraic quantum group
In this section, we construct the dual of a reduced C*-algebraic quantum group following
Chapter 3 of [15] (see also [6] and [33]) and relying on [68] (in which most of the hard work
has already been done). The construction of the dual is a generalization of the construction of the
reduced group C*-algebra of a locally compact group to the quantum world.
We model the definition of the dual weight on Definition 3.5.2 of [15] (and even more on
Proposition 3.5.4 of [15]). We will however follow a different route (not using left Hilbert
algebras and the somewhat tricky *-operation) to define it, but this is not very essential. We
give however a more elementary proof of the left invariance of the dual weight.
In the rest of this section, E denotes the flip map on H 0 H.
DEFINITION 8.1.- We define:
• thesetA=[(cc;(g)i)(W) | cj e Bo(-Z^)*];
• the injective linear map A: A -^ B{H (g) H) such that A(a;) = YW{x (g) 1)W*S for all
x^A.
The flip map S is introduced to guarantee that the dual weight, constructed from the left
invariant weight ^p in the next part of this section, is again left invariant and not right invariant.
Thanks to Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 5.1 of [68], we can sit back and relax for a moment,
allowing someone else to do the hard work for us.
THEOREM 8.2. - The set A is a non-degenerate sub-C*-algebra ofB(H) and the mapping
A is a non-degenerate ^-homomorphismfrom A into M(A 0 A) such that'.

• (A 0 ^)A = {u 0 A)A;
• A(A)(A(g) 1) 6m^A(A)(l(g)A) are dense subsets of A ^ A.
Following Notation 3.19 and Proposition 3.21, we define the unitary element V e C(A^H) =
M(A (g) Bo(H)) such that V* (a (g) A(&)) = (i (g) A)(A(&)) a for a e A and b G A/^. Then it is not
so difficult to check that
(8.1)

(i 0 ^a)MbW =(^^) (A(6*)(l 0 a))
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for a, b e A/^. By Result 2.10, this implies that (TT 0 i)(V) = W. So, because TT is faithful, V is
just a copy of W, but with its first leg standing firmly in A.
The same Theorem 1.5 of [68] implies that V e M(A 0 A). Since W^W^W^ = W^W^,
we have moreover that (A 0 i)(V) = ^13^23 and (i(g) A)(V) = ^13^12. The element V is called
the left regular corepresentation of (A, A). It is at the same time the right regular corepresentation
of (A, A).
The antipode has the following characterization in terms of V. This also shows that our
antipode essentially coincides with the antipode defined in [68] (cf. Theorem 1.4.5 of [68]).
PROPOSITION 8.3. - For all uj e Bo(^)*, we have that {i (g) ^)(V) belongs to D(S) and

^0^)(y))=(i^)(y*).
Moreover, the set

{{i^)ij)(V)\^eBo(Hy}
is a core for S.

Proof.-Take a,b <E A/y,. Eq. (8.1) implies that (i 0 ^A(a),A(b))(^*) = (^ ^ ^)((1 ^
6*)A(a)) and (i (g) ^A(a),A(b))(^) = (^ ^ ^(^(^X 1 ^ ^))- So Proposition 5.40 implies that
{i 0 ^A(a),A(b))<y) belongs to D(S') and

s f ((^(g)(x;A(^,A(b))(y))=(l(g)^A^),A(b))(y*).
Therefore, the closedness of S implies easily for all v,w € H that {i (g) o^,w)(^) belongs to
D{S) and S((i^^v^)(Y)) = ((^^^v,w){V*)' Since any element of Bo (i^)* can be written as
a norm convergent sum of vector functionals, the closedness of S implies for every uj G Bo(^)*
that {b (g) ^)(V) belongs to D(S) and S((i 0 ^)(Y)) = (</ 0 ^)(V*).
The statement concerning the core follows immediately from Proposition 5.40. D
Let us strengthen the analogy with the group case by introducing the closed subspace L^A)
of A*:
L^^a^la^e.A^].
By Proposition 3.6, it is clear that we also could have chosen ^ in order to define L1 (A). Notice
that the linear mapping TT^ : A^ —> L^A): uj —> UJ-K is an isometric isomorphism. So we get also
that L\A) = {uj-n | uj e Bo(^)*}. Notice that A = [(^ (g) i)(V) \ uj C L^A)]
Define the contractive linear mapping A : L1 (A) —^ A such that
(8.2)

\(^)=^0i)(V)

for uj G L1 (A). Notice that Eq. (8.1) implies that A is an injection. Result 2.10 tells us that
(8.3)

{uj 0 i)(V^K(x) = A((o; (g) L)W)

for all x e A/^ and uj G L1 (A).
The topological dual A* is a Banach algebra under the multiplication A* x A* —> A* :
(cj, 6>) i-^ ^0 given by (^6>)(a;) = (a; 0 6>)A(.r) for all c^ and 6^ in A* and a* € A.
In the group case, this corresponds to the convolution product. It should be pointed out that,
since the antipode can be unbounded. A* carries no appropriate *-structure. It is however possible
to define a *-operation on a large subalgebra of A*. We will not go further into this.
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Take uj G A^_ and a, b G A/^. Fix also a cyclic GNS-construction {K^ 0, n) for c<;. Then we have
for all x € A that
(o;(a^*))(o1) = (^0 (a(^*))(A(a:)) = (^ 0^A(^A(b))(^*(l 0 7r(^))^)
= <(1 0 7r(x)){0 0 ^(V)^ 0 A(a)), (0 0 ^(V)^ 0 A(&))>,

which implies that <^(a(^*) e L^A). We conclude that L 1 (A) is a left ideal in A*. Because R
is implemented by I we see that ujR e L^A) whenever cj e L 1 (A). By using Proposition 5.26,
we get that L1 (A) is a two-sided ideal in A*, so it is certainly a subalgebra of A*. It is also clear
that for every uj e L1 (A) and every a € M(A), the elements c^a and ao; belong to L1 (A).
The equality (A 0 i)(V) = ^13^23 implies that A : L^A) -^ B(H) is multiplicative.
In a next natural step, we want to turn (A, A) into a reduced C*-algebraic quantum group by
constructing a left and a right invariant weight on (A, A). Copying Definition 2.1.6 of [15], we
introduce the following subset of L1 (A).
Notation 8.4. - We define the subset T of L1 (A) as follows:
T = [uj C L^A) | there exists a number M ^ 0 such that |^(;r*)| ^ M||A(a;)|| for all x C My}.
It is clear that T is a subspace of L1 (A). By Riesz' theorem for Hilbert spaces, there exists for
every uj G T a unique element (^(uj) C H such that uj(x^) = (^(uj), A(x)) for x G A/^.
The linear map T —^ H'.UJ \—^ $(0;) should be thought of as a GNS-map (more precisely, a
restriction of such a map) of a still to be constructed weight. It is not so difficult to see that this
linear map is closed.
It is easy to construct an enormous amount of elements belonging to Z (Proposition 2.1.7 (i)
of [15]).
LEMMA 8.5.- Leta,b^Ty. Then a^b" belongs to I and ^(a^b*) = A(a^(&)*).
Proof. - We have for all x e A/y, that
(a(^*)(.r*) = ^x^a) = (^*a^(&)*) = <A(aa^)*), A^)),

implying that a(^&* belongs to Z and ^(a(^&*) = A (acr^ (&)*).

D

This implies immediately that {^(<^) ^ G Z} is dense in I:f and that Z is dense in L1 (A).
Let us collect two basic properties in the next result (Proposition 2.1.7(iii) and Proposition 3.5.1 (iii) of [15]).
RESULT 8.6.- The following holds.
• The set T is a left ideal in L1 (A) such that ^0) = \(^(0) for uj G L1 (A) and 0 C I.
• We have for a € M(A) and uj G T that auj belongs to T and £,(auj) = 7v(a)^(uj).

Proof. • We have for x € A/^ that
{uj 0)(x^) = {uj 0 6>)AOr*) = 0{(uj 0 ^)A(a;*)) = 0((^ 0 ^)(A(a;))*)
= <^), A((cJ 0 ^A(^))> = <^), (cj 0 i)(V^A(x)}
={^^i)(V)^0)^A(x)}.
This implies that uj0 e Z and $(c<;(9) = A(c^((9).
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• It is clear that for x C A/y?
(a^)(a;*) =u;(x'a) =^((a*.r)*) = (^),A(a*.r))

= <^),7r(a*)A(rr)) = <7r(a)^),A(^)).
This implies that auj € Z and ^(ao;) = 7r(a)^((^).

D

In a next step, we introduce the one-parameter representation on L1 (A) which will implement
the modular group of the dual weight.
Notation 8.7. - Define the norm continuous one-parameter representation p of IR on L^A)
such that pt(^){x) = ^((^T-^)) for uj e L1 (A), x <E A and t <E R.
The fact that p is a representation follows immediately from the fact that Tt(6) = 6 for t G M.
Since any element of L^A) arises from an element in Bo(I^)* and since r^ is implemented by
P^ (see Definition 6.9), the norm continuity is easily verified.
Result 5.12 and Proposition 7.12 (1) imply immediately that pt is an algebra automorphism of
L1 (A) for every t C M.
Now we start to change our route a little bit in comparison with the route followed in [15].
We will not use left or right Hilbert algebra theory. Recall that we introduced the strictly positive
operator P in Definition 6.9. So P^A(a) = z/U(rf(a)) and j7r(^)^JA(a) = ^-iA(a<5-^) for
all t C R and a e A/^. Since Tt(6) = 6 for all t C R, we get immediately that j7r(6)J and P
commute.
LEMMA 8.8.- We have for all t e R and uj G T that pt(uj) G T and ^(pi(a;)) =
P^j7r((5)^(c4
Proo/^ - Choose x G A/^. The remarks before this lemma imply that
pt(^)=^-^tr,t(x^} =cu{(r,t(x)6^tr)={^)^(r,t(x)6^t)}

= v-H^\ ^((5)-^JA(T_,(^))) = <^), J^)-^JP-^A(rr))
=<P^(<5)^(c^A(.r)).
This implies that pt(^) <E Z and ^(pt(^)) = P ^t J7^(^) ^t J ^ ^(cc;).

D

The next proposition is a simple consequence of Lemma 8.8 and the multiplicativity of pt for
every t e R.
^PROPOSITION 8.9.- TT^r^ ^.m^ a unique norm continuous one-parameter group a- on
A such that 5i(A(cj)) = A(/^(a;)) /or all t ^ R and uj G L 1 (A). IV^ have moreover that
3t(x) = P^jTT^JxjTT^-^JP-^ forte R andx e A.
We will need the following two norm continuous one-parameter representations 6* and T* of
R on L1 (A) defined in such a way that:
• 6^uJ){x)=uJ(6^tx),
• r^u})(x)=^(rt{x))

for all t C R, cc; G L^A) and a: G A. So ^* and T* commute and /^ = r^6^ for ^ C M. This
implies that r^_^_^_ is closable and that its closure is equal to pj. (see e.g. Proposition 4.9
of [25]).
Consider z G C, x C -O(T^) and cj e D(r^). Since the two functions
5(^)^C: ^^T;(^)(^)

and
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are continuous on S(z), analytic on S(z)° and agree on the real line, they are equal on S{z).
Hence r^(uj)(x) =uj(rz{x)).
LEMMA 8.10.- We have for all ^eD(r^,_) that (iJR^)i)(V';)={r^,_(iJ)(S)i)(V).
2

2

Proof. - Choose 0 e Bo(^)*. Proposition 8.3 implies that (i 0 0)(V) belongs to D{S) and

s{(i^e)(v))={i(3)0)y).
So (b (g) 0)(V) belongs to D(r_i) and
r_^(^0){V))=R((i^O)(V^.

Applying uj to this equation, using the remark before this proposition and rearranging things, we
get

e(^_^)(S)i)(v))=e{^R(S)f.)(v^).

a

In Notation 7.13, we introduced the GNS-construction (H, TT, F) for '0. Since ^ = (pR, there
exists an anti-unitary U : H —^ H such that UT(x) = A{R(x*)) for x e A/^.
PROPOSITION ^A\. - Consider uj^l and 0 ^ Dtp' 2i\ Then
v

LjO^I

and

/

^0)=U:'\(p,.{0)yU^).

Proof. - Since the mapping T —^ H : T] —> ^(77) is closed and £)(r^ ^ 6*_ ^) is a core for pi, it is
2
2
sufficient to prove the result under the extra assumption that 0 € D(r*_ ^ 6*_ ^).
2
2
For n G N, we define the element en G M(A) as
2

—

—

n f
en=—=
exp(-n2t2)^dt.
VTT J

Then e^ is analytic with respect to a, implying that A/^ fin c A/^.
Take x C A/^. Since '0 = ^ and r = A<$, we get that x{6~^en) belongs to M^ and
T(x(6~ '2 en)) = A (a; e^). Therefore the right invariance of ^ implies that
(^^^))A(^-^e,))

belongs to J\f^ and, using the remarks before this proposition,
^((^6 T ^)A(^-^,)))=[/*A(^((^^^)(A(^-^^
=U^(R((i^6^_^0))(A{x(6-hn)r))).
Using the equality ^(J? 0 i?)A = AJ?, this implies
r((^^^)A(^-^,)))=[/*A((^^(^0,)A(J?((^-^^

=^*(^^(^0.)(y*)A(J?((^-^,))*))
=£/*(($*_^(^0,)(y*)£/r(^-^^)).
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Using the previous lemma, this gives

(8.4) r((60^^)A(^-^,)))=£/*(^^(^^(^))0i)(y)^A(^-^^
=U^p^0)^i)(V)UA(xe^).
Define the function f:S(^) -^ A:z ^ (i 0 6j(0))^(x{6^zen)). Then / is continuous on
5(^), analytic on 5'(j)° and
f(t) = (^^))A(^(^e,)) - (^)(AOre^)(l 0^-^)) = (^)(A(^))^
for all ^ € M. This implies (see e.g. Corollary 6.8 of [25]) that (i 0 0) (A(a-en)) is a left multiplier
of6~^ and

(^)(A(^))(T^ = (^^(^))A(^-^,)) eA^.
Because y? = ^-i and A = I^-i, this implies that (</ (g) ^)(A(.ren)) belongs to Af^ and
A((,00)(A(a;e^))) -^((,0^7W)A(a l ((?-^n)))
so that Eq. (8.4) implies that
A({i(S)0Wxen)))=U^\(p^0))UA(xen).
Now
^0)((xenY) = ^ 0 0)A((^)*) = o;((. 0 0)A((^,)*)) - (^), A((. 0 0)A(^))>
= <^)^*A(p^(^) £/A(^)> = <[/*A(p^^)*^(o;),A(.re,)>.
Since (rz;e^)^i converges to x and (A(rren))^i converges to A(.r) (cf. the proof of
Lemma 5.7), we get that
(^)(.r*) = <^*A(^(0))*^(^A(^)).
This implies by definition that uj 0 belongs to 1 and that

^0)=u-\(p^0)ru^). a
Remark 8.12. - Since the mapping I —> H : uj i-> ^) is closed. Lemma 8.8 implies (see e.g.
Lemma 1.1 of [24]) for every uj e I that ^ f exp(-n 2 ^ + ^Y)pt(u) dt belongs to Z and

2

^/"-(-"'M) )"-^)
71

/*

/

/

7 \ 2\

=-^
/exp -n2 ^ +2P^J^)^J^)d^.
71
V '^
\
V
/ /
Also notice that

a; dt = ex n2 a; dt

^(^/^("^C^) )^( ) ) .^/ p(- ^( ) •
So we see that pi (P(pi) HZ) is dense in L^A).
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We have now all the necessary information to construct easily the dual weight on A.
PROPOSITION 8.13.- There exists a unique closed densely defined linear map A from
D(A) C A into H such that \(I) is a core for A and A(\(uj)) = ^) for uj e I.
Proof. -Take a sequence (ujn)^=\ in Z, w € ^ such that (A(c<;^))^i converges to 0 and
($(^n))^i converges to w.
Choose 0 G -D(pi) H I . Then we have by Proposition 8.11 that
A(^)^)=[/*A(p^(0))*[/$(^)

for all n C N. Letting n tend to oo, this equality gives 0 = [/*A(pi (<9))*[/w. By Remark 8.12,
this implies that w = 0. D
PROPOSITION 8.14.- There exists a unique KMS weight (p on A such that (H^i^A) is a
GNS-construction for (p. We have moreover that (p is faithful and that a is the modular group
for (p.

Proof. (1) Since Z is dense in L^A), the boundedness of A implies that A(Z) is dense in A. By
Result 8.6, we have for all x e A^^A)) and y e A(Z) that x y e A(Z) and A(xy) = xA(y).
Using this and the closedness of A, it is easy to check that D(A) is a left ideal in A and that
A(xy) = xA(y) for all x C A and y G D{A).
(2) Take t <E R. By Proposition 8.9 and Lemma 8.8, we have for all x e A(Z) that <Jt(x) e
-D(A) and A(at{x)) = P^JTT^^JA^). The closedness of A now implies easily for every
x e D(A) that fft{x) G D(A) and A(3t(x)) = P^J^^JA^x).
(3) Choose uj G -D(pi). Then clearly A(o;) e ^(ai) and ai(A(^)) = A(pi(o;)). This
implies by Proposition 8.11 for every x G A(Z) that x\(uj) € D(A) and A(.rA(c<;)) =
[/*ai (A(c<;))*L^A(a;). Again, the closedness of A gives for every x G -D(A) that
(8.5)

x\(ij) € I^(A)

and

A(x\^)) = Ifa^ (A(cj))*[/A(a;).

Because rr(D (pi)) is dense in D (a i) and invariant under a we get that Tc(D (pi)) is a core for
(TI . Combining this with Eq. (8.5) and the closedness of A, we get for x € D(A) and y C D(aj_)
that x y e D (A) and
A(xy)=U^^yYUA(x).
Definition 5.12 and proposition 5.14 of [24] imply the existence of a KMS weight (p on A such
that (Jf, L^ A) is a GNS-construction for (p and a is a modular group for (p. By the last equality
of (3), we have xA{y) = [/*ai(^/)*[/A(a1) for x C A/- and ^/ e D(ai) n A/-. Faithfulness
follows easily from this. D
It turns out to be not so difficult to establish the left invariance of our dual weight.
PROPOSITION 8.15. -The weight (p is left invariant.
Proof. - By the remarks after Theorem 8.2, we get that V G M(A 0 A) and (i (g) A)(V) =
^3^12.

Choose uj e 1 and 0 C A*. Then {i 0 0)(V) belongs to M(A). Moreover,
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(0 0 ^)A(A(^)) =((90 ^)A((o; 0 ^)(Y)) = (^ (g) 0 0 </)((/. (g) A)(V))
= (^ 0 6> 0 ^(^13^12) = (^ 0 ^) (V((^ 0 60(V) 0 1))
=A([(.00)(y)]o;).
Hence Result 8.6 implies that {0 (g) ^)A(A(cj)) e A/'- and
A((^ 0 ^)A(A(o;))) = ^((, 0 0)(V))A(\^)).
Therefore the closedness of A implies for every x e A/- that {0 (g) i)A(x) e A/"- and
(8.6)

A(((9 0 ^)A(a;)) = 7r((<. 0 6Q(y))A(rr).

Now take 77 C A^ and .r G A/^. Fix also a cyclic GNS-construction (^ TT^ ?;^) for 77 and an
orthonormal basis (e,),ej for Hrj. By Lemma A.6, we know that
(?((770,)A(^*^))=^((^^0,)A(^*^)=^^((^^0^)(A(^)*(^
i£J

Hence, using Eq. (8.6) above,
^((77 0 ,)A(^)) = ^ <A((^^ 0 ^)A(.r)), A((^,e. 0 ^)A(^))
zGJ

= ^ <7r((, 0 o^,J(y))A(:r), 7r((, 0 ^,eJ(^))A(.r))
iei
=^<7r((.0^^)(V)*^0^^)(V))A(^,A(^)).

^eJ
Using Lemma A.6 once again, the unitarity of V gives
^((770,)A(a;*^)=(^((,0^,,J(y*y))A(^),A(^)=77(l)^*.r).

n

It is also easy to get an expression for W in terms of (p.
PROPOSITION 8.16.- We have for all x,y (EAT-that
(SWS) (A(x) 0 AQ/)) = (A 0 A) (A{y) (x 0 1)).
Pwo/ - Define the isometry W on H ^) H such that
^(A^) 0 A(y)) = (A 0 A)(A(^)(rr 0 1))
for all x, y G A/^. Take uj G Bo(^)* and a: e A/'-. Then
(^ 0 W)A(x) = A((^ 0 ^)A(.r)) y ^((, 0 ^)(y))A(a;) = (^ 0 i)^W^)A(x),

where in equality (*), we used Eq. (8.6) of the previous proposition. So W = SIVS.

D

Let us quickly prove that (A, A) is indeed a reduced C*-algebraic quantum group. So we have
to prove the existence of a right invariant KMS weight on (A, A). This can be easily done by
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introducing the unitary antipode in the usual way (see Proposition 3.3.1 of [15]). For the sake of
completeness (and because it is easy to do so), we include a proof.
PROPOSITION 8.17. - There exists a unique ^-antiautomorphism Ron A such that R(\((jj))
= \(LL}R) for all uj G L1 (A). We have moreover that R(x) = Jx^Jfor x € A.
Proof. - Choose uj € L^A). Take 6 C Bo(^)* such that OTT = uj. So 0(J7r(a)*J) = (ujK){a)
for a € A. Using the commutation relation (J (g) J)W*(I <S> J ) =W (see Proposition 5.38), we
get that
J\(^ RYJ = J(uj R 0 L)(VYJ =((906) ((J (g) J ) W ' ( I 0 J)) = (<9 (g) i)(W) = A(cj),
so \(ujR) = J\(u;YJ. The rest of the proof is now obvious.

D

Since (I 0 J)W* (J (g) J) = W and I? is implemented by J, we get that (R (g) ^) (V) = V.
PROPOSITION 8.18.- We have that ^(R (g) R) A = AR
Pw6^ - Choose a; G L1 (A). The remark before this proposition and the fact that (i 0 A) (V) =
^13^12 imply that
A(^((cj (g) ^(V))) = A((o;^0 ^(V)) = (a;J?0 L 01)((^ (8) A)(V)) = (c^R(g) 1 0 ^(^13^12).

So the antimultiplicativity of J? and R and the remark before this proposition imply that
(^0^)A)(^((a;06)(y)))=x(^^^^((^^^^-R)(^i3^i2))

=x^^^^{{R^R){v)i2(R^R)(v)^)
=x(^^^^(Yi'2V^)
= (cc; 06 0^(^13^12)= ( ^ 0 ^ 0 ^) ((60A)(Y))
=A((^06)(V))
and the proposition follows.

D

COROLLARY 8.19. - The weight ( p R is a right invariant faithful KMS weight on (A, A).
Therefore we can conclude that:
THEOREM 8.20. - The pair (A, A) is a reduced C*-algebraic quantum group. It is called the
reduced dual of (A, A).
Notice that Proposition 8.16 implies that SVF*S is the multiplicative unitary of the dual
(A, A) in the GNS-construction (H, L, A) for (p.
It does not take much extra work to identify the antipodal triple of (A, A). Let us first introduce
a symbol for the antipode of the dual.
Notation 8.21. - We denote the antipode of (A, A) by 5'.
Since STV*S is the multiplicative unitary for (A, A), Proposition 8.3 gets in the dual setting
the following form:
PROPOSITION 8.22.- For all uj CL^A), we have that (uj (g) 6)(V*) belongs to D(S) and

5((cj06)(y*))=(o;06)(y).
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Moreover, the set

{(^^(y^l^eL^A)}
is a core for S.
Now it is time to introduce the scaling group. Arguing as in Lemma 8.8, one gets for every
t e M and uj e T that
(8.7)

T;(a;)eZ and ^(r;(^)) = ^P-^(^).

The equality (r^ 0 T()A = AT^ implies that r^ : L^A) -^ L^A) is multiplicative. As in the
case of Proposition 8.9, this implies the following one.
PROPOSITION 8.23. - There exists a unique norm continuous one-parameter group f on A
such that rt(\(uj)) = \{ujr-t} for t € R. We have moreover that ^(x) = P^xP-^ for t € R
and x C A.
Using Eq. (8.7) and arguing as in part 2 of the proof of Proposition 8.14, we arrive at the
following conclusion (first check the second statement).
PROPOSITION 8.24. - We have that $n = ^^. Moreover, A(ft(x)) = v^ P^A(a;) for teR
and x € A/"-".

From the proof of Proposition 6.10, we know that (P^ 0 p^W^P-^ 0 P~^) = W for all
t C R. In other words, (^ 0 n)(V) = V for all t C A.
PROPOSITION 8.25.- The followm^holds:
(1) R is the unitary antipode of (A, A),
(2) T^ is the scaling group of (A, A).
Proof. - Let us start off with the second statement. Call r ' the scaling group of (A, A). Take
t C R and x G A. Then Proposition 8.9 and the remarks before this proposition imply that
A(a,(^)) = Siy(at(a:) (g) 1)IV*S = Siy(P^j7r(^)"Ja;j7r(^)-^JP-^ 0 l)lV*E
= S^P^jTrO^J^JTrO^-^JP^ (g) P^P-^)W*S
=(P^t(S)P^t)^W(J7^(SYtJxJ7^(6)~^tJ(S)l)W^{P~^t^P~^t).
Tomita-Takesaki theory tells us that J7^(6)^tJ belongs to 7r(Ay (this follows in fact easily from
Proposition 1.12.2). Since W belongs to M(7r(A) 0 Bo{H)), we conclude that
A(a,(a;)) = (P^t^P^tJ7^(6YtJ)^W(x(S)l)W^(P-^t(S)J7^(S)-^tJP-^t) = (T,0a,)A(rr).
Combining this with Proposition 5.38 (3), we see that (ft ^ ^)A(.r) = (r[ (g) ^)A(.r). Arguing in
the usual way, the density conditions imply that ? = r ' .
Let R' denote the unitary antipode of (A, A). Choose uj e D(r^,_). Lemma 8.10 and the
remark before Proposition 8.18 imply that
R{(cj 0 ^)(V*)) = (ujR 0 ^)(V*) = (r*^) 0 i)(V).

On the other hand. Proposition 8.22 and the fact that 6' = f_ j. R' imply that (uj 0 u) (V) C D(r,_)
and

^((c^^y*)) =^((^^)(y)).
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The two functions
S^)-^A:y^(rl^)0i)(V)

and

S(^) ^ A:y^ fy(^ 0 i){V))

are continuous on 5(^), analytic on S{^)° and agree on the real line by the remark before this
proposition. Hence they are equal. In particular (r^^uj) 0 i)(V) = ^n. {{uj 0 i>)(V)) and we get
2

2

that R((^ (S)i)(Y^)=Rf({uJ^ ^)(V*)). We conclude that R = R'. D
Notice that the first statement of this proposition and Proposition 8.24 imply that ^-1 is the
scaling constant of (A, A).
We defined the dual with the aid of the left invariant weight (p. In the next part, we show that
the dual could have been easily defined using the right invariant weight ^ = ipR. Let us define a
GNS-construction (H, TT^, A-^) for ^ in such a way that:
• A^(a)=JA(J?(a)*)foraeX/;,
• 7r^(x)=j7r{R(xY)Jforx^A,
where J still denotes the modular conjugation of (p in the GNS-construction (H, TT, A).
If one would work with another GNS-construction for ^, one would end up with a reduced
C*-algebraic quantum group which is unitarily equivalent to the dual (A, A). The same remark
applies of course to (p itself.
It is then customary to define a unitary element W e B{H (g) H) such that
W(A^(a) 0 A^,(&)) = (A^, 0 A^,) (A(a)(l 0 &))
for a, & G A/"0. This is again a multiplicative unitary, i.e. W^Wis^s = W^W^. But this time,
(1) 7r^A)=[^^i)(W^^Bo{HY}^
(2) (TT^ (g)7r^)(A(a)) = TV(7r^(a) (g) 1)W* for all a € A.
LEMMA 8.26. - The unitaries W and W are related in the following way:

iv=(J(g)J)siy*s(J(g)J).
Proof. - Choose a,& G A/^/,. Then J?(a)* and R(b)* belong to My and the formula
%{R (g) J?)A = AJ? implies that
iy*S(J0J)(A^(a)(g)A^(&))-W*S(A(J?(a)*)(g)A(^(&)*))
=TV*(A(i?(6)*)0A(^(a)*))
=(A0A)(A(J?(a)*)(^(&)*0l))
= (A 0 A) (^((J? 0 ^)(A(a)(l 0 6))*))
= S(A (g) A) ((I? 0 R) (A(a)(l 0 &))*)
= S(J 0 J)(A^ 0 A^,) (A(a)(l (g) 6))
=S(J0J)lV(A^(a)0A^(&)).

PROPOSITION 8.27. - We have the following characterisation for (A, A):
(1) A=[(^(g^(W)|cc;^Bo(^)*],
(2) ^(x)=^W^l(S)x)W^forallxeA.
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Proof. - Recall that the anti-unitary I has been fixed in the beginning of Section 6. Define U
to be the unitary element in B(H) such that U = J I . Then Proposition 5.38 and the previous
lemma imply that W = S([/ (g) 1)W(£7* 0 1)S. So we get for every uj e Bo(^)* that
(8.8)

(i 0 CJ)(HQ = {U^U 0 ^)(TV).

Consequently, Definition 8.1 implies immediately the first equality. Let us turn to the second one.
Therefore choose v, w € H. Take an orthonormal basis (e^eJ for H. Using Eq. (8.8) and
Lemma A.5, we get that
A((l (g) (^y^){W)) = A((^u-v,U-w ^ ^)(W)) = ^U-v^w ^ t ^ L) {{i 0 A)(W))
= {^U^v.U-w ^L® ^)(Wl3^12)
= ^(c^7^,e, ^ ^)(W) (g) (^,£/*w ^ ^)(^).
zGJ

Using Eq. (8.8) and Lemma A.5 once more, we conclude
A ( ( ^ (g) ^^)(W)) = J^^U-v^(Ue,) ^ ^(W) 0 (^U^Ue,)^w ^ ^{W)
i^I
= ^(i (g) ^,£/eJ(H") ^(^ (^Ue^w)(W)
i^I
= {i (g) L (g) ^^)(W23^/"13)•

Therefore the pentagonal equation for W implies that
A((l(g)^^)(iy))=S(6(g)^0^^)(Wi3TV23)S
= E(l (g) I 0 ^^)(TVi*2W23Wl2)S = SIV* (1 0 (^ (g) ^^)(W))WS. •

The second equality follows now immediately from the first one.

D

1

Remark 8.28. - Because X(L (A)) Q A^^A)) is a dense subset of A (g) A and because
I^(A) C A*, we can consider a lot of elements in M(A 0 A) as functionals on A (g) A. So
we can formally look at A(A(cx;))(.r (g) y) for u C L^A) and x, y e A. If v, w e H and (e^ez
is an orthonormal basis for H we can make a calculation similar to the proof of the previous
proposition, and obtain:
A(A(o^))
A(^,eJ W
^ A(^,w).
^v,w)) =
— ^
/^^^v.ei)
/\\we^w)

id
Hence we can write in some sense
A(A(^^))(a; (g) y) = ^cjy^ (x)^e,,w{y) = ^>v,w(yx).
iei
This is precisely a formula one obtains in an algebraic theory (see e.g. [59]). It is possible to give
a more precise meaning to the formula above, but we do not go into that.
We end this section with the Pontryagin duality theorem. As in the first part of this section, we
can construct the dual reduced C*-algebraic quantum group of (A, A) with respect to the GNSconstruction (H^ L, A) of (p. Let us denote the resulting reduced C*-algebraic quantum group by
(A, A).
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From the remark after Theorem 8.20, we know that EW*S is the multiplicative unitary of
(A, A) in the GNS-construction (H, L, A) for (p. Therefore, Definition 8.1 and the discussion in
the second part of Section 4 imply easily the following theorem.
THEOREM 8.29.- The reduced C"-algebraic quantum groups (A, A) and (A, A) are
isomorphic. More specific, the mapping TT : A —> A is a ^-isomorphism such that (7T(g)7r)A = ATT.
Denote the dual weight of (p, as defined in Proposition 8.14, by (p. Let T be the left ideal in
I/(A) constructed from (p as in Notation 8.4 and let A be the corresponding closed linear map
as defined in Proposition 8.13. By definition of (p, the triple (H^ L^ A) is a GNS-construction for
<?•
By uniqueness of the left invariant weight on (A, A), we get that (RTF is proportional to (p. But
to our big surprise, we can easily prove that:
PROPOSITION 8.30. - The -weights (p7T and (p are equal. Moreover, ATT = A.
Proof. -Let A denote the canonical representation of L^A) into A = 7r(A) (as defined in
Eq. (8.2)). Since SW*S is the left regular corepresentation of (A, A), we get that A(o;) =
(^^(IV^for^eL^A).
Notice that, since ^TT and (p are proportional, Tr'^A/^) = A/y?. Choose uj e Z and put
^
^
a = TT'^A^)) = {u 0 cc;)(y*) € A/y,. Then we have for 0 e T that

u;(\{0Y)=^((0^i)(vy)=^((0(S)i){v^)=0((i^^)(v^)
=0{a^= <^),A(a)) - (A(a),A(A(0))).
Since A(Z) is a core for A, this implies that
(8.9)

cj(rr*) = (A(a),A(a;))

for all x e A/^.

Hence Proposition 8.13 implies that A(A(c<;)) = A(a) = A(7^ -l (A(cl;))).
Because A(Z) is a core for A and A is closed, this implies that A(y) = A(7^~l(y)) for all
y G Afc. Remembering that 7r~1 (A/^) = A/^, the proposition follows. D
y

y

Remark 8.31.-Consider 0 c L^A) such that A((9) e A/-. Choose a; e Z. From Eq. (8.9)
in the proof of the previous proposition, we know that (A(7^ -l (A(c<;))),A(a;)) == o;(a;*) for all
x
^In particular, (A(7^- l (A(a;))),A(A((9))) = uj (A ((9)*). We can rewrite this as
<A(A(^),A(7^- l (A(a;)))) ^^TT-^A^))*).

Because ^"^^(Z)) is a core for A, this implies that (A(A((9)),A(a)) = 6>(a*) for all a <E A/y,.
Consequently, 0 belongs to Z.
So we arrive at the conclusion that I = {0 e L1 (A) | A(0) e A/'-}.
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Appendix A: Some technical results concerning weights
LEMMA A.I. - Consider a von Neumann algebra M, a normal semi-finite weight rj on M
and
• a vector space V with a subspace W,
• a normed space X and a linear mapping A : V —> X,
• a sesquilinear mapping T:V xV —^ M such that T(v, v) ^ Ofor v G V,
• a number K ^ 0,
such that'.
• rJ(T(v,v))=K\\A(v)\\<2forveW',
• for every v C V, there exists a net (vi)i^i in W such that (T(^,^))^j converges
a-strongly to T(v,v) and (A(i^))^j converges to A(v).
Then rj(T(v,v)) = K\\A{v)\\2 for v C V.

Proof. - Choose v <E V. By assumption, there exists a net (^)^J in W such that (T(vi, Vi))^i
converges cr-strongly to T(v, v) and (A(^))^j converges to A(v).
Because 77 is normal, we have that
<T(^)) ^ limmf«T(^ v,)))^ = liminf(^| A(^)l|2)^ = WW2'
So we get that
(A.I)

T(v,v)^M^

and

r](T(v,v}) ^ K\\v\\2

for all v e Y .

By polarization, we get for every v, w G V that T{v, w) belongs to Mrj. This gives us a semiinner product V x V —> C: (v, w) \-^ r](T(v, w)). This implies that the mapping V -^ R^ v h->
rj(T(v^ v)) 2' is a semi-norm on V.
Therefore we get for every v, w e V that
(A.2)

\r](T{v^ -rf(T(w^w)^\^ri(T{v-w^-w))^K^\\A(v)-A(w)\\,

where we used Eq. (A.I) in the last inequality.
Take u e V. By assumption, there exists a net (uj)j^j in W such that (A(uj))j^j converges
to A(n). Then inequality (A.2) implies that (r](T(uj, Uj)))j^j converges to r](T(u, u)).
But we assumed that T] (T(u^Uj)) = K\\A(uj)\\2 for j e J . Consequently, the net
{rj(T(uj,Uj)))^j also converges to K\\A(u) ||2. Therefore rj(T{u,u)) = K\\A(u) ||2. D
A.I. KSGNS-construction for a slice weight
Throughout this subsection, we will fix two C*-algebras A and B together with a proper
weight (p on B. Let (Hy, TT^, A^) be a GNS-construction for (p.
RESULT A.2. - Consider x <E W^y and v € Hy. Then there exists a unique element
q C M(A) such that 0{q) = (Ay((0 (g) i)(x)),v) for 6 e A*.
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Pwo/:-ForaeA/y,,weput9(a) = (</(g)(^)((l 0a*).r) eM(A).
Using Proposition 1.24, we see for all a, 6 C A/^ that
||g(a)-^)|| 2 =||^-&)*9(a-&)||

= || (^0 (^) ((1 0 (a - &)*).r) *(^ (^) ((1 0 (a - &)*) a;) ||
^||(^^)([l0(a-^)]*[l0(a-&)])|||(^^)(^*a;)||
^IIA^^-A^^flK^^^^II.
Now take a sequence (a^)^Li in Afy such that (Ay,(an))^i converges to v. Then the previous
inequality implies that (^(a^))^^ is Cauchy and hence convergent in M(A). So there exists an
element q G M(A) such that (g(a^))^i converges in norm to q.
We have for every 0 e A* and n G N that
0(g(a,)) = <^«(0 0 i)(.r)) = (A^((0 0 u){x)^ A^(a,)),

which implies that (^(g(a^)))^i converges to {A.y{{0 0 ^)(a*)),z;). So ^(9) must be equal to
(A^((6^i){x))^).

D

We borrowed the next result from [43].
LEMMA A.3. - Consider an increasing net (a^)^j in A^ and an element a G A^~ such that
uj(a) = sup{(jj(di) | i G 1} for all uj G A^_. Then the net (a^ieJ converges to a.

Pwo/^ -Define S = [uj G A^_ | ||a;|| ^ 1} and equip S with the weak*-topology. Then 5
becomes a compact Hausdorff space.
For every z € J, we define the function ji e (^(S^ such that fi(uj} = uj{ai) for u e A^.
So (fi)iei ls an increasing net in C^*?)"^ We also define the function / C C^)"^ such that
y(c<;) = uj(a) for c<; e A:!j_.
By assumption, the net (fz)iei converges pointwise to /. Therefore Dint's theorem implies
that [fi)iei converges uniformly to /.
Because ||a;|| = sup{|c<;(a;)| uj G S} for x e A + , this implies that (a^)^j converges in norm
to a. D
It is not difficult to prove the following strict version.
LEMMA A.4. - Consider an increasing net (a^eJ in M^A)^ and an element a C M^A)^
such that uj(d) = sup{a;(a^) i G 1} for all uj C A^. Then the net (a^)^j converges strictly to a.
Proof. - Take b e A. By the previous lemma, we get that the net (&*a^&)^j converges in norm
to b*ab.
Notice that ai ^ a for i G I . So we get for z C J that
\\ab - a,b\\2 = \\b^a - a^b\\ ^ \\a - a,\\ ||&*(a - a,)b\\ ^ 2||a|| ||6*(a - a^||,
which implies that (a^)^eJ converges in norm to ab.

D

LEMMA A.5. - Consider a non-degenerate ^-representation TT of A on a Hilbert space H
and an orthonormal basis (e^)^j for H. Let x, y G M(A (g) B) and v, w G H. Then the net
(^(^w,e,^ L)[yY{uJ^e^ i){x)]
/
\^J
J^F{I)
is bounded and converges strictly to ((jJv,w ^ //)(^*t;c)•
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Proof. - By polarization, it is enough to prove the result for y = x and v = w.
Choose 11 G B^ and take a cyclic GNS-construction (K, 0, u) for /^. Fix also an orthonormal
basis {fe)£eL for K. Then
^^((c^,e, (g)^)*^^ (g)^)(.r))
iei
=Y^{0((^^^i){x))u,0((^^^^(x))u}
i^I
= ^ ^ W(^W 0 ^))^ ^>(/^ 0((^,e, 0 ^))^)

^eJ^eL
= ^ ^ ((TT 0 0)(x){v (g) n), e, 0 ^><e, (g) /^ (TT 0 0)(a;)(^ 0 ^))
zeJ ^GL

= ((TT (g) 6>)(a;)(v (g) n), (TV (g) 6>)Cr)(v (g) n)) = (^^ 0 ^^)(a;*.r) = /^((^^ 0 ^)(^*^)) •
Consequently, the lemma follows from Lemma A.4.

D

The next simple lemma will turn out to be useful at several instances.
LEMMA A.6. - Consider a non-degenerate "-representation 0 of A on a Hilbert space K
and an orthonormal basis (e z)i^i for K. Let v, w G K and x, y G At\^y Then the net

[ S ^((^e, 0 i){yY (^,e, 0 i){x)} )
/
^eJ
J^F{I)
converges to ^p((uJv,w 0 i)(y*x)).

Proof. - By polarization, it is enough to prove this lemma for x = y and v = w. We have for
every J € F { I ) that
^^((^,e, (g^)(;r)*(cj^e, 0^)(^))=^(^(c^e, 0^)(^)*(^,e, 0 ^)(^) ] .

i€J

^eJ

/

By Lemma A.5, we know that (Z^j(^,ez 0 ^X^)*^^ 0 ^)(^)) J ( - F ( H ls an ^^^^g ^t
which converges strictly to (ujv,v 0 ^)(a'*a'). Hence the strict lower semi-continuity of (^ implies
that the net
( ^ ^((^,e, 0 ^)(rr)*(^,e, 0 ^)) )
^zeJ
/JGF(J)

converges to ^((c^-y (g) //)(a;*a:)).

D

We will now apply these results to get a sort of KSGNS-construction for the 'C*-valued
weight' L (g) ip:
PROPOSITION A.7. - There exists a unique linear map A'.M^y —> C(A, A (g) H y ) such that
A(xY (a 0 A^(6)) = (i 0 (p) (.r*(a (g) 6))
/or a C A anJ b € A/^.

For .r e ML^, we put (b (g) A^)(;r) == A(a;). T/z^^ w^ have the following properties'.
• we have for all x, y^Af^ that {i (g)A^ )(?/)* (^ (g A^)(.r) = (//(g) (p)(y*x)',
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• consider a € M(A) and b C 77^, then (i 0 A^)(a (g) b) = a 0 A^(6);
• H^/zav6?/<9ra;eM(A(g)B) andyeAf^y that (i^) Ay)(xy) = (i (g) TT^ ) (a;) (^(g)A^)(?/).
Proof. - Fix an orthonormal basis (e%)%eJ f01' ^y?Take a; € A/"^. Using Result A.2, we define for every z C J the element ^ e M(A) such that
77(^) = (A^((T; (g) ^)(.r)), e,) for r] e A*.
Choose /^ G A^ and a cyclic GNS-construction (X, 0, ^) for /^. Fix also an orthonormal basis
{ft)t^L for ^- Then we have that

E ^(9;^) = E^te)^0^)^ = E E<w^ ^) (^- ^te)^
iGJ
i€J

iel

i^I £^L

-EE^^^i'-EEK^^^0^^))^-)!2
id £eL

£eL i^I

0

lr

=E^((^^ ^( )*(^^ (g)^(•^))•
i^L

Therefore Lemma A.6 implies that
E ^Qi) = ^((/^ ^ ^)(^*^))

:=

/^((^ ^ ^)(^)) •

zeJ

Hence Lemma A.4 implies that the net E^j qfQi)j(EF{i) converges strictly to (i 0 (p)(x*x).
Take finite subsets J and K of I such that J C K and a 6 A. Then we have that

qia (g) 62 |2

e

Ew ^ ! ~ E
iGX

i€J

a
a
E
*^
'
iex\j

implying that the net
^
^I
^qia^ei
L^Lt W C-i \
^ i^i^ <i^j
/Je^O)

is Cauchy and hence convergent in A 0 Hy.
So we can define an A-linear operator Fx : A —^ A (g) ^ such that Fa; (a) = ^^j ^a 0 e^ for
aeA.
Because ^^j ^9% = (^ 0 (^)(.r*a;) in the strict topology, it follows that
(A.3)

(F^(a),F^(a))=a*(^(g)^)(;r*aQa

for a <E A.

Choose a e A, & G A and c C A/y?. Then we have for uj G A* that
^((^(a),6(8)A^(c)))=E^(^ a ^ e ^ 60A ^( c )))=E cl; ( & * 9^a )< e^?A ^( c ))
zGJ

iGJ

A

a

e A C

=E<
^( ^*^^^))-^>< - ^ )>
ieJ
•= (A^((aa;&* (g) //)(^)),A<^(c))

= ^(c*(acc;6* 0 ^)(.r)) = (a^*) ((i 0 (^)((1 (g) c*)a;))
=^((i(g)^)((&* (g)c*)a;)a).
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So we see that
(A.4)

(^(a),^A^(c)>=(^^)((&*0c*)a;)a.

The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in Proposition 1.24 implies for y e A © A/y, that
||(^)(^)||2 ^ ||(^)(^)|| ||(^)(^/)|| = ||(^)(^)|| ||(.(.)AyOQ/)||2

This implies that there exists a unique bounded A-linear map Gx'- A 0 Hy —>• A such that
Gx{b (g) Ay,(c)) = {i (g) ^p)(x*(b 0 c)) for & e A and c e A/y,. Eq. (A.4) then implies that
(F^(a),v) = G^Waforae A and 2; C A0Hy. So Fa; belongsto/:(A,A(g)^) andFa; = G^.
Now define the map A :J\f^y —> ^(A, A (g) ^) such that A(x) = F^ for x C A^y,. So we
have that A(;r)*(&(g)Ay,(c)) = (^0 (^)(a:*(&(g) c)) for b <E A, ceA/y, and x eA/^y,.
This implies immediately that A is linear and that A(a (g) b) = a 0 Ay, (6) for a C M(A) and

&eA/^.
Eq. (A.3) implies that A(rz')*A(.r) = (i (g) (^)(a;*a;) for x e A^y?, so polarization yields that
A(2/)*A(a;) ==(^(8)^)(?/*.r) forx.yeM',^.
Choose be A and c € A/y>. Then we have for z G A 0 B that
||(^A^)(z(^c))|| 2 =||(^A^)(z(60c))*(l0A^)(^(^c))||
=||(^0^)((^c)*^(&0c))||

^ 11^111|(.0 ^)((6 0 c)*(&0 c)) || ^ll^ll2^!!2^^).
So the linear mapping A 0 B —> £(A, A 0 Hy): z \—> (i (g) A^)(^(6 (g) c)) is bounded. This is of
course also true for the linear mapping A (g) B —^ C{A, A (g) Hy): z \—> (b 0 7ry,)(^)(6 0 A^(c)).
It is easy to see that both mappings above agree on A 0 B so they agree on A (g) B, i.e.
(i (g) Ay)(z(b (g) c)) =^L 0 TTy)(z)(b (g) A<^(c)) for z C A 0 B.
Now choose x G At^^p and z G M(A 0 B). Take an approximate unit (uj)j^j for A 0 B.
Then we have for j e I and & e A, c G A/y, that
[(^ 0 7r^)(^)(i (g) 7r^)0)(6 (g) A^)(rr)] * {b (g) A^(c))
= [(</ 0 7r^)(^)(^ (g) Ay,)(a;)] * (b (g) Ay,(c))
= (^ 0 Ay,)(a;)* (i (g) TT^)^*^*) (& (g) A^(c)) = (i (g) A^)(a;)* (^ (g) A^) (^*^*(6 0 c))
= (</ (g) ^) (a;*z*^*(6 0 c)) = {b (g) Ay,)(^)*(^ (g) A^) (^*(6 (g) c))
= (i 0 Ay,)(^)*(/. (g) 7r^)(^) (& (g) A^(c)) == [(// (g) 7r^)(^)(// (g) A^)(^)] * (b (g) Ay,(c)).

Hence (i (g) 7Ty,)(^)(^ (g) TT^)(^)(^ (g) Ay,)(a;) = (^ (g) 7Ty)(uj)(L (g) Ay,)(za;) for all j G J, so
(</ 0 TT^)(^)(^ 0 A^)(.r) = (b (g) A^)(^.r). D
A.2. Partial GNS-construction for the tensor product of two weights
Throughout this subsection, we will fix C*-algebras A and B, a proper weight (p on A and a
proper weight ^ on B. At the same time, we fix a GNS-construction {Hy, TT^, A^) for (^ and a
GNS-construction (H^^TT^^A^) for ?^. For used notations, we refer to Subsection 1.6.
PROPOSITION A.8. - The following properties hold:
• the mapping Ay, (g) A-^ : A/^, ^) —^ ^ (g) Jf^/, ^ a linear map which is closed with respect
to the strict topology on A (g) B and the norm topology on Hy (g) H^;
• the mapping Ay, (g) A-^ : A/^y?, '0) —^ ^ (g) ff0 is closable with respect to the strict topology
on M(A(g) B) and the norm topology on Hy (g) H^. Denote its closure by Ay, (g) A^. Then
D(Ay,(g)A^,) =A/'(^,'0) and we put (Ay ^A^) (a) = (Ay, <^A^)(a)fora eA/^,^);
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• ({Ay 0 A^)(x), (Ay, (g) A^)(y)) = (^ (g) ^)(y"x)for x, y e A/'(^ ^);
• J\f((p,^) and A/'(^,'0) (2^ /^ ^a^ m M(A (g) £?) an^ (TT^ (g) 7r^)(.r)(A^ (g) A^)(a) =
(A^ (g)A^)(a;a)/ora;GM(A(g)B) and a eJ7(^p^).
Proof. - Definea mapping F: A/'((y^ ^) ^ Hy(^ H^ as follows.
Consider x G .V((/?, ^). Then we define r(.r) ^ H y ^ H ^ such that
{F(x), A^(a) (^ A^(&)) - ((^ 0 ^) ((a* ^ &*).r)

for a € A/^, & G A/^,. So A^ 0 A^, is the restriction of F to A^(y?, ^).
Fix a GNS-construction (H, TT, A) for (^ (g) ^ and define the isometry U: Hy 0 H^ —^ H such
that [/(A^(a) 0 A^(&)) = A(a 0 &) for a e A/y, and 6 C X/,. We have for all x e 77y^ and
a € Afy and & e A/",/, that
<£7*A(^), A^(a) 0 A^(6)> = (A(^), ?7(A^(a) 0 A^(&)))
= {A(x), A(a 0 &)) = ((^ 0 ^) ((a* 0 6*).r).

This implies for every x G ^0^, that x C A/'((^,'0) Q ||[/*A(.r)||2 = ((^ 0 ^)(a;*a;) o
||£/*A(a;)||^ ||A(.r)|| <^ A(o:) G [/(^ 0 ^). Moreover, r(a;) = [/*A(a;) and UF(x) = A(x)
for all x eA/'((^,'^).
This implies easily that J\f(ip, ^) is a subspace of M(A (g) B) and that the map F is linear. We
also have for every x, y G A/^(^, ^) that

<r(.r), r(^/)) = {ur(x)^ ur(y)} = (A(x)^A{y)) = ^ 0 ^)(^^).
Choose a; e M(A (g) B) and a G Ay((^, '0). It is easy to see that [/(^ 0 7r^)(.r) = 7r(.r)£7 (by
checking it first on simple tensors and then using continuity arguments). Then xa C Afy^ and
A(;m) = 7r(rc)A(a) = 7r{x)Ur(a) = U(jv^ ® ^}{x}T{a) e U(Hy 0 ^).
Hence
(A.5)

xa^AT^^) and r(a;a) = £/*A(;m) = (^ <g)7r^)(rc)r(a).

Choose a net (^),eJ in A/'^^). tr ^ M ( A (^ B) and v ^ Hy (^ H^ such that (^)^J
converges strictly to a* and (r(a^))^j converges to v. Because UT(xi) = A(xi) for i € J, this
implies that (A(;^))^J converges to [/^. So the strict closedness of A (see Proposition 1.9)
implies that x e 'Afy^ and A(x) = Uv. Since A(a;) e £/(^ 0 ^), we get that x e A/'((^, ^)
and r(a-) = [/*A(.r) = v. Hence F is strict-norm closed. Since Ay, 0 A^, is the restriction of r to
A/"((^, ^) D A, it follows that A^ 0 A^, is also strict-norm closed as a map on A (g) B.
Using Eq. (A.5) and an approximate unit for A, we see that Af(^, ^) is a strict core for r. D
PROPOSITION A.9. - Consider cm_ orthonormal basis (e^)^j for Hy. Let x e Af^ and
y € A/"^. Then x (y 0 1) belongs to Af(^, ^),
Y^ \\^ ((^A^),^ ^(^)) ||2 = ( ^ 0 ^ ) ( ( ? / * 0 l)^*rr(2/0l))
icJ
=^(?/*(^(g)-0)(.r*a;)2/) <oo
(2/2^

(A^ (g) A^) (a;(^ 0 1)) = ^ e, 0 A^, ((^(^ 0 ^)(.r)).
^eJ
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Proof. - We have that

(^ ^ ^) ((^/* ^ 1)^(2/ 0 1)) =

sup (cj (g) 0) ((2/* (g) l)^*a-(2/ (g) 1))
^e^,(9c(^

= sup ( sup uj{y"[i (g) 6)(x*x)y)).
/

uj^Gy ^e^G^

Since ((i^0)(x*x))e^ is an increasing net which converges strictly to (i (g)-0) (a-* .r), the above
equality implies that
(A.6) (^0^)((^*(g)l)^Q/(8)l)) = sup ^(^^^^(.r*^)^)-^^*^^^)^*^)o;e^
So we have in particular that x(y 0 1) e Afy^' Now
^|| A ^((^A<,(2/),e,^^)(^))|| 2 = ^V ; ((^A^(^),e,^^(^)*(^A^(^),e,^^)(^)).

ieJ

%eJ

Using Lemma A.6, the above equality implies that
^||A^((^A^)^0^)) ^^((^A^ApO/)^)^))

zeJ

= ^Q/),A^) ((^ (3) '0)(.r*.r))
=((^(g)-0)((?/* (g)l).r*a;(j/(g)l)).
)

Put v = ^^j Ci 0 A^((cc;A^(2/),ez ^ ^)(^))- Then it is clear that
IMI 2 = (^ ^ ^) (Q/* ^) 1)^*^(^/ ( ^ 1)) •
Now, choose a G Afy and & e A/^;. Then we have that
(A.7)

<^A^(a)0A^(6)>=^(e^A^(a))(A^(^^)^^^(^)),A^(&)).
\.^p\u) W ^\^)/ — / ^i^
i^I

We have for w G Hy that
^((^(^w ^ ^)(^)) ||2 = ^((^A^),w ^ ^(.r)*^^)^ 0 //)(.r))
^ ll w ll 2 ^(( a; A^(^,A^(^) (8)^)(.r*^)).

So we get that the antilinear map Hy—>H^:w^K^( (uj^ ^ ^ (g) i) (x)) is bounded. Therefore
Eq. (A.7) implies that
(^A^(a) (g)A^(&)) = (A^((^A^(^),A^(a) ^ ^)(a')),A^(6))
= ^(^*(^A^(./),A<,(a) ^ ^)(^)) = ^A^(./),A^(a) ((^ ^ '0)((l ^ 6*).r))

=((^0V;)((a*(g)^*)a:(^0l)),
where the last equality follows in a similar way as Eq. (A.6) by using polarization.

D

Note added in proof. - Recently, the second author proved that in fact for arbitrary proper
weights (p and ^ on C*-algebras A and B, one has that A/"((^, ^) = A/^®^,, and hence also that
{Hy 0 H^.TTy 0 TT^,, Ay (g) A^,) is a GNS-construction for (/; (g) '0. Moreover one can prove that
A/y, ©A^ is a core for Ay, (g) A^.
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